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(t-b): Erin and Shivani are
dressed and ready for a party
at the Library; The Jack has
yet to succumb to Senioritis.

(l-r ): Emily shows off the spectacular Uni High merchandise; Elizabeth can't tell the difference between a real mouse and a computer mouse.
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(l-r): Ben, Kyle, and Ben show off their school spirit at a volleyball
game; Mr. Vaughn and Jonathan are both proud to be associated
with Dominos Pizza.

It was once again a very successful year at Uni High. There were several additions to the Uni community
this year, including new Director and Principal Kathleen Patton, as well as new staff members Susan Gregson, Carol
Miles, Carolyn Hutchinson, Lia Ptracovici, and Stephen Rayburn. Uni also welcomed a the class of 2008, the first
class to be born entirely in the 90s. Sophomore class also got exchange student Ryosuke Yabukami.
The year began with the traditional orientation picnic, where old and new friends gathered to kickoff a new
year. The subbie retreat, held at Crystal Lake Park, was a chance for the new subbie class to bond and have fun.
Soon , school was in full swing, and as the homework piled up and the weather got colder, summer vacation became
a distant memory. In their free periods, students found various ways to pass the time. Many chose to hang out in the
lounge or Mrs. Kovacs's office, play poker, or even play football. As always, Uni's dances were quite popular. From
the Howdy Hop to the Winter Formal to Prom, Uni students flocked to the dances for a fun time. Attending plays in
the attic and games at KenneyjDCR were also very popular. Many of the sports teams did very well this year, most
notably the Girls' Cross Country team going to State and the Girls' Basketball team and the Chess team won their
respective conference titles.
But now, finally, summer vacation is here. For the next three months, we can forget about tests, papers, and
quizzes, and our most pressing concern will be what's for lunch rather than what will be on the next exam. So until
next year, relax and enjoy.
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(t-b): The wet subbies pose for their group shot in Uni Gym;
Marika Iyer, dizzy, falls to the ground; Nicole Helregel tries to
shield herselffrom an oncoming water balloon.
The subbies had a wonderful time at the 2004 Subbie Retreat, even though it rained most of the day. The retreat, held for the first time at Crystal Lake Park in Urbana was a success, although most of the retreat was held inside
the lake house. The Annual Subbie Olympics were

held outside during the brief period without

rain. The Olympics included events such as an egg

race, many-legged-race, a beach ball volleyball
a part of the annual tug of war competition, the

game, and the always difficult obstacle course. As

ceeded to fall on the ground. Ms. Bolesta's group

subbie buddies took on the subbies who all proeasily won the tug of war with their massive duo

L~--~---

of Frankie McFarland and Mike Renner. One
However, afterwards, the subbies decided they
on the deck of the pavilion. One subfreshman,

highlight of the day was a treasure hunt in the rain.
weren't wet enough, so they staged a water fight
Paul Dampier, showed impressive dedication by
stray soccer ball. In the end, the lakehouse was wet

jumping in the lake several times to retrieve a

Uni Gym an hour earlier than expected. Despite

the weather, the subbies made new friends, good

and over crowded so the group had to return to

memories, and bonded together as a class.
by Teresa Sonka
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(t-b): The subbies fall in a
heap as their group loses one
round of tug-o-war; Julian
Hartman imitates an airplane as he clears the hurdle;
Zoe Schein jump ropes as part
of the Subbie obstacle course.
(l-r, t-b): Ethan Stone
o-war; Mr. Russell's
their might; Aran Yoo
ily Chu as Andrea Park

leads his group in tuggroup tugs with all
passes the egg to Emgets ready for her turn.
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The amazing cast of "The Curious Savage" worked hard
to produce an excellent play
this fall. John Patrick's play is
the story of an elderly woman
committed to a mental institution where she teaches
and learns what love is. The
show was a roller coaster of
emotions, from the witty and
comical quirks provided by
each character, to the emotional ending, which is sure to
change your outlook on your
friends and what it means to
love. Each member of the
cast worked tirelessly from
the first day of tryouts until
the last performance to give
a wonderful show to the Uni
audience.

(l-r, t-b) Alisa gives Cordelia a face massage; Alisa is very
pleased by the play; Eli's face expresses his fear of neckties.

(l-r) Tom is busy and quite bewildered with
his vain attempts to tie his shoes; Stephen and
Cordelia are left aghast by Kinzie and Sasha; Dan is quite pleased to meet doctor Eli.
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tudent
Uctions
The annual Student Productions program was loaded
with another tremendous set
of plays this year. The wide
range of plays included "Two
Can Play at That Game" by
Alison Liss, "Fiance" by Rose
Kearns, "The Strange Pilgrim"
by Max Schnuer and "A Girls
Best Friend" by Anita Chary,
Alisa Modica and Pamela
Machala. From stories of
affairs and betrayal to hilarious comedies, the Student
Productions were exciting
and entertaining and will be
remembered as one of the
best Stud Productions ever.
(l-r) Alex sure loves his free food; Kris has some slight
fears about his makeup artist.

(l-r) Sara gets mentally prepared for her role as an owl;
Drew frantically searches for makeup; Eli, well we don't
know what he is doing, but we know it is weird...
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(l-r, t-b) Herr W challenges the authority of Ms.
Bant as she plays referee during the faculty basketball game; Eric Loui looks miserable while wearing his adorable Dr. Seuss hat for Crazy Hat Day;
Colette reveals her tropical side; Jackie, Paige,
Maddy, Bethany, and Emma eat lunch in their
breakfast clothes; Ariel and Sarah remind us on
twin day that they "can't even think straight"; Josie
dazzles us with her fabulous gymnastic abilities.

On Crazy Hat Day Lucas
decides to go pirate, and Nick
ju t wears the biggest hat he
can find .

On Twin Day, Alison and Caitlin prove once and for all that
they are, in fact , twins.
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Spirit Week was a little glum this year and seemed to lack it's usual feisty
spirit. Due to initial confusion about when the event would take place, many
students weren't sure
about which themed
days were happening
when. Nevertheless,
Spirit Week continued.
Tuesday was celebrated
as Crazy Hat/Hair day.
Throughout the school
there were big hats,
small hats , red hats ,
blue hats, even the occasional Doctor Seuss
before seen on school
hat. Hairstyles never
grounds were displayed
with pride. Wednesday
of Spirit Week was Twin
Day this year. Unfortunately, not many students chose to partake
in this usual favorite . However, several students
did do a fabulous job of
imitating everyone's favorite teacher, Ray, AKA
Jim Carrubba. Thursday was Pajama Day, a wonderful opportunity
for students to arrive in
hers of young subbies
the hottest of bedtime fashion. Countless numand freshman came to school looking as though
they had just rolled out
of bed and even a few upperclassmen decided
to show a little school
spirit. Friday had been previously designated as School Colors Day, but besides Ms. Kovacs, few realized that the day had been changed from last year's, "Class Colors Day." A Spirit Week assembly took
place during the final hour of school in Kenney Gym where sports teams, casts of the school plays and
the faculty basketball teams were introduced. Despite two unfortunate defeats for our basketball teams,
Spirit Week still managed to end with a bang as the faculty basketball game took place during half time
of Saturday's girl's basketball game against GCMS.
On School Colors Day, Kovacs
i the only person to actually try
and show some spirit by dying
her hair orange.

A group of ubbies huddle together in efforts to stay warm
despite their relaxed clothing
on Pajama Day.
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Agora

Days

Agora Days is one of Uni's many unique traditions, and students spend all
year anticipating this one week of fun. It's not only a break from school, but it also
gives students a chance to explore new interests, or to teach their own. In his first
year at the helm, Mr. Garvey made all of this possible, along with the help of other
student volunteers.
Although Agora Days is a break from normal schooling, students are still
required to take some academic classes. Luckily this year there were a number of
interesting and intellectual classes. However, some people needed a break from
learning all together and the
kitchen was the perfect place for
just that. Whether you wanted
to satisfy your sweet tooth, or
try a cup of tea, the kitchen was
the place to be. And if cooking
wasn't your thing, you could just
walk into one of the many movie
classes taught this year, including the very popular "Colin Firth
Love Fest."
For those who love arts and
crafts, knitting and "Craft Time
withAyesha" were back again this
year. And last but not least, the
games and sports classes gave students who missed P.E. a chance to
play their beloved sports all week.
By the end of the week, everyone
was disappointed that Agora Days
had to come to an end.
Meera works on knitting a lovely scarf, but we are
not sure if it is for her or the head behind her.
Devin, Daniel, Sam, and Rohun
all try their hand at poker in the
library.

Chuck and Rachel battle
each other in a Yu-gi-oh
game.
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(l-r, t-b) The members ofthe ever-so-popular Medieval Combat class get ready for
battle; Emily, Nick, and Victor learn how
to make model airplanes; Ayesha shows
off her Hand of Henna, a popular class
that was back for a second year; Atul,
Chandra, Abby, and Ben are under the
trance ofvideo games; Emily C., Emily S.,
Elaine, Triet, and Meredith mix in some
sugar, spice, and everything nice.
Jackie learns the nit picky details
about knitting in the Art Room.

Nicole taste tests the food
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The Winter Formal, held on Saturday, January 24,
was hosted by the sophomore class on the second
floor of the Levis Center. Couples and friends had
fun dancing around to music played by DJ s Dan Pleck
and Gerry Shih. In particular, the DJ s brought a lot of
fond memories back to the upperclassmen by playing
hits from their elementary and middle school years.
At the end of the evening, Devin Johnson and Katie
LaPointe were crowned king and queen.

( l-r, t-b) Eleanor Unsworth helps show off a pretty Emily Sha for
the camera; Jamie Wiser and Samantha Nguyen demonstrate their
dance move; Dan Pleck contemplates the meaning of life as his
fellow DJ Gerry Shih makes a difficult decision; Cordelia LootsCollin laughs at her blind looking dance partner Mark White;
Rachel Cascio hugs an unknown mafioso freshman; Chumar
Williams looks cool as he salutes the camera; Stevie Schein and
Patricia Mathy make a stunning entrance to the Winter Formal.
14
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(l-r, t-b): The roofing crew
puts in the final row of
shingles; Andrew uses his
great height (and a ladder)
to nail across the top of the
newly erected wall; Everyone lends a hand to get the
truss into place; David and
Eli are bouncers for the
BBA one year anniversary
party; Max, Sasha, Matt,
and Kimmy carry a tire up
the hill so they can roll it
back down; Teresa, Molly,
David, and Tianyu get more
paint on each other than they
get on the house; Molly gives
the Habitat trip a big thumbs
up!; The framing crew puts
up the third wall of the addition.

This February, a group of four teachers and eighteen Uni Students, along with Uni alum Rob Zych, travelled down to Clarksdale, Mississippi to work with Habitat for Humanity. With the help ofZych, Leon and Ramona, Brother and Sister Bobby(e), Bym, Kate, Matt, Hannah
and Anya, the group quickly learned the basics of construction. Despite a lack of construction experience, and a few minor etbacks, the
Uni contingent still managed to get an enormous amount of work done. In five days, the group was able to put up the walls, windows, roof,
shingles, electrical wiring, insulation, and drywall on the ceiling of a 20 by 28 foot addition. The group put up new iding and painted the
whole house, as well. In the evenings, people spent their free time playing poker, Truth-or-Dare Jenga, speed Scrabble, listening to Mr. Sutton
or Ms. Linder's funny childhood stories, or just hanging out and talking. Other memorable events included the One Year Anniver ary ofBBA
and playing basketball with some of the local people. Overall, it was a great experience, which everyone will never forget.
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(l-r, t-b): Hugh Monahan, Patricia Mathy, Ellie Goldwasser,
Sarah LeRoy, and Andy Renner
enjoy the sun in Mycene; Hugh
thinks he's fighting in the Trojan war; The buildings of Little
Venice in Mykonos; The Parthenon in Athens; Ben LeRoy,
Bob Monahan, Andy Renner,
Sarah LeRoy, Michael Socie,
and Terence Crofts show off
their Greek spirit; Mr. Butler
takes some time off to relieve
himself in Ephosos ; Hugh
Monahan , Patricia Mathy ,
Anita Chary, Drew Coverdill,
Kimmy Wentling , and Nick
Gooier enjoy a relaxing rest on
Santorini; Is that Kimmy, or a
Greek hero?

This summer, an adventurous group of students from University High School journeyed to Greece. Upon arrival
in Athens, the group met with their tour director, Roberto, who traveled along with them for the entirety of the visit.
Under the brilliant leadership of Roberto, the group visited Delphi, traveled to the summit of the Likavitos Hill (the
highest hill in Athens), and enjoyed a relaxing day at the beach. Then, the group embarked on what many considered
the highlight of the trip, a four-day cruise around the Agean Sea. The cruise took them on a tour of Mykonos, Kusadesi
(Turkey), Patmos, Rhodes, Crete, and Santorini. After disembarking back in Athens, the group visited the Acropolis, the
Parthenon, and also Cape Sunion. Next, the group set off on a long journey across the Peloponesus. The trek included
stops at Corinth, Mycene, Epidarus, Pilos, and Olympia before the group finally returned to Athens. While in Athens, the
group visited the Parliament Square and the shopping center of Plaka. Finally, it was time to say "kherete" to Greece.
17
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-r, t- : Cor e w, Dan,
Casey, Lauren, and Davi
rolic in Garmisch; Som
tudents and chaperone
take a break to eat lunch;
ally and Erin Bazar pla
in the gardens of Salzburg;
Clarabelle, Dan, and Han
nah hang out in the alley i
othenburg ob der Tauber;
ichael Green and John L
ang with their host broth
rs; Caitlin, Ayesha, an
Casey enjoy the sights an
ounds of Salzburg, Aus
tria; the group settles down
to take a picture as Her
W strikes an interesting
ose ... ; Neuschwanstein,
the castle from "Cinderella.'

"Dude, the German Trip was so raw," Senior David Stolarsky commented when asked about this summer's
sojourn in Germany. The trip started out in Rothenburg ob der Tauber. After two days of getting acquainted with the
German culture, the group left Germany for Austria. They stayed in Salzburg, the city from "The Sound of Music." A
few days later, the group traveled to Munich, one of the biggest cities in Germany. Their stay in Munich lasted four days,
but much of the time was spent traveling to nearby cities, such as Garmisch where the group hiked through mountains.
Another highlight from the stay in Munich was the trip to the castle Neuschwanstein. The stay in Munich was followed
by a family stay in Leipzig. In Leipzig, the students were able to stay with a German family and go to the local school,
Thomasschule. The week spent in Leipzig passed by quickly and before they knew it, the students were being forced to
say their farewells to the beautiful country.
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-r, t- : T. e Ez e tower vze
om above; A big building in
Toulouse; Kinzie Cornell,
illary Proctor and Anna
ile pose by a fountain in
Toulouse; Anna File, Hillar
roctor, Chris Beitel, Jennife
im, Kris Coombs, and Dawn
pelke celebrate the 3-2 Franc
in over Turkey; A place righ
ut of a fairy tale; Meredit
elson, Jennifer Kim, Daw
pelke and Anna enjoy som
'ne French cuisine; Pamel
he monster descends on th
elpless villagers in the castle;
athleen Reutter, Stephe
ruce and Tiffany Cox pos
ith a rose and a motorcycle.

Last summer sixteen students and two teachers travelled to France for three weeks of fun and adventure.
Upon arriving in Montpelier, everyone was picked up by their host families for a week of authentic French living
along the coast of the Mediterranean. When the group met up again, they headed to the Auvernge region for a
day of canoeing before arriving in Toulouse, the aerospace center of France. After some investigating, it was off
to Clermont-Ferrand for a Michelin talk and Vulcania. Next was Blois, a small town centered around an ancient
castle. While there, the group visited the Loire River Valley and a park of mini-castles. Finally, they arrived
in Paris. Along with day trips to Chartes and Versailles, they visited the Eiffel Tower, The Louvre, and other
attractions, including a France-Turkey soccer game. The shopping, food, hotel stays, and experiences will never
be forgotten. As the group left, it was "Au Revoir France."
19
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-r, t- : Rovezza an Lucy s are a warm em race; Pau an B as ar erce y pay t ez
alculator games; Jonathan plays hide-and-seek behind the minute-maid machine; Umai
esperately tries to kick away the camera; Max shows us his "sexy man" pose; Max G. trie
is hardest to break into Kovacs' office; Alex reveals her fish face while her fellow class
mates stare in horror; Henry seductively gropes Andy; Clarabelle has become both mut
nd deaf; He's not Farid ... he's the amazing flying Egyptian; Brad reads quietly in his secre
omer ofthe library; Eli supports world peace and curly mohawks; Chumar ... what a pimp
add ... · Sto and Socie race to see who can stu more in less time· Drew the think tank.
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Gargoyle
(1-r, t-b): Ben Erickson, Maggie Quirk,
Annie Fehrenbacher, Zoe Ginsburg,
Sergei Pourmal, Mark Savignac, Max
Schnuer, Nathaniel Gottlieb-Graham,
Gerry Shih, Michael Green, Daniel Pleck,
Jack Liebersohn, Chris Breault, Skye Isard,
Roveiza Irfan, Hillary Proctor, Agatha
Kim, Yoon-Jung Hyun, Mukta Vaidya,
Kathleen Reutter, Hannah Snyder, Mark
Yates-White (Not pictured: Mr. Porreca
- advisor, Patricia Mathy, Catherine Wah,
and Elaine Wah).

Unique
0-r, t-b): Ms. Linder- advisor, MaxSchnuer, Agatha Kim, Rose Keams, Valerie Ross,
Natalie Prochaska, Sara Sligar, Batia Snir,
Cameron Cropek, Brad Goerne, Drew
Coverdill, Sasha Steinberg, Anita Chary,
Kathleen Reutter, Jack Liebersohn, Robbie Robinson, Eli Otto Shenk.

World Wide Web Development
0-r, t-b): Victor Salov, Catherine Wah, Justin Park, Udara Cabraal, Casey Roth, Farid
Zaghloul, Emily Walsh (Not pictured: Mr.
Beesley - advisor).

Yearbook
0-r, t-b): Daniel Jacobs, Robert Ratcliffe,
AI Renner, Andy Renner, Austin Berger,
Tianyu Qi, Natalie Prochaska, Dawn
Spelke, Lauren Wingo, Josie Wiegel,
David Stolarsky, Teresa Sonka, Caterina
Gratton, John Sapp (Not pictured: Mr.
Beesley- advisor).
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~--Gay-Straight Alliance
0-r, t-b): Mr. Vaughn- sponsor, Zoe Ginsburg, Caitlin Liss, Annie Fehrenbacher,
Batia Snir, Ellen Rockett, Sasha Steinberg, Kathleen Reutter, Sarah Bial, Ariel
Cascio, Kimmy Wentling, Cordelia LootsGollin, Alison Liss, Dan Hedin, Noam Roth,
Sarah Ackley, Emily Kamm, Sara Sligar,
Jack Liebersohn. (Not pictured: Mr. Bild
-sponsor).

Art Club
0-r, t-b): Nicole Helregel, Alisa Rantanen,
Claire Johnson, Robbie Robinson, Noam
Roth, Colette DeJong, Lillian Soong,
Cameron Cropek, Tanya Kostochka, Emily Floess, Jie Han. (Not pictured: Miss
Evans- sponsor).

Star Trek Club
(1-r, t-b): Jack Liebersohn, Dan Hedin,
Emily Chu, Ellen Rockett, Sarah Ackley,
Rachel Kaplan, Mr. Russell - sponsor,
Andrew Ian Chen.

Music Club
0-r, t-b): Cameron Cropek, Robbie Robinson, Stephen Bruce, Kris Coombs, Greg
Columbo, Stephen Buzard, Alex Cahill, Eric
Loui, Robert Boyce, Michael Green, Brad
Goeme, Elizabeth Ford, Krista Olsen, Paige
Martin, Gabby Kogut, Rachel Kaplan, Jie
Han, Nicole Gong. (Not pictured: Mr.
Murphy- sponsor).
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Agora Committee
0-r, t-b): Drew Coverdill, Patricia Mathy,
Val Ross, Anita Chary, Eli Otto Shenk, Dan
Hedin, Kris Coombs, Jackie Pateguana,
Cordelia Loots-Gollin. (Not Pictured: Mr.
Garvey, Sponsor).

Amnesty International
0-r, t-b): Maria Meyers, EmilyKamm, Lucy
Schiller, Mr. Bild, Sara Sligar, Dan Hedin,
Batia Snir, Cordelia Loots-Gollin. (Not
Pictured: Ms. Suslick, Sponsor).

MacGyver Club
(1-r, t-b): Greg Roginsky, Max Beshers,
Daniel Zuo, Casey Roth, Ben Sands, Eric
Barr, Jeremiah Methven, Yang Zhao,
Lauren Wingo, Josie Wiegel, Tomek Nilges,
David Stolarsky, Agatha Kim.

Student Faculty
Advisory Committee
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Carruba-facultyrepresentative, Mr. Beesley- faculty representative,
Ben LeRoy, Michael Belmont, Roveiza
lrfan, Mr. Vaughn -faculty representative, Elaine Wah, Mrs. Kovacs - faculty
representative, Eunice How.
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~--Chess Club
0-r, t-b): Benjamin Schaap, Brian Berry,
Shang Jiang, Cameron Cropek, Robbie
Robinson, Victor Salov, Benjamin Fu,
Aaron Kelter, Greg Colombo, Thilo Welz.
(Not pictured: Mr. Garvey- sponsor/team
coach).

Students For a SeHer World
(1-r, t-b): Elaine Wah, Catherine Wah,
Hannah Burgess, Emily Walsh, Daisy
Hassani, Emma Anselin, Teresa Sonka,
Mukta Vaidya, Eunice How, Maddy Hamlin, Umair Irfan, Rose Kearns, Emily Buss.
(Not pictured: Miss Linder- sponsor, Miss
Yi -sponsor).

Thespians
(1-r, t-b): Brad Goerne, Mrs. Ridenour,
Kinzie Cornell, Stephen Bruce, Pamela
Machala, Stevie Schein, Anita Chary, Rose
Kearns, Sasha Steinberg. (Not pictured:
Mrs. Ridenour- sponsor).

Teen Action Commiffee
(1-r, t-b): Sam Smith - sponsor, Anita
Chary, Nick Gooier, Lucas Ecker, Micah
Berman, Angelina Liang, Maria Meyers.
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Subbie Buddies
0-r, t-b): Nicole Gong, Amelia Breault, Kris
Coombs, Betsy Dorner, Brad Goerne, Nick
Gooier, Lydia Ansermet, Emily Floess, Lillian Soong, Monah Habibullah, Angelina
Liang, Julie Chen, Roveiza Irfan, Ayesha
Saied, Rose Kory, Nuole Chen, Scott Sapp,
Jonathan Baron, Nicole Helregel, AbderRahman Sobh, Mihai Petracovici. (Not
pictured: Hugh Monahan, Sam Smith
-sponsor).

Latin Club
(1-r, t-b): Brad Goerne, Greg Roginsky,
Geoffrey Beck, Mukta Vaidya, Kate
Peisker, Rose Kearns, Ariel Cascio, Anita
Chary, Drew Coverdill. (Not pictured: Mr.
Drevlow- sponsor).

Lounge Represntative
(1-r, t-b): Triet Vuong, Alex Ivanova,
Alyssa Digges. (Not pictured: Lydia Ansermet, Mr. Butler- sponsor).

Anime Club
(1-r, t-b): Maciek, Swiech, Jake McGinty,
Ammar Rizwan, Shang Jiang, JohnMark
Lau, Eric Barr, Josh Mitchell, Daniel Hedin,
Robbie Robinson, Ryo Yabukami, Robert
Boyce, Cameron Cropek, Maria Meyers, Hiroko Ito- sponsor, Linda Song, Angela Jin,
AbderRahman Sobh, Ellen Rockett, Tiffany
Cox, Nathan Domier, Alex Cahill, Yun Luke
Chiang, Kris Coombs, Victor Salov, Daniel Zuo, Tomasz Nilges, Brian Berry, Nick
Gooier, Allison Darmody, Songtao Feng,
George Gu, Meredith Nelson, Julia Maher,
Yuzuko Nakamura, Jie Han.
27
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Football Club
(1-r, t-b): Jeremiah Methven, Cameron
Cropek, Mr. Sutton- sponsor, Tianyu Qi,
Michael Socie, Ryosuke Yabukami, Udara
Cabraal, Robbie Robinson, Drew Coverdi~,
Teresa Sonka, John Sapp.

Audio-Visual Club
(1-r, t-b): Robbie Robinson, Cameron
Cropek, Max Schnuer, David Grayson,
Tianyu Qi, Eli Otto Shenk, Andy Seth, AI
Renner, Daniel Jacobs, John Sapp, Mark
Yates-White, Dan Pleck, Sam Smyth, Justin
Park, Pamela Machala, Jackie Pateguana,
David Stolarsky, Sergei Pourmal, David
Boyle, Ms. Linder - sponsor.

Peer College Counseling
(1-r, t-b): Mrs. Micele - advisor, Kate
Peisker, Priya Iyer, Natalie Prochaska,
Mrs. Lindsey- secretary, John Li, Sasha
Steinberg, Stevie Schein.

Russian Club
(1-r, t-b): Kate Peisker, Sasha Steinberg,
Mrs. Dunatov- sponsor, Brad Goerne,
Stephen Bruce.
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~--SWAT
0-r, t-b): Caitlin Liss, Dawn Spelke, Ayesha
Saied, Agatha Kim, Lauren Wingo. (Not
pictured: Ms. Morris- sponsor).

HISSS
(1-r, t-b): Cole Grieshop, Josh Mitchell,
Mr. Butler - sponsor, Terence Crofts,
Shang Jiang, Abraham Robinson, Emily
Climer, Emily Chu, John Li, Julian Hartman, Nathan Domier, Brian Berry, Tomasz
Nilges.

ICA
(1-r, t-b): Patricia Mathy, Katerina Polychronopoulos, Eric Loui, Kris Coombs,
Ms. Suslick- sponsor, Sarah Ackley, Maggie Mills, Madelin Woods, (Not pictured:
Natalie Prochaska, Anna File, McKenna
Kelly).

RIF RAF
(1-r, t-b): Jackie Hedeman, Martin Geiger,
Sara Sligar, Rose Kory, Aria Collopy, Emma
Anselin, Eunice How, Mrs. Harris- sponsor, Maddy Hamlin, Noam Roth, Ariel
Cascio, Emma Marshak, Emily Chu.
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Spanish Club
(1-r, t-b): Caterina Gratton, Anita Chary,
Ellie Goldwasser, Ms. Hutchinson- sponsor, Alisa Modica, Priya Iyer.

French Club
(1-r, t-b): Dawn Spelke, Stevie Schein,
Noam Roth, Jackie Hedeman, Paige
Martin, Mrs. Lopez- sponsor, Mr. Garvey
- sponsor, Dasha Nikolaeva, Kinzie Cornell, Lucy Schiller, Nuole Chen, Stephen
Bruce.

German Club
(1-r, t-b): Max Rich, Michael Green, Dan
Hedin, Drew Hauffe, Cameron Cropek,
Robbie Robinson, Mr. Weilmuenster
- sponsor, Ellen Rockett, Lauren Wingo,
Sarah Bial, Casey Roth, Andres Black,
Hugh Monahan, Justin Park, Betsy Dorner,
Ayesha Saied, David Boyle, Jonathan Kuck,
Emily Buss.

Japan Club
(1-r, t-b): Michelle Johnson, Jacob 01shanksy, Betsy Dorner, Valerie Ross,
Linda Song, Nick Gooier, Tiffany Cox,
Mo Kudeki, Ryosuke Yabukami, Mrs. Ito
-sponsor, Beth Peregrine, Eunice How,
Tomek Nilges, Yuzuko Nakamura, Alison
Darmody, Daniel Ito, Jake McGinty, Meredith Nelson, Julia Maher.
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The Student Council did a great job this year. They not only made a difference at Uni, but
also a difference in the community. They met every Thursday and planned events such as the Student Hunger Drive and Trick-or-Treat for Food For Family, both of which were big successes. The
Student Council also approved new clubs, sponsored dances, appropriated funds for each class,
held X-Week, the Orientation and Disorientation picnics, and posted important tidbits of information on the message board.

Juniors (1-r): Hugh Monahan (Pres.),
Casey Roth (Sec.jTres.). Not pictured:
Betsy Dorner (V.P.).

Freshmen (1-r): Annie Liang (Pres.), Daisy
Hassani (V.P.), Krista Olson (Sec./Tres.).

Sophomores (1-r): Nuole Chen (Sec./
Tres.), Justin Park (V.P.), Hannah
Snyder(Pres.).

Seniors (1-r): Umair Irfan (Sec./Tres.),
Gerry Shih (Pres.), Pamela Machala
(V.P.).

Executives (1-r), (t-b): Catherie Wah
(V.P.), Stevie Schein (Pres.), Anita Chary
(Sec./Tres.), Elaine Wah (SFAC), Andrew
Zukoski (Parliamentarian).
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(l-r, t-b): Henry Pollock, Michael Socie, Drew Coverdill, Robert Boyce, Michael Green, Sam Smyth, Alex
Cahill, David Grayson, Greg Colombo, Andres Black, Krista Olson, Kris Coombs. Not pictured: Mr. Murphy
(sponsor).

(l-r, t-b): Jonathan Baron, Lucas Ecker, Elizabeth Ford, Sam Klein, Tony Costa, Ethan Berl, Thilo Welz, Austin
Rundus, Carl Zielinski, Chumar Williams, Samantha Nguyen, Monah Habibullah, Chelsea Freeland, Grant Loos,
Christopher Nixon, Katie LaPointe, Henry Be berman, Julian Hartman, Tiffany Cox, Joshua Chung, Ariel Cascio,
Paul Dampier, Erin Hayes, Katy Easley, Nicole Gong. Not pictured: Mr. Murphy (sponsor).
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(l-r, t-b): Linda Soong, Nathan Domier, John Li, Alisa Rantanen, EmmaAnselin, Benjamin Fu, Alex Cahill,
Jake McGinty, Rohun Palekar, Martin Geiger, Ben LeRoy, Jacob Olshansky, Udara Cabraal, Monah Haibullah, Emily Climer, Jie Han, Julie Chen, Nuole Chen, Hannah Kinney, Sarah LeRoy, Anity Chary, Claire
Johnson, Lucy Zhang, Suran Yoo, Samantha Nguyen, Angelina Liang, Ayesha Saied, Daniel McNamara,
Ethan Stone, Zoe Schein, Leah Imlay, Max Rich, Joe Leigh, T.J. Bozada, Mo Kudeki, Aran Yoo, Emily Buss,
Stephen Bruce, Terence Crofts, Cameron Cropek.

(l-r, t-b): MadeleineGarvey,MaxGoldberg,JohnMarkLau,RobertBoyce,Michael Green,Abby Sobh, ChristopherNlXOn,Rachel
Cbscio,SamSmyth,MichaelSocie,KyleBraghini,HenryPollock,DrewCoverdill,RobbieRobinson,AmmarRizwan,JulianHartman,DavidGrayson,KunmyPillaw,PamelaMachala,RoseKory,ElizabethFord,MicahBerman,SamKLein,JimmyHuggett,
EthanBerl,AustinRwuius, TonyCosta,JulianHelfenstein,AriaCollopy,CaitlinLiss,AllisonDarmody,HannahBurgess,Lillian
Soong,AngelaJm,Ruthie Welch,Androo.Park,Jamie Weiser, Vzctor&llov,KumarsSalehi,EuniceHow,MaciekSwiech,Amirah
Nelson, Tiffany Cox, Moole Gong,Ariel Cascio, Katherine Peisker, Eric Laui, Jennifer Roloff, Sarah Pfander, Luoos Ecker, Greg
Colombo, Anne Dixon, Krista Olson, Yoon-Jung Hyun, Kris Coombs, Stephen Buzard, Erin Hayes, Sham Esbenshade.
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(l-r, t-b): Stephen Buzard, Mark Savignac, Terence Crofts, Michael Socie, Stephen Bruce, Ben LeRoy, David
Grayson, Hugh Monahan, Drew Coverdill, Michael Green, Kinzie Cornell, Molly Smith, Hannah Kinney,
Anna File, Ellie Goldwasser, Sarah LeRoy, Sasha Steinberg, Greg Colombo, John Li, Noam Roth, Annie
Fehrenbacher, Hillary Proctor, Kris Coombs, Emma Marshak, Hannah Burgess, Caitlin Liss,Alyssa Digges,
Katie Carmody, Josie Chambers, Rose Kory, Lillian Soong, Justin Park, Emily Floess, Ellen Rockett, Emily
Buss, Stevie Schein, Anita Chary, Valerie Ross, Pamela Machala, Mukta Vaidya, Kate Peisker.

(l-r, t-b): Ethan Berl, Spencer Pokorski, Frankie McFarland, Martin Geiger, Robert Croisant, Alex Cahill,
Sam Imlay, Marika Iyer, Beckaa Wallig, Jackie Hedeman, Emily Kamm, Paige Martin, Nicole Gong, Nicole
Helregel, Jamie Weiser, Karen Woodley, Aran Yoo, Amy Wiltzius, Suran Yoo, Jie Han, Linda Song, Anna
Cangellaris, Katie LaPointe, Angela Jin, Samantha Nguyen, Claire Johnson, Michelle Gao, Elizabeth Ford.
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(l-r, t-b): John Li, Kris Coombs, Sasha Steinberg, Drew Coverdill, Stephen Bruce, Sarah LeRoy,
Hugh Monahan, Anna File, Michael Green, Pamela Machala, Emily Buss, Kate Peisker, Val Ross,
Stevie Schein, Anita Chary, Stephen Buzard, Greg Colombo. Not Pictured: Mr. Murphy (sponsor).

Kate is confused--perhaps
for the first time in her life.

Pamela contemplates while Anita snickers at someone else's costume ...

This year the Madrigals continued to fill Uni
with their sweet sounds. They again serenaded
the student body at the Holiday "Surprise"
Party, gliding through the halls calling us
from our final classes. In addition to their Uni
performance the group traveled around town
performing at Holy Cross in a Bach Festival,
the Champaign Country Club, the Mechanical
Engineering Building, and Covenant Hospital.
Sarah and Anna get beautified

Stephen is gearing up to do
fierce vocal battle.

Stevie looks forward to the
food after the singing
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(l-r, t-b): Alex "hangs" with Austin and Chumar; Martin must have
used some really good lines to pick
up Rohun; The subbie boys are big
players- calculator players that is;
Clarabelle and Priya show some
school spirit together; Roveiza
memorizes some numbers, unfortunately they aren't phone numbers;
Henry demonstrates how a guillotine works; Nate gives a very happy
thumbs up.
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(l-r, t-b): Alex monkeys around with Anne and Devika;
Kater ina awakens from her nap; Hillary waits patiently
as we take a picture; David checks out Casey's locker;
Emily looks sugar sweet with her candy; Robbie trashes
Max as Sam looks on with disgust; Lucy, Kimberle, and
Shara take a break from 3 rd floor lunchtime stress.
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Cross Country
(1-r, t-b) Sbivani Khanna, Austin RQndus, Samantha
Nguyen, Suran Yoo, Sam Imlay, Christopher Nixon.

The subbie girls' and boys' cross country
were small this year, each with three members.
subbie cross country members had great success at
individual and team level, even though they were
to officially score as a team. The subbies started
season at the St. John's Invitational and improved
there. Austin Rundus qualified for State as indi ·
where he placed 85th with a time of 12:25. Shi
Khanna led the girls' team and qualified for State
placing 11th with a time of 13:46 at the Sectional
Khanna represented the subbies well at State
291h with a personal record of 13:08. The future
bright for Uni cross country as these talented
runners move up to the high school teams.

The 2003 subbie girls' basketball team finished
the season 2-5. Despite only playing seven games,
the team had a lot of fun. Aran Yoo was the MVP
this season, with an average of 5.5 points per game.
Ruthie Welch and Sarah Pfander also contributed
with 3.8 ppg and 3 ppg, respectively. When asked of
highlights, Head Coach Chris Wickens said that he
had "never coached a team that was able to break the
press as well as this one did," and that "the collective attitude and spirit of the team was outstanding."
The girls played hard and were very dedicated all
season long with many continuing to practice into
the offseason, which bodes well for the high school
teams in years to come.
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Boys' Basketball
(1-r, t-b) Volunteer Coach Karl Radnitzer, Frankie McFarland,
Ethan Stone, Ammar Rizwan, Carl A. Zielinski, Mike Renner,
Austin Rundus, Ranny Ma, Isaac Radnitzer, Head Coach Rick
Murphy, Sam Imlay, Paul Dampier, Geoffrey Beck, Joshua Chung,
Jacob Olshansky, Chumar Williams.
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Girls' Basketball
(1-r, t-b): Linda Song, Claire Johnson, Karen Woodley,
Ruthie Welch, Marika Iyer, Jamie Weiser, Head Coach
Wickens, Emily Chu, Aran Yoo, Katie LaPointe, Sarah
Pfander, Samantha Nguyen , Angela Jin.

The boy's A-team recorded their fourth straight
season above .500 record. Season highlights included
a 2-point victory over Shiloh. "We had pretty much
no experience together and we didn't know any of our
teammates' tendencies. So, when we came back from
a big deficit at halftime and then ended up winning on
a mid range jumper with five seconds left, I couldn't
believe it," stated point guard Chumar Williams of
the game. Another highlight of the season was an
exciting two point victory over Gifford. Although the
team lost in their first tournament game, the season
was still very successful. Said Williams, "We had a
great season, we had some difficulties, but we came
out and overcame them."

(1-r) Chris bas hi

are side by ide ·th: a "'""·~•.n

for a grollp pboto after a sua*IN•

(1-r) Aran Yoo and Sarah Pfander display their aggressiveness on defense; The team huddles together, as Coach Wickens draws up a play; Aran prepares to shoot a free throw.

(1-r, t-b) Frankie posts
up strong; Mike navigates through a double
team to scoop in a layup; Chumar displays
his mad skillz.
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Youthful Illineks were
competitive all year
It took hard work, but the
Uni High JV volleyball team was
prepared for every contest. With six
freshman and only three juniors, the
young and inexperienced team faced
challenges every night. "The energy
on the court this year was amazing,"
stated junior Josie Wiegel.
With each game the team's
enthusiasm and excitement grew as
they realized that they could compete with the top teams in the area,
such as Fisher and PBL. Led by
varsity coach Coleen Madera and N
coach Susan Mynatt, the girls carried this great attitude with them into
the Oakland JV tournament at the
end of the season. The girls played
their hearts out, facing four teams
(some of which were AA schools)
and playing a total of nine games in
one day! The hard work paid off
when the girls placed third in the
tournament. It was a great year,
one which they'll never forget.

SCOREBOARD
JV Volleyball

·-=-------=---- - -

(l-r, t-b): JV Coach Susan Mynatt, Mona Haibullah, Daisy Hassani, Stefanie Austin,
Amanda Grill, Zoe Ginsburg, Varsity Coach Coleen Madera, Elizabeth Ford, Hillary
Proctor, Josie Wiegel, Becca Wallig.
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IN PROGRESS

The JV ream had a rebuildingyear, going l-7-4

The JV season started out
rocky, as the team lost their first four
games, but the team soon started to
work together, and the offense and
defense began to click which led to
the team's only win, and four ties with
quality teams. While the team's record
was less than stellar, there were still
several highlights of the season. One
such highlight was a last second goal
by sophomore Udara Cabraal against
Warrensburg-Latham to tie the game.
Cabraal also had last minute goals in
several other games.
Jeremy Pillow, Robert
Ratcliffe, and Scott Sapp provided
leadership for the team as the elected
captains for the season. Ratcliffe, a
junior goalie, helped the team on the
defensive end with two shutouts. The
team was led by third-year coach Jenni Falk. "These players should make
a huge contribution to next year's
varsity team. We had a lot of talent"
said Coach Falk.

r

SCOREBOARD
JV Soccer
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L 2-3
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L 1-2
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~

, t-b) Sam Klein, Brett Clark, Robert Ratcliffe (captain), IV Coach l enni Falk, Danlito, Jonathan Kuck, AbderRahman Sobh, Tony Costa, Udara Cabraal, Scott Sapp
· ), Robert Croisant, Maciek Swiech, Sergei Pourmal, Jeremy Pillow (captain),
Granick, Luke Chiang, Alex Cahill, Jonathon Baron, Rohun Palekar.
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OFF THE BLOCK
Girls faced many challenges throughout the year

The 2003 girls' volleyball team
entered this season with no seniors and
only one returning varsity starter (Annie
Fehrenbacher), so no one
knew what to expect. In
addition, there were the
added challenges of a
new conference and rule
changes, such as rally
scoring and let serves.
The girls, however, rose to the occasion.
Despite winning only two
matches against Chenoa
and Luther East (during
tournament play), there
were vast improvements,
both individually and as a team. The
number of hits and sets increased dramatically from last year, and by the end
of the season, the team had really come

together, knowing each other's strengths
and weaknesses and being able to anticipate what was about to happen.
The lack of victories did not stop the team
from bonding and having a good time. From a
bonfire to handshakes to
"name cheers," the season
was definitely one to remember for the team and
their fans. As co-captain
and MVP Molly Smith
said, "We worked hard,
improved lots, and had
fun, but things just didn't
always click."
With no graduating seniors,
prospects look very good for a more
successful season next Fall.

See pg. 45 for scoreboard.

(l-r, t-b): Molly and Sarah chest bump as the starting line-up is
called; (Main Photo) Annie and Molly go up for a block at the
net; The team does a quick cheer before the start of the game;
Anna and Sarah block as Dawn watches on.
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SCOREBOARD
Girls'

~

ball

DANWIE BAPnsr

1, 21-25; 19-25

lFRoY

1,14-25; 26-28

D-W FAGlE DAssie

1, BEMENr, 1, lFROY,
W,OIENOA

DEcA1uR OfR1SIIAN 1, 22-25; 21-25
DEcA1uR LUIHERAN 1, 19-25; 13=25

BU

1, 16-25,25-20, 14-25

PBL

1, 12-25, 17-25

JUDAH OfR1SIIAN

1, 21-25; 25-19, 14-25

FlsHm.

1, 7-25; 17-25

NORMAL CALVARY

1, 12-25. 25-22, 25-27

DElAND-WElDON

1, 14-25; 11-25

DH'A1uR OIRISIIAN 1, 14-25; 20-25

BU ToURNAMENr

1, lSA; W, LUDIER E;
1, LUDIER N.; 1, JUDAH

DffAnJR LUIHERAN 1,

18-25

BU

1, 25-20; 16-25, 21-25

GeMS

1, 11-25; 16-25

JUDAH OIRISIIAN

1, 22-25; 23-25

FlsHm.

1, 6-25; 17-25

NORMAL CALVARY

1, 14-25; 11-25

DElAND-WElDON

1, 11-25; 19-25

OAKWOOD

1, 2Q-25; 20-25

-r, t-b): Assistant Coach Susan Mynatt, Daisy Hassani, Dawn Spelke, Mandy

rill, Zoe Ginsburg, Jennifer Kim, Hannah Kinney, Head Coach Colleen Madera,
rolly Smith (captain), Anna File (captain), Sarah LeRoy, Hillary Proctor, Annie
ehrenbacher (captain).
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SCOREBOARD
Boys' Soccer

ettr,..t~t,tJ_,a.JM~

pon#lt
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and,_.,.,

the.him writhing m pain.

(l-r, t-b ): Jack Liebersohn, Ravi Softer (captain), David Boyle, Andrew Renner, David
Grayson, JV Coach lenni Falk, Andy Seth (captain), Andres Black (captain), Gerry
Shih (captain), Max Beshers, Michael Belmont, Henry Pollock, Justin Park, Head
Coach Bill Dejarnette, Robert Ratcliffe, John Li, John Sapp, Chris Beitel, Terence
Crofts, Umair lrfan, Triet Vuong, Atul Kale, Hugh Monahan.

Uni High Sports

Fall2003

UNFINISHEIJ
BUSINESS
Uni High's goal of a double digit win season didn't pan out
As the 2003 season approached,
the excitment around the DCR soccer
field could be noticed by the casual observer. The return of Head Coach Bill
Dejarnette to the sidelines
after a year off and twelve
returning seniors, gave
Uni hope to improve on
the previous season and
a double digit season.
.,
The season began
as expected, defeating
Rantoul 4-1 and shutting
~
out Blue Ridge 6-0 in the
annual Uni High Soccer
Shootout. In the title
game of the Shootout, Fisher/GCMS
proved a more formidable foe, tieing the
Illineks 2-2. Uni finished in first place
due to goal differential.
As the season continued the
Illineks record remained around .500,

and included exciting last minute wins
against Warrensburg-Latham and Danville Schlarman, the latter to whom Uni
came to came back from a 3-1 deficit to
win.
As Regionals began Uni needed another
late second half goal and
then a game-winning goal
by junior Henry Pollock.
In the second game, Danville Schlarman got it's
revenge as The Hilltop""
pers took a 4-0 lead until
senior Andy Seth scored
the Illineks last goal of
the season.
Uni finished the season 8-10-3
thanks to the play of Seth and Pollock
who tied for the lead the team in goals
and defender Ravi Solter was named
teamMVP.

..1 ~· ~

~·

$.-' \\

See pg. 46 for scoreboard.

(l-r, t-b ): (main photo and insert) Henry squares offfor a header;
Andy scores a goal; Justin Park lines up for his Max Payne shot
on goal; Max, Jack and Atulline up in a three man wall.
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FLYING TO STATE

The Rebel Geese flocked together to make it to Peoria ...

The Uni High girls' cross country
team went to the State Finals in Peoria for
the fifth time in six years. After a tough
season last year, the Rebel Geese were
looking to improve and
had one goal in mind: the
State Finals. The girls knew
they had the potential,
with twenty-three strong
runners, one of the largest
teams in the area and the
advantage of a close knit
team. "We were able to
do what we did because
of great team unity," said
junior Ellie Goldwasser.
Leading the flock this season were
seniors Clarabelle DeVries, Priya Iyer,
and Teresa Sonka. Several new additions
contributed to this year's team including
freshman Aria Collopy, who ran on the
varsity team in many meets.
The lllineks started the season
strong with a first place finish at the

Kickapoo Kickoff Classic and carried
this momentum all the way to the Peoria
Woodruff Invite, one of the highlights of the
season, where they finished fifth amongst
some of the best teams in
the state.
The Uni girls began the state series in style,
winning Regionals. The
following week they moved
on to one of the toughest
Sectionals in the state. At
Sectionals the girls placed
fifth, earning a berth to the
State meet. Despite their
twenty-third place finish at
State, the girls were happy with their performance and are looking forward to next
year. The girls' team will lose eleven seniors
next year, but they are returning four of the
top seven runners and are bound to be one
of the best teams in the area yet again.

See pg. 49 for scoreboard.

(l-r, t-b ): Elanor is happy about the upcoming race; (Main Photo)
Teresa and Clarabelle lead the flock at Robeson; Hannah Snyder
and Leah Imlay enjoy the cinnamon crunch bagels that are tradition after races; The girls warm up for the big race-STATE!!
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SCOREBOARD
Girls' Cross Country

KICKAPOO KICKOFF CLASSIC

1ST

CHRISMAN COWCHIP CLASSIC

3RD

TwiN CmES MEET @ROBESON

2ND

PEORIA WOODRUFF INVITE

Sm

VS.PAXTON-BUCKlEY--LODA

1ST

TUSCOLA CLASSIC

4m

QuAD XC MEET @MONTICELLO

2ND

ST. jOSEPH SPARTAN CLASSIC

6TH

MAHOMET-SEYMOUR INVITE

9m

PAXTON REGIONAL PREP MEET

1ST

IHSA REGIONAL @ KICKAPOO

1ST

IHSA SECTIONAL MEET @ PBL

5TH

IHSA STATE MEET @ PEORIA

23RD

t-b):Caitlinliss,AnitaChary,Elaine Wah,AriaCoOopy, Catherine Wah,HannahBurgess,FmClimer, Elanor Unsworth Alejandra CoOopy, MeeraPatel,Alisonliss, Hannah Imlay, Kimmy
Alexandra lvanova, Emily Floess, Hannah Snyder, Pamela Machala, Nicole Helregel,
Devnes (captain), Ellie Goldwasser, Priya Iyer (captain), Teresa Sonka, Leah Imlay.
pictured: coach Doug Myna1t and assistant coaches Laura Fitzgerald and Meg Zabielski.
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SCOREBOARD
Boys' Cross Country

KICKAPOO KICKOFF CLASSIC

3RD

CHRISMAN COWCHIP CLASSIC

6m

TwiN CITIES MEET @ ROBESON

4m

PEORIA WOODRUFF INVITE

9m

VS.PAXTON-BUCKLEY--LODA

1ST

TUSCOLA CLASSIC

2ND

QUAD XC MEET @ MONTICELLO

1ST

ST. jOSEPH SPARTAN CLASSIC

6m

MAHOMET-SEYMOUR INVITE

9TH

PAXTON REGIONAL PREP MEET

1ST

IHSA REGIONAL @ KICKAPOO

3RD

IHSA SECTIONAL MEET @ PBL

6m

Cameron tmd 1ianyu breeze past the competition in the home stretch of the 'IWin
Cities Quad meet.

( l-r, t-b ): Nathan Domier, Jeremiah Methven, Nick Gooier, Mark Savignac, Cameron Cropek, Robbie Robinson, Tianyu Qi (Captain), Drew Hauffe (Captain),
Michael Green, Skye Isard, Jimmy Hugget, Chris Breault, Kangway Chuang,
Eric Barr, Andrew Zukoski. Not Pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt and Assistant Coaches Laura Fitzgerald and Meg Zabielski.

Michael and Chris work together to try
and elude the St. TholnQS More runner.
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TOUGH (OMPE'IIIION
Boys Cross Country Places 6th at Sectionals
The Boys' Cross Country
team had another great season. The
sea on was characterized by consistent
improvement and team work.
The Illineks were led by a
trio of front runners:
senior Skye Isard and
juniors Drew Hauffe,
and Kangway Chuang.
Juniors Andrew Zukoski
and Jeremiah Methven
rounded out the scoring
five , and sophomore
Cameron
Cropek
and senior Tianyu Qi
rounded out the var ity
squad.
The high points
of the season included a
phenomenal second place finish at the
Tuscola Classic and first place finishes
in three meets, including the team's
only home meet.
U ni was very focused going
into the Sectional Meet as it was the
culmination of many months and

hundreds of miles of running. Only the
top five teams at the meet would qualify
for State Finals, and with five of the Top
20 teams in the state present (including
the Top 3), the Illineks knew they had
to their work cut out for
them. The team rose to
the challenge, with six
of the seven runners
Personal
recording
Records. Unfortunately,
the team took sixth
place, and did not
qualify. However, the
team was able sent one
runner, Drew Hauffe, as
an individual qualifier.
He went on to place 81 st
overall at state.
With 5 returning varsity runners
and several promising underclassmen
runners, the outlook for next year is
very promising. With continued hard
work and dedication, the 2004 team has
an excellent chance of qualifying for the
State meet.

---------------See pg. 50 for scoreboard.

(l-r, t-b): The race starts and the team leaps into action; Mark
Savignac cruises toward another personal best; Kangway and
Drew set the pace; Skye sprints to the finish.

UNIVERSITY H.S. LIBRARV
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BREATHE EASY

Rubber Duckies take a break after a great season

The girls on the Uni High swim
team have always been very close, but
this year they bonded more than ever.
Not only did they have
tons of fun as a team, but
they also were very succesful at many of their
meets.
Junior
Kinzie
Cornell summed up the
2003 season saying, "Being on the swim team was
a great experience in so
many ways- our team was
so close this year and we all had a lot
of fun." Most of this fun was from the
team's traditions, such as making up a
name. This year the girls chose to be
Rubber Duckies and even had a mascot
rubber ducky named Ferdinand. The
girls also celebrated other traditions

including un-birthdays and an end-ofthe-year formal banquet.
In the water the team was led by
seniors Patricia Mathy,
Stevie Schein, and Emily
Walsh. One of the biggest
highlights of this year's
season was the home win
against Charleston, where
lots of U ni students and
faculty came to support
the team. The swim team
iiiiiil~ was also very successful
at Sectionals, where they
placed 7th.
Five seniors will be lost from this
year's team, but with strong underclassmen and rising freshmen, the Rubber
Duckies look very strong for next year.

See pg. 53 for scoreboard.

(l-r, t-b) Stevie shines in the fly; the Rubber Duckies take a dive;
Alyssa, Casey, and Ayesha stare down the competition; Coach
Schein gives some fatherly swimming advice.
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SCOREBOARD
Girls' Swimming

SrANroRD OLYMPIA
OnCAGO U-HIGH

1sr
2ND

CfNIENNIAL OfARGER INvnE

15m

OfARusroN

1sr

<HmNNw.

2ND

DANVIIIE wI SCHIARMAN

2ND

CENrnAL wI SonAR., O'FAllON

2ND

SCHIARMAN wI CREIE-MONEE

1sr

TwiN OIYMEE.r

4m

URBANA HIGH SrnOOL

2ND

NORMAL U-HIGH

4m
(JV2ND)

lffiA SHnoNAIS

7m

Rose flashes us her gold medal winning
smile after concluding her warm-rtps.

(1-r, t-b ): Stevie Schein (captain), Emily Walsh (captain), Patricia Mathy (captain),
Ma'ayan Weinberg (captain), Rose Kearns (captain), Kinzie Cornell, Alyssa Digges,
Emily Sha, Ayesha Saied, Shruti Purkayastha, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Casey Roth,
Lillian Soong, Amelia Breault, Nicole Gong, Liz Reese, Krista Olson, Anne Dixon.
(Not Pictured: Head Coach Howie Schein, Assitant Coach Jonathan Trapani).

Senior Patricia Mathy teaches her understudy, Anne Dixon how a Rubber Due/de is
supposed to smile for the photographer.
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RECORD SEI'I'ING
JV team has the best
reoord in school histDry
Under the leadership of new
coach Jeremy Stevens, Uni High's
N team set a school record in wins,
finishing 8-2 in the conference, 117 overall. The squad had won only
four games the year before, and was
without last year's top two leading
scorers. Nonetheless, this year's
squad bonded together to dominate
in their first year as members of a
new conference, the ECIC.
"The team showed a lot
more unity and desire to win than
I've seen from the N team in years
past" said guard Justin Park. The
team was led in scoring by Yang
Zhao and Zhe Gao, and got a lot of
leadership from point guard Daniel
Jacobs. "I made it a personal goal to
provide the team with strength and
honor, but our wins were a group effort" said Jacobs.
The N team had an unusually large turnout this year, forcing
the creation of a second team, which
improved as the season concluded.

SCOREBOARD
00\fS

Hoo~ -

~

l.FRoY HIGI SotooL
DtrA1uR OmNIAN
DH:AruR LtJIHmAN

L

w

21-50

41-39

W 37-34
CORNER5roNE~ Ac.AD
54-26
]UDAH OmNIAN
L 34-41

w

PBL

L

41-60

NoRMAI.CAI.VARY
DtrA1uR OmNIAN
DANVHIEBAPIN

W

47-45

DffAIURLUIHfRAN

W 42-14

BuooEY--QnnsrLtJIHmAN
DHAND-WH.ooN

W 54-22
w 37-34
L 44-48

}UDAH OmNIAN

FisHER

NoRMAI.CAL~ --
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w
W

L

37-32
51-27

44-54

W 54-~

(l-r, t-b): Head JVCoachJeremy Stevens, Kyle Braghini, Max Rich, Yang Zhao, Robert
Ratcliffe, Jack Liu, Maciek Swiech, Robbie Robinson, Assistant JV Coach Rob Mills,
Udara Cabraal, Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs, Tomek Nilges, Eric Barr, Jeremy Pillow, Zhe Gao,
Daniel/to, Matt Freeman, Justin Park, Alex Cahill, Daniel Jacobs, Cameron Cropek,
David Martinsek, Brett Clark, Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Jake McGinty.
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CHASING A VICTORY

JV Girls fight hard in the
fare of tough competition

If one were to ask a member of this year's squad what the
one thing is that they would like
to change about the season, they
would probably say the Normal
Calvary Baptist games, both of
which were one point losses. Despite ending the season with an
0-16 record, the team has a lot to
be proud of. With early leads and
close endings, many of the games
could have gone either way because
the girls never gave up. "Part of
the reason that we felt we played so
well was because everyone got the
chance to be a leader," says junior
Josie Wiegel. Each game was truly
a team effort, with scoring across
the board and contributions from
everyone. With many returning
players and the experience of already having a season in the ECIC
conference, the outlook for next
year looks very good. As junior
Casey Roth says, "We improved a
lot. Hopefully our record next year
will show that."

SCOREBOARD
JV Basketball

t-b): A i tant Coach Ellie Zabielski, Rachel Cascio, Jo ie Wiegel, Beckaa Wallig
· ), Maria Meyers (captain), Alejandra Collopy, Emma An elin, Alex John on,
Head JV Coach Anjail Abdullah, Aria Collopy, Victoria Wang, Bianca Zaharescu, N uole
Chen, Julie Chen, Stefanie Au tin, Colette DeJong, Amanda Grill. (Not pictured: Casey
Roth, captain)
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GTOFLY

Young, breakthrough squad reached new heights
The 2003-2004 boys' basketball
team won the most games since the '89'90 basketball season. This was largely due
to the senior leadership of
co-captain, Michael Socie.
The team also received
production from Andy
and Al Renner, Henry
Pollock, and the Warriors
(Ben Sims, Austin Berger
and Ben LeRoy).
Despite winning
their first two games versus
Bement and Rossville-AIvin, the boys started out 35 before heading into their
conference schedule. After
the holiday break, the boys
won their first conference game versus
Deland-Weldon, and hoped to go undefeated in the new conference. However, a
heart-breaking loss to Decatur Christian
would make this impossible. The boys fol-

lowed up the loss by defeating every other
team in the conference besides Decatur
Christian. The second conference loss
to Decatur Christian was
followed by a seven game
winning streak to end the
regular season (the longest
since '44-'45). "The loss [to
Decatur] got us down, but
we continued to improve
our game," saidAlRenner,
the team's leading scorer.
The boys' season
ended with a devastating
loss to Fisher in Regionals.
Despite the loss, this season had many highlights
including Pollock breaking Uni's single-season steals record and
the career 3-pointers record. The team
returns all but one player and they look
forward to more wins, a conference, and
a Regional title.
----------------

See pg. 57 for scoreboard.

(1-r, t-b ): Michael Socie and Andy
Renner chest bump as the starting lineup is called; Coach Beesley inspires
the boys to play hard; Henry shows off
his Mighty Duck spirit; Austin lays it
in; Michael shows us his Jordan-esque
shot; Ben Sims prepares to throw it
down; Al soars over the opponents.
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SCOREBOARD
Boys Basketball
1

BEMENf

W,52-50

ROSSWlE-ALVIN

W,58-43

Sr. lH:OMAS MORE

l..,34-61

AlwOOD-HAMMOND

l..,44-48

GO\fS

l..,40-49

HOOPESION ARFA

W, 63-45

Sr.lHOMAS MORE

l..,43-67

l.FROY

l..,56-66

DfiAND-WBooN

W,71-59

DEcA1uR OIRliDAN

I.., 54-56

DEcA1uR LUIHERAN

W,46-44

BU

W, 71-31

JUDAH OOOSIIAN

W, 58-45

PBL

r..,so-71

NORMAL CALVARY BAPnsr

W,66-55

DffA1uR OIRliDAN

l..,54-67

DANVHIE BAPnsr

W, 55-36

DEcA1uR LUIHERAN

W, 61-56

BU

W, 77-53

DElAND - WEiooN

W, 76-52

JUDAH OIRiiDAN

W, 75-42

FisHER

W,55-54

NORMAL CALVARY BAPnsr

W, 62-48

FisHER

l..,47-50

Andy Renner fiercely boxes oat an
unsuspecting Buckley Christ Lutheran
player in the lllineks 71-31 victory.
(1-r, t-b): Austin Berger, Ben Sims, Andy Renner (Captain), Ben LeRoy, Udara Cabraal,

Alexander Renner, Michael Socie (Captain), Henry Pollock (Captain), Ryosuke Yabukami,
Robbie Robinson, Hugh Monalum, Farid Zaghloul, Justin Park, Michael Belmont.
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SCOREBOARD
Girls' Basketball
AlwOOD-HAMMOND

1.,33-63

U'ROY

1.,34-48

DHAND-WHooN

W,41-21

BuCKLEY OIRMLUIHERAN

W,47-28

OIAMPAIGN JUDAH OmlsnAN

W,54-29

Sr.lHOMAS MORE

1.,26-68

NORMAL CALVARY BAPnsr

W,7o-49

HOOPESION

W,53-46

DEcA1uR LUIHERAN

W,46-24

BuCKLEYOIRMLUIHERAN

W,49-42

PAXION BuCKLEY l.oDA

1.,49-40

OIAMPAIGN JUDAH OmlsnAN

W,51-15

ARMsiRoNG-PoroMAC

1.,64-33

~N CIIYMH.VIN SmiEY

L, 64-37

NORMAL CALVARY BAPnsr

w,

FisHER

1.,55-28

DEcAruRLUIHERAN

W,49-31

RluONAIS ~.OAKWOOD

W, 64-48

RluONAIS ~.Sr. jOE

L, 83-37

53-43

(l~r) Molly uses her brute strength to wrestle the
ball away from over the head of an opponent,· Em~
ily attempts to shake htuu:ls with the GCMS player,
but only monages some sort of "spirit fingers. •

(1-r, t-b) Catherine Wah, Maria Meyers, Natalie Prochaska (captain), Sarah LeRoy, Emily Walsh,
Hannah Kinney, Dawn Spelke, Julie Chen, Molly Smith (captain), Elaine Wah, Alex Johnson.
Not pictured: Head Coach Rebecca Murphy and Assistant Coach Elizabeth Murphy.
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STEPPING UP

Uni High Girls basketball wins the Conference title
The 2003-2004 girls' basketball
season began with back-to-back losses, as
the girls struggled to come together after the
loss of three starters from last year. In charge
of righting the ship was Head Coach Rebecca Murphy, in her eleventh
season coaching the girls, and
she had a plan to tum the team
into champions.
The first move was
to assign junior Molly Smith,
who had played in the post
for the last two years, to the
point guard position. By the
end of the season Smith had
exceeded everyone's expectations and led the team in
points, assists and steals.
The next decision was not a pleasant one, as senior center Natalie Prochaska
suffered a career-ending injury after playing
only six games. With Prochaska out, Uni
turned to fellow senior Emily Walsh and
junior Sarah LeRoy who stepped up in the

post position and played outstandingly.
With the major changes out of the way,
the girls were able to concentrate on achieving their goal of a conference title. With three
early victories in the new ECIC conference, Uni
gained confidence and a swagger
which led them to an undefeated
conference season (9-0). Smith
and Prochaska were named to
the First Team All-ECIC squad.
LeRoy was named to the Second Team and Elaine Wah was
named to the Honorable Mention
squad.
The girls finished the season 11-8 overall, and won their
first round Regional game against
Oakwood, 64-48. Unfortunately, two days later,
their season ended in a loss to St. Joe. Regardless, the team played well all season, and looks
forward to winning the conference title again
next year, along with advancing to Sectionals.

See pg. 58 for scoreboard.

(l-r, t-b) Sarah and Elaine close out on the

GCMS post player; Hannah blows by her
def ender; Elaine is hot with her pretty shot;
Wah 2, the Teresa Grentz j an and Wah I
unconsciously cross their legs the same way,
making the triplets look even more in sync;
Al lets loose her beautiful three, making the
girls team 1 fo r 1 in 3-pointers this season.

(l-r, t-b) Aland Socie think this is a photo
shoot for Powerade; Belmont goes on attack after a pass from Henry; Alyssa and
Cordelia, the scuba squad; "I thought I
told my mom to wash my shoes," said
Molly; the boys enjoy a bonding ritual
before the opening tip; Remember they
call them student/athletes.
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(l-r, t-b) "Henry, I'm trying to play
basketball, leave me alone"; Aria is
so fast, you can't even see her competitors; Stevie, now there's no place
for that attitude in swimming; Justin
hustles; Sarah practices her killer
serve; Ryo tries to sneak into the
game; The runners find shade on the
Serengetti Plains.
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pg. 64-69 Facuhy
pg. 70-75 Subbies
pg. 76-81 Freshmen
•.

1

~~

pg. 82-87 Sophomores --..._
pg. 88-93 Juniors
.pg. 94-95 Candids

•

I

Barb Aschenbrenner
Secretary/ Receptionist

Marilyn Upah Bant
Director of Development
Alumni Relations
Student Council Sponsor

Joel Beesley
Computer Literacy 1 & 2
World-Wide-Web
Year book Advisor
Boys' Basketball Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor
SFAC

David Bergandine
Chemistry- (Intra, A, B, C)

..
I
,,_.'
·~

·:~
. ·".*'.·.'·,

Agnes Bolesta
Sophomore English
Subfreshman English
, Subbie Buddy Advisor

Gene Bild
Al.Rebra I Statistics
A!gebra II/ Trj.Ronometry
Suobie Math Team
Mathcounts Team
24 Club
GSA
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Amnesty International

.

'

~
._,~
Chris Butler
Interim Department
Head, Social Studies
World Since 1945
Modern History
HISS
Lounge Committee
Big Show Sponsor
Senior Class Sponsor
Habitat for Humanity

Jim Carrubba
Physics-(Intro, A, B, C)
MacGyver Club
Science and Engineering
Club
SFAC

Catherine Dade
Calculus I

Mark Drevlow
Latin I, II, III, IV/V
Latin Club
Subfreshmen Class
Sponsor

Katya Dunatov
Intensive Russian I
Russian Club

Cathy Eads
Secretary

Lisa Evans
Studio Art I & II
Interrelated Arts
Art Club

John Garvey
French I & III
Computer Literacy 1 & 2
French Club
Chess Team Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Agora Days Coordinator

Susan Gregson
(Second Semester)
Algebra I Statistics

Frances Harris
(First Semester)
Librarian
Computer Literacy 1 & 2
Rif-Raf Club

Carolyn Hutchinson
Intensive Spanish I & II
Spanish Club
Sophomore Class Sponsor

Hiroko Ito
Japanese I, II, III, IV, V
Japan Club
Anime Club
Junior Class Sponsor

Elizabeth Jockusch
Accelerated Algebra II/
Trigonometry
Advanced Topics

Susan Kovacs
Assistant Director
Admissions Director
Student Services
Coordinator

Aa:elerated Calculus I & JJ/ill

Jr.-Sr. Math Team

Lori Kunc
Library Assistant
Computer Literacy 2
(second semester)
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Suzanne Linder
Freshman English
Social Advocacy I & II
Habitat for Humanity
Unique
Audio Visual Club
Subby Buddy Advisor

David Lindsey
Custodian

Ellen Lindsey
Secretary/ Registrar

Lynda Lopez
French II & IV
French Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor

•

~ ~

\ \; f
..

''I
f

Melissa Luffman
Special Education
Instructor

Patricia Morris
Department Head,
Science
ature of Science
Earth Studies
SWAT
NCA Steering Committee
Equity Initiative

Elizabeth Majerus
Department Head,
English
Sophomore English
Creative Writing

Lisa R Micele
Director of College
Counseling
Peer College Counseling
Coordinator
Junior Class Sponsor

Carol Miles
(Second Semester)
Algebra II/ Trigonometry

Robin Mittenthal
Library Assistant
Computer Literacy 2
(Spring Semester)

Rebecca Murphy
P.E. (Fitness, Sports,
Weightlifting)
Girls Basketball Coach

Rick Murphy
Department Head,
Fine Arts
Music Theory
Chorus, Orchestra
Jazz Band I & II
Madrigals, Music Club
Interrelated Arts
Student Council
Subbie Boys Bball Coach

Doug Mynatt
P.E. (Fitness, Sports,
Weightlifting)
Cross Country Coach
Track and Field Coach
Habitat for Humanity

Susan Mynatt
Account Technician
Assistant Volleyball
Coach

Susan Plisch
Algebra I Statistics
Geometry/ Trigonometry
Accelerated Geometry/
Trigonometry
Sophomore Math Team
Tolkien Club
Amnesty International

David Porreca
Journalism
Ulnii Editor
Development
AlumUni Editor
Gargoyle Advisor

Stephen Rayburn
Junior English
Subby Buddy Advisor

I

I

Kathleen Patton
Director and Principal

Lia Petracovici
(Second Semester)
Geometry/ Trigonometn;
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Robert Reifsteck
Custodian

Barbara Ridenour
Theatre Arts I & II
Film Study, Thespians
Interrelated Arts
Introduction to Radio
Theatre Festival
Director of Spring and
Fall Plays/ Sponsor of
Student Productions

Craig Russell
Department Head,
Mathematics
Algebra I
Statistics
Freshman Math Team
Star Trek Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Runelle Shriver
Library Technical
Specialist

Greg Smith
Department Head, Ed.
Tech. and Computer
Science
Computer Literacy 1 &2
Computer Technology
Computer Programming

Samuel Smith
Guidance Counselor
TAC
Freshmen Class Sponsor
Subbie Buddy
Coordinator
Curriculum Committee
Executive Committee

David Stone
Biology- (Intro, A, C, D)
Explora Vision Coach
Sophomore Class Sponsor

Pamela Stynchula
Office Manager

Adele Mazurek Suslick
Subfreshman English
Senior English
ICA Teacher/ Site
Coordinator

Bill Sutton
American History
Seminar
U.S. History
Football Club
Family Guy Club
Habitat for Humanity

Billy Vaughn
Intro Philosophy
Eurasia
Cultural Anthropology
GSA
Vinyl Club
Freshmen Class Sponsor
SFAC
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Sally Walker
Department Head,
Physical Education
Athletic Director
P.E./ Fitness

Paul Weilmuenster
Department Head,
Foreign Languages
German I, II, III, IV
German Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Dee Dee Wright
Health
Junior/ Senior Health

JennyYi
Ancient Cultures and
History
S4BW
LIFE Group Sponsor
Subfreshmen Class
Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor
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Winter 2004

Uni' s faculty took
their skills to the court
At Uni High, we all know that the
individuals who teach have skills in
the classroom, but what about on the
basketball court? Well, the Uni High
faculty tried to prove their worth during
the halftime faculty basketball game.
An exciting Pep Rally after Spirit Week
led by Student Council served as a pregame warm-up. The next day Marilyn
Bant, serving as "the very aggressive
official" blew the whistle, and the
competition began. Highlights of the
game included a free throw made by
Latin teacher Mr. Drevlow to give the
Blue team the lead and then German
teacher Herr W sealed the victory with a
driving lay up . Unfortunately, not everyone was having such a good game.
After getting annoyed with his team's
play, Mr. Sutton decided to knock over
some chairs. The entire event was inordinately successful and confusing, but
the whole school looks forward to next
year's game and even more laughs .
?"

..,

SCOREBOARD
Faculty Basketball

Team Orange
0 points
S. Walker

Team Blue
3 points

HerrW.

D. Bergandine R. Mittenthal

(1-r, t-b): Mr. Bergandine, Mr. Murphy, Robin Mittenthal, Mr. Butler, Ms. Ban{ (guest
referee), Lori Kunc, Herr W., DeeDee Wright, Ms. Patton, Susan Mynatt, Sally Walker,

R. Murphy

C. Butler

D.Wright

M. Drevlow

L. Kunc

S.Mynatt
S. Rayburn

Michael Socie (referee), Andy Renner (referee) and Mr. Drevlow.
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Geoffrey Beck
Ethan Berl
Micah Berman
T.J. Bozada
Anna Cangellaris

Emily Chu
Joshua Chung
Paul Dampier
Shara Esbenshade
Chelsea Freeland

Michelle Gao
Madeleine Garvey
Jie Han
Julian Hartman
Erin Hayes

Julian Helfenstein
Eunice How
Sam Imlay
Marika Iyer
Angela Jin

Claire Johnson
Aaron Kelter
Shivani Khanna
Katie LaPointe
Joe Leigh

Grant Loos
RannyMa
Frankie McFarland
Daniel MeN amara
Samantha Nguyen

Christopher Nixon
Jacob Olshansky
Andrea Park
Beth Peregrine
Sarah Pfander

Kimberle Pillow
Isaac Radnitzer
Alisa Rantanen
Mike Renner
Ammar Rizwan
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Jennifer Roloff
Austin Rundus
Kumars Salehi
Zoe Schein
Jake Seeley

Linda Song
Jessica Stark
Ethan Stone
Chuck U zoaru
Bhaskar Vaidya

Jamie Weiser
Ruth Welch
Thilo Welz
Chumar Williams
Amy Wiltzius

Karen Woodley
AranYoo
Suran Yoo
Alex Zhai
Lucy Zhang

Carl A. Zielinski
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(l-r, t-b ): Ammar is slightly distracted
but very excited; Alex Zhai loves
his beef jerky; Aran prepares for a
snowball fight; Thilo seems happy to
see a camera ... a little too happy; J essica, Eunice and Zoe are preoccupied
with something besides the camera;
Amy demonstrates the proper way to
look dazed and confused; Anna and
Chumar take a break in the stairwell;
Lunch time fun on the third floor;
Sarah and Angela help each other
eat; Julian Hartman and crew prepare their eggs; Paul is hard at work.
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(l-r, t-b): Sam is trapped in the cabinet;
Andrea falls in love and proposes--to her
food; TJ, Madeline, and Jamie are overcome
with confusion by their bound feet; Frankie
has Ranny in a killer headlock; Daniel
rests after P. E.; Jennifer and Eunice are
enjoying each others' company; Erin and
Chelsea sit contemplating the woes of the
world; Jessica Stark works tirelessly; Daniel prepares to unleash a barrage of snow
upon Chuck; Austin tries to explain homework to Mike who does not understand.
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Emma Anselin
Lydia Ansermet
Stefanie Austin
Devika Bagchi
Jonathan Baron

Henry Beberman
Michael Belmont
Robert Boyce
Amelia Breault
Alex Cahill

Rachel Cascio
Andrew Ian Chen
Christine Cheng
Yun Luke Chiang
Aria Collopy

Tony Costa
Robert Croisant
Anne Dixon
Katy Easley
Songtao Feng
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Elizabeth Ford
Benjamin Fu
Martin Geiger
Nicole Gong
Martin Granick

Cole Grieshop
Amanda Grill
Monah Haibullah
Maddy Hamlin
Daisy Hassani

Jackie Hedeman
Nicole Helregel
Jimmy Huggett
Bethany Hutchens
Daniel Ito

Devin Johnson
Tomasz Kalbarczyk
EmilyKamm
Sam Klein
Tanya Kostochka
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Jonathan Kuck
Annie Liang
Jack Liu
Julia Maher
Paige Martin

Jake McGinty
Josh Mitchell
Krista Olson
Rohun Palekar
Yuv Chandra Pathuri

Mihai Petracovici
Jeremy Pillow
Spencer Pokorski
Liz Reese
Emily Rosengren

Scott Sapp
Benjamin Schaap
AbderRahman (Abby) Sobh
Eleanor Unsworth
Marquis Wang

Victoria Wang
Beckaa Wallig
Bianca Zaharescu
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(l-r, t-b ): Devika is happy to
discover her A+ on the history test; Belmont teaches Pillow how to forge signatures;
Rohun visits freeessays .com;
Ian Chen enjoys a moment
of solitude; The freshman
ladies lounge around in
their PIs; Henry sets the new
hairstyle trend at Uni High;
The freshman girls eat lunch
and gossip; Tony smirks
menacingly at the camera;
Jimmy and his gal hide
from the paparazzi; Jake
demands his money back.
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(l-r, t-b): Tao Tao's stock portfolio went up 200%; AbderRahman advertises Diet Sprite;
Aria enjoys her lunch; Jack Liu
rehydrates; Jonathan takes a big
bite out of his sandwich; Tony
and Marquis get beaten by a
subbie at Magic; You don't want
to know what Devin's thinking;
Jimmy gives a nice smile for the
camera; Martin Granick has
been caught playing games;
Sam Klein pulls up his sagging
britches; Tomasz resents Devin's
love; Krista takes time out of her
busy schedule to let us take her
picture; Bethany is wondering
why we took a photo of her.
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Rebecca Alper
Austin Berger
David Boyle
Stephen Buzard
U dara Cabraal

Katie Carmody
Josie Chambers
Julie Chen
Nuole Chen
Kangway Chuang

Brett Clark
Alejandra Collopy
Cameron Cropek
Colette DeJong
Alyssa Digges

Nathan Domier
Lucas Ecker
Ben Erickson
Annie Fehrenbacher
Emily Floess

Matthew Freeman
Zhe Gao
Tess Garvey
Max Goldberg
George Gu

Leah Imlay
Roveiza Irfan
Daniel Jacobs
Alex Johnson
Rachel Kaplan

Rose M. Kory
Mo Kudeki
JohnMark Lau
Angelina Liang
Cordelia Loots-Gollin

Emma Marshak
David Martinsek
Yuzuko Nakamura
Amirah Nelson
Justin Park

Michael Pitt
Sergei Pourmal
Shruti Purkayastha
Al Renner
Max Rich

Robbie Robinson
Ellen Rockett
Noam Roth
Victor Salov
Lucy Schiller

Ben Sims
Sara Sligar
Sam Smyth
Batia Snir
Hannah Snyder

Lillian Soong
Maciek Swiech
Tom Wiltzius
Ryosuke Yabukami
Farid Zaghloul

(l-r, t-b ): Shruti tries to learn her lines during tech

week; Daniel doesn't realize that the camera isn't snow;
Collette's attempt to disrupt Lucy is thwarted; Ben .. .is .
... uuhhh .... displaying his more unique qualities; Alyssa
unleashes her flirtatious beauty; Nathan and JohnMark
strap on the old feedbag; Emma enjoys a nice salad;
Stupid Sophomores, AKA, the SS; Noam displays her
exotic side; Don't mess with Pitt as he ponders; Amirah gives us a wonderful immitation of Ms. Morris.
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(l-r, t-b): David shows us his crazy eyes; Josie has no
clue what Julie thinks is so funny and not sure she wants
to know; Maximus Decimus Meridius Commander of
the armies of the North; Tom is REALLY excited about
doing his homework; Ryo goes for the gold; Al--future hopeful GQ model; Emily studies her flowcharts,
hoping to get a good grade; Victor chows down on
some perogi; George taps his Jokulhaups in hopes of
one day becoming the greatest Magic Master of them
all; Sam sits in on Family Guy Club; Sims is caught
off guard and, heaven forbid, not flexing; Freeman
shows off his bling-bling while chillin by the trash can.
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Eric Barr
Brian Berry
Max Beshers
Sarah Bial
Kyle Braghini

Chris Breault
Ariel Cascio
Kris Coombs
Kinzie Cornell
Tiffany Cox

Allison Darmody
Antoine DeJong
Betsy Dorner
Lauri Feldman
Anna File

Zoe Ginsburg
Brad Goerne
Ellie Goldwasser
Nick Gooier
Nate Gottlieb-Graham

89

Drew Hauffe
Yoon-Jung Hyun
Alexandra Ivanova
Michelle Johnson
Atul Kale

Agatha Kim
Jennifer Kim
Hannah Kinney
Gabby Kogut
Kirill Lagoutchev

Ben LeRoy
Sarah LeRoy
Alison Liss
Caitlin Liss
Eric Loui

Jeremiah Methven
Maria Meyers
Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs
Hugh Monahan
Meredith Nelson
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Tomasz Nilges
Henry Pollock
Hillary Proctor
Maggie Quirk
Robert Ratcliffe

Andy Renner
Abraham Robinson
Greg Roginsky
Casey Roth
Ayesha Saied

Ben Sands
Emily Sha
Molly Smith
Dawn Spelke
Josephine Wiegel

Lauren Wingo
Mark Yates-White
Yang Zhao
Andrew Zukoski
Daniel Zuo

(l-r, t-b): Josie practices her modeling by giving us her sultriest
pose; Ariel looks so cute curled up on the floor; Meredith looks
like she's deep in thought while she tries to ignore the camera;
Ayesha and Alison are best buds; We don't know what happened
to Yang and we don 'twant to, but we're still not going to help him.
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(l-r, t-b): Mark reminds us of the Brady Bunch; Sarah checks
her email for any love letters; Eric shows off his hat, but Nick
looks scared of us; Nate crams his face full of cake; Gabby
thinks we're here to arrest her; Casey and Dawn like to cuddle
on the couch; Emily wishes we would let her eat in peace.
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(1-r, t-b) Mike looks drugged up
but don't tell IESA; Teresa rolls
her eyes, again; the subbie
girls gossip about how hot the
boys look during lunch; JohnMark studies intently; TJ looks
FIIIINE; Lauren cops an illegal ride on the elevator; Emily
and Hannah share some time in
the hall; Triet says 11 Uhh ... ok I
guess you can take my picture. 11
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(l-r, t-b) Andrew Renner is from ancient
Rome yet is wearing a watch and has a
sack lunch; Sergei wonders why do they
call it Halo; Uni has hired a new school
nurse; Somehow John Sapp's head got
stuck inside that poor pumpkin; Is that
a real robot or just another Monahan?;
Mr. Sutton shows the amazing things
he can do with a computer and his
finger; Frankie is the cutest man in a
Tu-Tu that these Ben's have ever seen.
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Across
3. Trekkie HISSS leader
6. Goahe gomg mto med1cme
8. Car-fanatic
13. Cheerful blusher
14. Ding-dong ditcher
16. Hummer
18. Piano-playing thespian Agora coordinator
20. German Harry Potter look-alike
22. British Bulldog
23. Really loud high-pitched screams
24. Perfect ACT girls' basketball guard
29. Midget with large calves
30. Chess-playing Anime fan
32. Tall center
33. Ripped China man
35. ANKLES
36. Sarcastic printer
37. Guitar-playing Star Wars fan
39. ICA math-whiz
41. Hat-wearing poetess
43. Classy soccer star
44. Running Seinfeld fan
46. Cat-obsessed tri-sport athlete
47. Cello-playing Madrigal
50. Goofy goalie
52. Big mouth, little clothes
53. Ears
54. Smeagol
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Down
1. Camera-man
2. Mustang-dnvmg madngal
4. Shares initial with i ter Chili Wah (the hot one)
5. Get her kick after running
7. Ballet lingui t
9. Loud Italian
10. The only boy 'basketball enior
11. Crazy hair (Mohawk, leopard spot , dye jobs)
12. Latin-speaking PCC
15. 800 meter state finali t
17. Has her nose pierced
19. The be t euphonium player in the enior cla s
21. Appendiciti junior year
25. Has female admirers that reside in Japan
26. Vegan GSA leader
27. Russian soccer player
28. A cold olid ubstance is hls nickname
30. Well-dres ed PCC the pian
31. Ches playing clarineti t
34. Butter- carting DJ
38. Spoke at the Roe vs. Wade rally
40. Poetry writing one-time wimmer
42. Dates #21 Down(+ AF)
45. Short Venezuelan geologist
47. Student Council swimmer
48. Has different-colored eye
49. Studied con tantly since 6th grade for the SAT
51. Lockjaw
0

0
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SARAH ACKLEY

Sarah Marinara
Just say no to abstinence! ... wait a minute. - Kathleen
So Sarah 's a bigamist. - Skye to Kathleen
I refuse to date anyone who does not know what totalitarianism is.
- A dear friend
Live long and prosper. - Spack
Allow yourself to feel comfortable with the discomfort.- Jadzia Dax
Peace means far more than the opposite of war! - Mr. Rogers
Painting completed my life. - Frida Kahlo
Es tan corto el amor, y es tan largo el olvido. - Pablo Neruda
If a strong emotion suddenly lights all the candles we carry inside
ourselves, it creates a brightness that shines far beyond ou r
normal vision and then a splendid tunnel appears that shows us
the way the we forgot when we were born and calls us to recover
our lost divine origin. The soul longs to return to that place it came
from , leaving the body lifeless. - Like Water for Chocolate by
Laura Esquivel

I Sarah Ackley leave the following things to the following people: Froggy lunch box to Sara Sligar. Star Trek Club to Rachel Kaplan and Ellen Rockett. GSA
to Sarah Bial, Ariel Cascio and all the enthusiastic sophomores. Continue the traditions of eating pie, watching funny movies, and having chaotic discussions.
The legacy of Jaime and Osito to Ellie, Max and all the Spanish I students.

CHRISTOPHER BEITEL

Beitel, 'B', Chris, [dC]cipher, Moose, Topher
You know very well who you are/Don 't let 'em hold you down ,
reach for the stars- Notorious B. I. G.
Gatta have teeth baby - Obie Trice
I'm so bad I kick a sign language freesyle. - Mad Skillz
Sometimes in football you have to score goals. - Thierry Henry
Anyone with an ailment or who wears glasses or anyone slightly
different suddenly wears a bull 's eye. I think that dodgeball derailed an entire generation of Americans. It's the true red menace.
-Art Jones Film director who directed Dodgeball , a mock-documentary criticizing the game.
Those who inspire also perspire - Fortune cookie
We won! We won! We won! Um , unfortunately, I bet on the other
team , so we won 't be going for pizza. - Chief Clancy Wiggum

I, Christopher Warren Beitel, leave the following things to the following people: to Robert Ratcliffe I leave one sweaty old goalie glove that has not been
washed in 392 days; to Cahill I leave the other glove and my choice for 'Players to Watch in 2005/2006'; to Sergei I leave 77 cents and some lint (currently the
entire contents of my pockets) and one of my eVo cards; I leave three more of my four eVo cards to anyone who wants them. I leave my locker in the senior
alcove, #56, to Josie Wiegel; who happens to be 56th in the class of2005 . Also I leave medical explorers to Lauri and Mickey. Big thanks to all my teachers.
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ANDRES BLACK

C. Ortiz, Da Mex, Lettuce,
The Geologist (cus I live for the rock)
I love gooooooooooold. - Goldmember
Y mucho menos si tengo a mi lado mis panas, que son infalibles/
Tu no los ves porque son invisibles. - Los Amigos lnvisibles
Das bedeudet Sechs! - Herr W
Wait, Bill , I couldn 't hear any of that..- Boyle
Dude Andres Andres, check out the VOLV- Sergei
NO MAN ! It's not that you never fake it, its that you ALWAYS
FAKE IT! !! - Max
My mouth was dry and it combined with the dry Combos to
produce an even greater area of dryness!
I thought I was dying !!!- Max
Dude, that's retarded . For that plan to work, we 'd have to cover
EVERYTHING in lead. - Dan
No, because we are teh 133t haxOr, and they aren 't.- Andy
Dude, THEN , we could cover the cocaine paper in lead , and
someone gigantic could eat it, like Horatio Sanz!!- Gerry
HAY HAY HAY. - Rainisha Wiliams

LAndres Eduardo Black, of dirty mind and till growing body, leave this stuff. Adriana gets AIM, a kiss on the cheek followed by a punch on the cheek, and a really boring time
having no one to annoy. Belmont gets a nasty ass bagel, and the responsibility of educating all the idiots on his two soccer teams. Oh and he also gets a f*** *** goal sometime within
the next three years. Sam Smyth gets left mid and an acceptance into the Crips. Justin Park gets WU-Tang, center-mid, and the position of Chief Hip-Hop Reference Executive at
Uni. David Boyle gets the dOn'cks kick, a cute gourdeh and the Armies of the North. Mickey gets a life time gift certificate for Espresso, and infinite knowledge in Spanish. Lauren
Wmgo gets a romantic evening with Jake Sweeney. Mark gets my mad floin abiliti , and is rewarded royally for services rendered, especially on the night of SAM. 1be Renners
collectively get a loppy Joe and a bucket of fried chicken, you brutes. Drew Hau:ffe gets an oven. Austin gets a hardy ankle. Sergei gets some caffeine and a hardy liver. Farid gets
to throw parties rawer than P. Diddy's. Henry gets to charge only .01% interest on loans. Tile teachers that have had me over the years, (esp Merf) get a heartfelt sorry for begin so
loud/disruptive/immature etc etc, but I enjoyed having all of you, and will always remember you. I'm out now, everyone else gets much love.

STEPHEN ANDREVV BRUCE

Etienne, Cmena
Chei eto Chemodan? - Emily Buss
The days of peace and slumberous calm are fled . -John Keats
C'est bien plus difficile de parler quand on n'est pas habille. Essaie done d'etre serieux sans pantalon! - Boris Vi an
Good friends, good books, and a sleepy conscience: this is the
ideal life. - Mark Twain
Bigote! Besa Me !- Emily Walsh
Tournez a Ia plage ... - Mr. Garvey
And smale foules maken melodie/ That slepen aile night with
open eye - Geoffrey Chaucer
Oh , I love to draw ... sing it everbody!- Mr. Stone
Scots, wha hae wi ' Wallace bled/ Scots, wham Bruce has aften
led/ Welcome to your gory bed/ Or to Victory! - Robert Burns

Etienne de Brus doth hereby mete out the following miscelanea: Hugh Monahan, Kris Coombs, Stephen Buzard: more chances to sing in tights; Katya: a lifetime upply of Rus ian movies; Music Club: a sta h of Chri Otto' quizzes, to any who can remember them, and a pile of money to take trips to Chicago every
weekend; French Club: a imilar pile of money and a better organizer. To Uni and all its teachers, I leave my gratitude for a sometimes tiring, but unquestionably enjoyable, experience. I shall mi s you all.

UNlVERSlTY H.&liBRARY
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HANNAH NICOLE VICTORIA WARNER BURGESS

HannahBear, H.B, Lady in Red
Maybe you 're the DEVIL!- Dad
I like my granola bars like I like my men: dipped in yogurt and
full o ' nuts. - Bubba
I'm having Sasha's butt-baby. - Dan
The jungle 's dark but full of diamonds. - Arthur Miller
It's getting fat in here. - Claire
Damn ... my cocaine 's been discovered ! - Ray
The graph shifted to the right, like ou r country ... wait, I never
said that. - Ray
I'm the whitest boy in the world! - Daisywayne
A stretched groin is ...a happy groin! - army dudes
Dude, it'd be so raw if I could play the bagpipes. - Catherine
iBesa me!- Us
Tengo miedo de ovejas. - Emily W
Yeah he 's a professor ... of being a dog! FACE!- Cabin Fever
You told them all I was crazy/ they cut off my leg/ now I'm an
amputee goddamn you! - Harvey Danger
Piglet's adventure ... INTO HELL! !! - Sasha
Wait. .. she was chased by a virgin?! - Natalie
That's massive or assive if you like that. - Mr. Sutton
I, Hannah Burgess, being of nonsensical mind and HOTI body, do hereby bequeath the following stuff to the following peep (in no particular order) : to
Alejandra, I leave several absolutely kick-butt track and XC seasons, a llama, and a huge happy greeting every day; to Ellie, the legacy of printer slacking and my pancreas in a jar. To the Hannahs Kinney and Snyder, I leave the knowledge that there's one less Hannah to be confused with. To Atul the
knowledge that Melvin is like the wind. To Tess and Alli on I leave executive leader hip of the flute ection, the ensuing silline s, and to Tess I leave my
shoes and a prom date. To Mr. Beesley I leave in-depth conversations about my tendency to wear the color red. To Mr. B I leave a water gun to deal with
noi y students, a dead animal art collection, and my thanks. To Mr. Sutton I leave endle conver ations about mu ic and reel big fish , and mucha gracia
for being an awesome teacher. To the rest of the school and anyone I forgot (I'm sure there ' plenty), my endle love, my thank , and all the money I
probably owe you. Peas out, yo.

EMILY ROSE BUSS

Emi, Nya-Nya, Toes
Nora, you really have to be less sensitive ...
Look-we make fun of Emily all the time! - Mommy
Zu viele Autos! lch komme! lch gehe schnell ,
es macht Spass! - Daddy
I had a 'Hupe' just like that! - Herr W
I always thought bobbing for apples in sulfuric acid
would be fun .. .you 'd stick your head in,
and nothing would come out!- Mr. Stone
I thought only of you ... If your feelings are still what they were ...
tell me so at once ... My affections and wishes are unchanged ,
but one word from you will silence me on this subject forever
- Mr. Darcy, Pride & Prejudice
I could show the world how to smile/ I could be glad all of the
while./ I could turn the gray skies to blue/ if I had you
- Frank Sinatra, "If I Had You "
Stalin is everyone 's grandma! - Sasha
First tell me what I did, and then I can deny it! - Hannah B.
On with the dance! Let joy be unconfined!- Lord Byron

-

~I, Emily Rose Buss, being of fairly sound mind and ballerina's body do hereby bequeath the following things to the following people. To Rachel K, memories
of being the small est dolls, and a better namesake and partner. To Anna C, someone who makes up better classes that are NOT from a big blue book. Both
of the aforementioned receive hellos, hugs, good advice, and what little turnout I possess. To Anna F, more Philo ophy groups/"di cussions" and really
upsetting movies. To Betsy D, memories of fifth grade. To Hugh M, a plea to keep Sinatra Day going and find more youngling to be on the committee.
Finally, to all my wonderful teacher , e pecially Herr W, Mr. Stone, Mr. B, Mr. Sutton, Ms. Majeru , Mr. Murphy, Mr . Dade, Katya, my undying gratitude
for inspiring me these past years. To everyone, thank you for five wonderful years. I love you all and will never forget any of the wonderful experience
• I've had at Uni!

~

...)
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ANITA NANDKUMAR CHARY

Nita, Neep, Anc
Love all, serve all.- Hard Rock Cafe
Excuse me, BURNING . - Greek waiter
He didn' need a liver: He WAS a liver. - Pamela Teicher Machala, 'The Liver''
Bros before hos and sistas before mistas! - Rose
Tiger got to hunt, bird got to fly; Man got to sit and wonder 'why,
why, why?' Tiger got to sleep, bird got to land ; Man got to tell himself he understand . - Kurt Vonnegut Jr. , "Gat's Cradle"
You can tell whether a man is clever by his answers. You can tell
whether a man is wise by his questions. - Naguib Mahfouz
Melanin makes you late! - Rivkah
Smoke your pot only on Fridays! - Mrs. Dade
Move like a jellyfish/ rhythm is nothing/ you go with the flow/ you
don't stop - Jack Johnson
Gatting-be inthe hicle-ve?- Wendy, Alisa, Me
Want some whine with that cheese? ... Wait... - Bob

I, Anita, bequeath the following.(: Ellie- butt baking, pantsing, JAIME/OSITO, y besitos. Alex- coworkers who aren't in Cement Pouring 101. Shruti- "Indian
things." Cordelia- shouts of "Cordelia!" in the hallways. Batia- the promise of revenge on a jealous roo mate. Allison- sub 24 and stud prod. Caitlin- Lucky
Charm with a marshmallow urplu . "Iri h" parties for Laura to drag Meg to. Eleanor- PRs and Boston Public. Hugh- WOHS GIB 5002. Gooier- burning!
Annie- a heater in the S. Attic and TAC. Daniel and Linda- M . Gomez. Merf- a lifetime supply of Mountain Dew to alleviate the pain of annoying tudents.
Sarah, Anna, Annie F.- naked people trying to dance back tage. Mr . Ridenour- dancing, acting, singing males. Sue- Stolen pretzels. Thank you SO much to
BS, CB DS, EJ, EM, RW, SW.

EMILY MARIE CLIMER

Purple, Emlyn, Climer, Little Climer
Ride out with me. - Aragorn
Shoot for the moon . Even if you miss it you will land among the
stars. - Les Brown
Do you have an oxidation state of + 1 or -1 ? - Sarah Ackley
Just looking at you depresses me. - Mrs. Dade
There are many voices of the ape. - Mrs. Majerus
I have to be careful so you don't do something stupid!- Mrs. Dade
Ravi heard our voice and was magically attracted . - Caterina
Show me the path. - Night Elf Runner
Adam fell that men might be; and men are, that they might have
joy. - 2 Nephi 2:25
All you have to decide is what to do with the time that is given to
you.- Gandalf the Grey

I Emily being of, well, stuff, do hereby bequeath the following: To Emily Floess and Lillian, I leave many happy colored socks and a glowing pogo stick;
Tiffany invents a occer- oftball hybrid that is gentle on knees ; Barr and Jeremiah receive the title of most chivalrous guy on the x-c team; Bro gets orne
pointy ears; Angelina gets a watch with a built-in inhaler; Domier can play duck-duck goo e with the girls team whenever he wants to ; Aria wins State
-three time in a row! From henceforth in HISSS club there is now an anti-backstabbing rule in place; Brian gets to be purple in Samurai Swords; x-c ha
an awesome eason next year; Mr. B get some more game and a electronic version of Waters of Babylon; Mrs. Laughlin gets a big hug; Mr. Sutton and
Mr. Stone get a big mile and a cheerful "hello" every morning; Murph is fun! Eleanor continues to PR and has many fun x-c days while running in her new
glow-in-the-dark winged running shoes. And la t, Alejandra get many fun building runs with tunnels , secret passageways, glass elevators and jumping
inflated pig , no more knee problem , and a big hug.
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GREG COLOMBO
Trig was my favorite math class. I tried to take calculus,
but they started talking about infinity in squiggly lines.
So I decided to quit.- Dad
I need a meat mallet. Crush my nuts - Sluggy Freelance
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast,
it is not proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in
evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts,
always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails. When I was
a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like
a child. When I became a man , I put childish ways behind me.
Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror; then we shall
see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even
as I am fully known. And now these three remain: faith, hope and
love. But the greatest of these is love.
- 1 Corinthians 13:3-8, 11-13

I, Greg Colombo, give the following things to the following people: to my loving stand partners, a trip to Peoria next January and the right to fight over my
eat; to Cahill, either a mads audition or a horse's head (your choice); to Cahill, Rachel, and Little Stephen, dominion over mu ic club; to Murphy, a budget
big enough so no one will ever have to play "Corneliu Festival March" ever again; to Ray, a script that not only create ophisticated worksheet but al o
gives lectures, and a basketball signed by the AAFPW; to Sue, an end to PDA; to the other Alex, fir t board (even though it's technically Shang' to give);
to Victor, second board; to everyone else on the chess team, a State title and better-coordinated pizza ale ; to Loui, one more year with Kevin Kelly and
someone else to make wi ecracks during orchestra; to Brian, a magnetic Lobster and more king urvival skill ; to everyone in jazz band, more than one
concert a year and a saxophone for every clarinetist; to Drew and Gabby, more mu ic theory - e pecially ear training; to everyone el e in orchestra, more
and better music, except "Night on Bald Mountain"; and to everyone who ha ever taught me anything, in cla or no, my be tin college and beyond.

DREVV COVERDILL

Drewster, Drucifer, Drew-Boy
Today my spirit is going to school while my body stays in bed.
-Bill Watterson, Calvin and Hobbes
BURNING!- Greece Trip participants
Math exists to serve Physics. - Ray
If A is success in life, then A equals x plus y plus z. Work is x;
y is play; and z is keeping your mouth shut. -Albert Einstein
T-POWAH!- Jake, Bob, and I
What I look forward to is continued immaturity followed by
death.- Dave Barry
Have a day. - Eli's buddy icon
It's a dangerous business going out your front door.
- J.R.R. Tolkien
Oh, how I love to ... - Mr. Stone

I, Drew Coverdill, being of sound mind and body, hereby give some things that may not be mine to give to some people: Henry Pollock get
the trumpet section, God help them all, and an apology for not putting "Drizzle" or "Tenacious D" in my nickname ; Drew Hauffe gets to
be the only Drew at Uni; Henry Beberman , watch out for wall ; Hugh get to keep and cherish his astounding gold jump uit for the re t of
his life; Coombs get deputy Cahill to rule the tenor section, all six of them; Yuki and Lucas get fond and omewhat sugar high memories
of carpool days; Sue gets a bottomless bucket of pretzel ; Ray gets a better physic lab and someone to program the Physic B/C quiz generator; Mr. Murphy gets a larger tenor section, by whatever mean necessary; Everyone else gets another year at Uni! Have fun , and farewell!
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TERENCE

S.

CROFTS

T-Bone, Bone, Lord Crofts, [dC] TeaBone
You better watch out, you better not cry, you better not pout, I'm telling you
why. Cause Santa Clause is coming, TO EAT YOU. - Dan Pleck
DinozOr, dinozOr, hahahahha. - Andres
The problem with jumping off of high places, is that sometimes your
goolies get squashed. - Dad
Witness; No witness; False no witness; False false no witness;
Choad; False Choad; Choad by committee: aye aye aye; Choad
-Greece Trip '03
THAT'S RIGHT B****, YOU 'VE BEEN PUNKED!!!
- dC bug bio to a dying butterfly
EvO?, X-1, 46, 50, 52, and of course, 44.- dC
... I mean, I would eat people if the opportunity arose.
- Pamela during a philosophy discussion
I would love to get a letter of recommendation from the AAFPW.- Ray
Man, I lived 'How High'. - Ray
That's cause you're feak wemales.- Ravi, to some "weak females"
Don't leave angry, just leave. -Bill DeJarnette
Mazel tov Terence! - Hi
Hey Mark [Savignac], your last name spells some pretty funny stuff too. - Mr. Sutton

JOHN CROISANT

Jacius, John Kaibutsu, Johnny-san
Safety tip for the day: if you ever find yourself in ... - Mr. Butler
It was so nice today, I even wore pants! - Matt Croisant
Don't forget, because later you'll be citing everything in your
briefs. - Suslick
Wow Porn Porn, did you know that lady? Why'd she give you a
hundred bucks? All's I got was this dang ol' Bit-0-Honey...
- Homestar Runner
You know cows make the beefs?
How?
I don't know. maybe they are magic.
Magic cows?
Yes. Beef magic.
Moodoo!. .. ow. it bit me!- Weebl and Bob

I, John Croi ant, being of expan ive body and mind, do hereby leave the following stuff: to my brother Robert, the title of "The Remaining Croi ant;" To
Brian Berry, the title of "Senior Kaibutsu," remember to never u e your power for evil or for good, only for per onaJ benefit; To all the students, I leave the
honorable duty of keeping Kovac on her toe , and keeping the rest of Uni High's traditions intact; That' reaJJy about it. The rest of it I'm taking with me.
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CLARABELLE ADELAIDE DEVRIES

CBelle, Belle, Belley, Cdev, Bellicose
I wanna see TEARS! That means your spirit has been broken! - Alexxx
Sizzle Sizzle
ARRRRF, ARRRRF~,-ARF-ARF-ARF-ARF-ARF!! ! - Teresa
My services are NO 1 for free. - Priya
Tlie real_question is 'why do I have nipples?' - DP
Pumba! Not in front of tlie kids! - Lean
I'm sweaty? Wait till you are roasting in my oven, then we'll see who's
sweaty!- Drew Hauffe
Rl)LES! *smack*- Ellie, Alexxx, Priya Meera, Me , Kimmy
Elhe. Let...go ... of... my...drawstnng. - Teresa
I always loved running ... it was something you could do by yourself, and
under your own power. You could go in any direction fast or slow as you
wanted, fighting the wind if you felflike it, seeking out new sightsjust on
the strenglh of your feet ana the courage of your lungs. - Jesse Owens
HAAAY CAPTAIN !- Priya
I t"l<>Pe my broth~r bums in hell. (me) Dont worry he will. -My dear, sweet mother
Drop your pant1es. - DP
Alex, ao you feel sad because you suck and you 're the reason the girls'
team isn't going to State?- Kangway Chuang
Why am I so ass-inine? - Pmac
In fact, a swirl of cloudy colors seemed to live just under the surface
of the metal: bruise purples sea blues, earth orowns, cloud grayshthe
deep green under heavy-to1iaged trees, the clustering shades at t e
moutli of a tomb as evening falls over a deserted graveyard .... If there
was such a thing as shadow-colored, its was the Blade of the subtle knife.
- The Subtle Knife, Philip Pullman
I, Clarabelle DeVries, being of run.nirlg ll9dy and easily amused mind do bequeath the following things to the following people: to my deare t ELlie-nor I leave the 4x8, a sub
16 min 3 mile, a list of the rules CARVED INTO YOUR HAND and Norman, take good care of our baby; to Alexxx izzle izzle, I leave you a Mini-Triet doll that you
can wear around your neck so he's alway close to your heart, THE SPANKING MAClllNE and many thanks from the Netherland ; to Kangway, I leave you the ability to
make your own decisions, a cure for the endurox addiction and 2 years at XC tate; to Pookie-Pie, I leave air fre heners that don 't melllike crap, a ride home, and omeone
to hauntingly call out "P()()()()()()()(kieee"; to Andy Hau:ffe, I leave Roberta Hill, may you two live joyou ly ever after in holy matrimony, a cadaver-smell free car and bras
knuckles o you can fight pregnant woman you norrible IJerson; to Shandika Shaundell, I leave you everyt!ting and more and omethirig to take away your con cience!; to
Leah, I leave you your womarihood and kailky kirts; to Cameron, I leave the creeching falcon that ay "BAHKAW!" since you obviou ly couldn 't remember; to the girl
XC team, I leave the courage to fly and more years of face paint and hairspray; to the gtrl' track team, I leave my love and thanks, i' ve had oo much fun ; to
Meg, Alex and Orlaaaando (who I never really knew) I leave my undying gratitude for rntroducing me to the joy (and the awful pain) of running, you have forever
life;
other great
time at Uni wtthout me, rm outta hurr..

CATERINA GRATTON

Cat, Catericchia, Cate
Feak wemales - Ravi
Subtle, like the b in subtle -Terence
Guess what? ©- Teresa, Mukta, and me
Ice cream, Ice Cream? - Lou Bega
I know this great game. It's called eleven on eleven
- Lauren Wingo on how NOT to play World Cup
Everyday we come here and I think to myself 'I'm so glad I'm not a guy'
-Hannah
Your Face - Sangita
Be A Man - Mark and Terence
Thafs why we love Anat Phys; we get to do all these great 'hands on'
activities - Hannah, playing with the cadavers
He intended, he said, to devote the rest of his life to leaming the remaining twenty-two letters of the alphabet. - George Orwell
A professor is one who talks in someone else's sleep. - W H Auden
I asked mom if I was a gifted child... She said they
certainly wouldnt have paid for me. - Bill Watterson
I spent the afternoon musing on Life. If you come to think of it, what a
queer thing Life is! So unlike anything else, dont you know, if you see
what I mean. - PG Wodehouse
I, Caterina Gratton, being of soccer oriented mind and body, do hereby leave many tearful farewell to the poor non-departed ones. In addition, I leave the
UHGS many wonderful seasons and great open gyms. To Lauren I leave a 20 goal season, to Lucy the greatest secret buddy, the best technique for shooting
penalties , and "your face". To Betsy a great left foot to save the team , to Dawn and Molly many beautifu l hot and a couple of hat trick , and Roveiza many
awesome games and fun time making locker signs. To Hugh I leave great storie for late-dance chat and a happy life a Terence's queen. Kangway get to be
my fellow scum and eat more ice cream. To Becca and David a great bio review project. To Bha kar get to ee many girl model hi ister's dres es, Sam get
to be UHBS 's high scorer, and Leah gets fun rides to running. They all get great time without being embarra sed by all their i ter's friend . Ellie gets Spani h
Club and the dawning realization that soccer really is better than track. Alejandra get to be brilliant in math way beyond her grade. All my teacher get an
infinite number of thank you ' for making the past three year really worthwhile. To all the re t, you get real half day , fun free period , and no homework.
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DAVID GRAYSON

Elavid, Sone, Retail, Agent
Ray, have you seen How High? I live that movie, man . - Andres
and Ray
I want a baby really really bad ! - Mukta
Leaders of the AAFPW were sent to jail in Cuba. - Ray's note
I love Terence like a puppy. An annoying puppy. That I want to
kick. -Mark
It's past my bedtime. - Hannah Imlay
Mrs. Hermann, I was never naive enough to th ink they were anything but a pair of oblique lines. - Gerry, on the greater-than and
less-than signs.
To the rest of us they look like crocodiles.
You know how there was the 18th century and the 19th century?
What century are we in now? - Priya
I'm going to bring a pitchfork to the prom .
Then I'll have a pitchfork and a hoe. - Sapp
Death ... death , death ... death ... deathbed ! - Mrs. Laughlin

I, David Gray on being of limber mind and petrified body, leave the following to my successors. To Kirill , a fully tacked nuclear-winter shelter and a
warm sweater. To Chri Breault, the recording of World War I. To Hugh, a Risk board. To Alejandra Collopy, a really hard calculus problem. To Leah
Imlay, a chariot with piked wheel and two mighty warhor e to pull it. To Sam Imlay, the fore ight to copy the modern history flowcharts off the wall
during freshman year. To Sam Smyth, I leave an Evo card that can be used as a knife too. To Luke Chiang some more biersticks from Ream's Market in
Elburn. To Alex Cahill, a hiny name tag. And to Mark White, I leave a big pair of black sungla ses and the terminator gene.

MICHAEL JOSEPH GREEN

Green (bean/dawg/man), Greenery (Bumpkin), Grizzle
Lebubeche Rebbe!- Sto
Verteidigung!- Pleck
Fat ma?- Hedin
Haggis!- Sasha
Aargh! - John Li
It swiQQS! - Cheeks
Wail, what? - Frances
I like Fooh - Sue
Bite me. - Ma'ayan
I concur. - T-Bone
I oughta smack you . - Murphy
Ooli , th is is gooa. - Rav
Where are my sandals? - Jack
She gave me meatballs. - Skye
lch habe eine frage . - Erin
Damn the torpedoes , full speed ahead! - Mark
You got calves ! - Schwinny
That was cool as bum! - Lauren
Odds are you 're gay. - Emi
I call this story Hammertime. - Doogles
Das bedeutet sechs. - Herr W.
Spreken zee Dutch? - Bill
Is our learning disturbing your talking? - Mr. B.
It's not easy Being green . - Kermit
Trombones hurt in a way you 'll never understand . - Louis Stevens
I gave him my Pez dispenser. - Jerry Seinfeld
I'll tell you wHat's up. I'm a Jew. -Tim Whatley
Lqot plenty o' nuttin '. - Porgy
That's no JOb for a boy who Is Jewish. - Allan Sherman
Sweet, dude. - Slichter
I, Michael Jo eph Green, being of greenish mind and grizzly body, do hereby distribute the following goodies to my greedy successors: Everyone, rides home,
u eless Agora clas e , locker comics, the Uni High Cookbook, and enough Pez to rot your teeth. XC and Track guy , state action, Endurox, Xlr8, UnderArmour,
Seinfeld talk, and random inging. Kangway, more peccage. Drew, wimming state. Zuke, Turkey Parties and respect for letter jackets. Jerry, sub-11. Cam and
Shock, more fake porn for your Kenney locker and no more ankle trouble. Bro, more teeth. Gooier, Dornier, & Jimbo, 18:03 (but no faster!). Barr, the ability
to actually run. Kirill , Communi m. Subbie guy runner , lot a ladie . The trombone section, more members. Mads, freaky costumes. Hugh, the bass section.
Buzzy, range to low Z. Jazz, actual gig . Henry, color vi ion. German people, every Euro-coin. Jew , B'nai Mitzvot and Confirmations. Murphy, classe with
peas and quiet. Herr W., chwarze Unterho e und sech . Mr. B., more WWll vets. Sutty, wide-awake student . Theatre Arts, food. Art, complaints about my
bad art. Ray, an occupied front row. Doug, more earring . Meg and Laura, hot college guys (that's me now!). Sue, the 2nd floor lounge. For anything else,
I'm ri ht down the block. Thanks for a !!Teat tart to a new millennium!
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DAN HEDIN
No pleasure, no rapture, no exquisite sin greater than
central air - Azrael
I've had sex - Hannah B.
I'm not religious but I'm spiritual I'm not honest but you're
interesting - Rory and an Idiot
All that is not eternal is eternally useless - CS Lewis
[I'll give you] the greatest gift a man can give his wife: an
annulment from his secret wife! - Homer Simpson
You're all just intolerant of bigots - ?
I have learned/that nothing is as pressing/as the one who's
pressing/would like you to believe/and I'm content/to walk a little
slower/because there's nowhere that/1 really need to be
- Bright Eyes
The crisis posed a question/just inside the skin/virtue in my veins
replied/quitters never win - Pedro the Lion
Thank you for putting your nuts in my crotch - Emily Sha

I, Dan Hedin, being of sound mind and integrity-full body (I assume) do hereby bequeath my stuff to people: To Eli, I leave my Sandman ob e ion; To Emily ha a backrub 7th; To Anita, a boy she knows she likes whi le she still does; To the German Trip, a hearty CJ; To Herr W, a cracker; ToM . Evan , obedient
tudents (I'm writing this in Art) ; To Cordelia, forgotten borrowed CDs; Roveiza, you're still not allowed to date even though me & Umair are gone· And to
everyone else, whatever of mine you want and advice: Eat healthy, Think about thing first, Que tion everythin~. Remember me alway as I wa if at all.

HANNAH NATALIA IMLAY

HI, Hannah peshke, Hillary
You feak wemales - Ravi
Its subtle like the 'b' in subtle - Terence
Obviously - Muks
See Hannah? That's why all us cavemen would make fun of you
- Mark, regarding my concept of where babies come from
What is apocollypiptic? - Priya, reading apocalyptic
I'm lickin' lichen. In fact, I'm likin' lickin' lichen - Dad
Are you on any sort of drugs? - Crazy British Guy
Si se puede ... - Cat, Teresa, Muks, Liane, Catherine
Oh , this proof is so cute - Mrs. Jockusch
Pinch poke - Cat, Teresa
Hannah, are you the slowest growing thing around? - Grayson
Hakuna Matata- Timon and Pumbaa
Be a man! - Mark and Terence
I believe that Eminem told my story best - Ray about his childhood
I don't believe in Australians - Sam
A man , a plan , a canal : Panama- palindrome of unknown origin
What's the point of wearing your favorite rocket-ship underpants
if nobody ever asks to see them?- Calvin and Hobbes

I, Hannah, of neither impressive mind nor impressive body, doth bequeath stuff to the following folks: HannahS . gets sole owner hip of our name; Lejan
gets impressive Calc skills and a "Good Morning, Lejan!"; Aria X get pre-Latin chats; Eleanor gets peanut butter fudge ice cream; Emily Floess gets
bright, colorful running attire and a smile; Collette and Lillian get a big "Hi!" in the hallway ; Shivani, Suran, and Samantha get the patience nece sary
to put up with Sam; Marquis and Kuckie get track run and soccer game ; Jerry, Barrley, and Kirill get a king ize wa hing machine; Jerry gets a divorce; Kirill gets Einstein's wife and a furry Russian hat; Barrley get real or pro thetic legs that work, era er occer, and integral ; Robbie get hi long
awaited varsity letter, tennis balls, and Patrice; Breault gets leader hip of the Enterpri e; Kannie get Endurox and a shirt he will actually wear during
workouts; Domire and Jimmy get big hat and shoes; Ellen Rockett gets sprints up down-escalators; CJ and Bhaskar get lot of fun at Uni; Leah and
Schmeulevitz get my love and exasperating teachers ; special thanks to Laura, Jenni , and Meg, CR, EJ, DS , CB, RL , BS , J"R"C , LM, PW, SK, and DM.
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UMAIR IRFAN

dj umz, Ravi/Varun/Udara, Umi, umurr,
U-M-X, ron kanowski
Read ! In the name of thy Lord who created (you) - Quran 96 :01
Then which of the favors of your Lord will ye deny? - Quran 55:13
It is dangerous to be right when the government is wrong.
-Voltaire
You can 't separate peace from freedom because no one can be at
peace unless he has his freedom . - Malcolm X
He who has a thousand friends has not a friend to spare,
And he who has one enemy will meet him everywhere.
- Ali ibn-Abi-Talib
Quick! Wh ich way is Mecca? - Terence
UMURR 1S TH3 M4STx0r!!!!!!1 - Max
What about pooi? ... English ... And what's wrong with
english? ... lmperialism. - Mr. Carrubba
You so got your ankles broken by me today. - My Sister
Dude , did you know Big Pun is dead? - Jpark

Ok. I leave the following stuff for the following people: Steroid for all underclassmen; Breault gets someone else to argue about the merits of Kirk vs.
Picard ; The D-U nit get another defender to love like a fat kid loves cake; Jpark and the rest of the SS get smacked upside the head for trying to jock
off the dC; Scott, I may or may not unblock you from my buddy li t; Roveiza, what can I give you that you haven't already taken from me already?

SKYE ISARD

Skybird, Skizard, Skydome, Skylark
We're gonna get to that place/Where we really want to go/And
we'll walk in the sun/But till them tramps like us/Baby we were
born to run - Bruce Springsteen
I don't want the world to see me/Because I don't think that they'll
understand/When everything's made to be broken/1just want you
to know who I am - Goo Goo Dolls
Most of my art scares me - Shang
The universe is like Skye's briefcase. It becomes disorganized
on its own because of entropy - Mr. Bergandine

1 Skye I ard, being of re pectable mind and highly toned body, bequeath the following items to various people: To Drew Hauffe I leave my natural hair color
and tho e 0.9 econd that got him to State; To Zuke I leave my excretory problems (particularly my anal fissure and UTD and the stench still lingering in his
basement; Doug may keep our combined memories of the ride to the emergency room and the pejorative comment I made about Murph on the way (which I
didn't mean, of cour e); Jeremiah Methven can have my taste in women, which, to Kathleen's credit, is the best in the world; Cameron can have my inexhaustible endurance and my pot on varsity ahead of Kangway in cro -country - at Sectionals at least; To Eric and Robbie I leave the truth: I really did attempt to
"dance intere tingly" with Kathleen when you aw me - thank you for making fun of me - I houldn't have tried to dance like that; Nicole can have my sympathy
- no one hould be forced to put up with Robbie and Eric; To the boy ' cross-country team I bequeath a tradidtion of illegally entering sororities and urinating on
the lawns of punks who as ault you; Last, but not least, I leave my thanks to Kangway - he helped make running at Uni the mo t wonderful experience of my life.
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PRIYA MARl IYER

Pri Pri, Tequilabanana22, Yirpa, Priyer
You just wait till we pass a VW dealership and I'm gonna beat the
s*** out of you - Belle
Its wise burnt orange quickly fading into the bright neon yellow
man to you. - G cashMONEY992k1
lm neeeeekkkkkeeedd!!! - Stack
I want to see tears ... b/c thats when I know the spirit has been broken -Alexxx
I may or may not have made out with And res's shoulder and I may
or may not have enjoyed it. - Ravi
It was the baby got back of the 18th century. - Mr. B
My boobs don't bounce around ! They listen to mamma. - Alexxx
Oh my god!! I am a woman!! - Ellie
Dude I have to tell you I had a dream last night. I really learned
something about myself. I had sex with a woman. - Belle
Runners got 'dem ballz other athletes just play with 'em - Back of at-shirt
Rebel geese show me how to fly. - XC
I'm sweaty!! You just wait until you are burning in my oven then we
will see who is sweaty. - Drew
Its not beastiality if they are both dogs - Dan
Sing like nobody is listening, love like you've never been hurt, sing
like nobody is listening, live like its heaven on earth . - Soula
I1 Priya Mari lyer, being of blissful mind and halfie body do hereby bequeath the following things to the following peo2le: My s ista- 4 kickas years and a home free of me and

me knowledge that you are louder, cooler and have a better ass than me, stay away from A1 and Henry. ALEEEX! f I LOVE GOOOLD! !- frat parties, a new partner in ho-dum,
STATE, and a hot boy on which to use the 101 sex tips from Cosmo, :uper slow runs, a li :p, pookie, and long talks. Ellie- push up ports bras, a butt, State, country music, a
bumble bee costume, commando jeans, alexxx, and clieerleading. Shandika and Fred- xc and State, each other to beat up, womanhoOd, and you are awesome. The rest of xc and
track- a great season and belief in yourselves. Henry- a free lunch, higher self esteem AI- may you one day be as cute as you think you are. Zuk, the cutest boy in the school- a
date anytime, tennis ball from Atkin , and captainship of xc.. .I love you pookie!! Cameron the screeching falcon- BAH- KAW!! All the endrox you can handle and the courage
to say no to Drew!! XC State and quitting the useless baseball team. Drew- The Air Force, "Andy" and a woman younger than the Anat Phy teacher, Montessori, and an anal
fissure of your own, xc and taking the boys to State next year where they belong. Kangway Chooang- State, and a huge hug for being an awesome person and runner. Doug- may
Tennessee always beat Barna, thank you for five awesome years of track and cross country! Mr. B.-Thank you SO much for teachirig me and puttmg up with me eating everyday
in class! Thank you also to RC, SL, BS, and EM. Everyone else who I forgot, I love you and thank you for making my five years so awesome.

SHANG JIANG

Shang-a-Liang-a-Jiang-a-rang
Randomization is the key to success- The wise Old Stats Book
Ecchi anime sucks. in fact, anything ecchi sucks. - Magic Milk
But if we are twins, it's okay for you to see "it". - Onegai Twins
All men are devils.- I My Me Strawberry Eggs
Do you not know it is a sin to defy the Devil?
- Samurai Deeper Kyo
1. .. can kill. .. so easily... but why... am I not sad ... - Nair
I have something I need to ask them ... When that's finished .. . I
will kill you ... - Nair
There's a Taiyaki store that I really like, and I ordered a lot but
when I was about to pay for it, I cou ldn't find my wallet, so .. . I ran
away! I had no choice! It's a long story but. .. it's a really long
and complicated story. Well. .. I was really hungry. - Kanan
That's terrible! You 're too young to have to go through all this!
There has to be something I can do to help! Alright! Kotaro-kun ,
I'll become your mother - su ! - Pita-Ten
If you are offering newspapers, I decline. Or some girl who suddenly says this is her house, I decline. - Onegai Twins
It's Milk! - Neo Milk
Bye-bye, Megaplayboy. - DNAA2

,_

-

~ I, Shangliang Jiang, being of random mind and dead body, leave the following things to the following living things. To Brian, my last quote, random anime,
~

...

complete dictatorship of Anime Club (and yes, I'm allowed to do so with his consent) and Gooier as vice. To Abe, HISSS and my patented always backstab
strategy (replace Purple with someone). To Victor, stop playing boring games and to Kangway, how up or else ... To Gooier, how's vice-president sound? And
someone else to steal desk space from. To Luke, JAC, flyers, and more bishoujo anime. To Anime Club, a new dictator and good luck in actually fini hing
anything. To Alex, the leadership of Chess Team. To Annie, the nickname Neo Magic Milk. To the fodder of chess team, learn to be quiet and what the pieces
are actually called. To HISSS , no one to screw over the board and a new backstabber. To Chris and Mr. Garvey, thank for che club, and Heyworth. To all
my teachers NO MORE ME!!!

-

J
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SARAH ROSE GEORGIANA MULDOWNY KEARNS

Rose, Angel Ducky, One Who Writes Prose and Glows
Smiling often will make you look and feel younger.- fortune cookie
There are more things in heaven and earth , Horatio, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy.- Hamlet
I'm so Confucius.- Jack
I tried to vacuum the dog today, but Rose made me stop.
-my brother
The brim-fullness of her nature breathed from her.
- Tess of the D'Ubervilles
Excuse me ... BURNING!- waiter in Greece
Thermodynamics is lots of fun/ We remember things we've said
and done/ Thermodynamics - we laugh and play/ I could do
thermodynamics every day!- Emily B., Hannah B., and me
I would rather be overturned by him than driven safely by anybody
else.- Persuasion
The woods are lovely, dark, and deep/ But I have promises to
keep/ And miles to go before I sleep/ And miles to go before I
sleep - Robert Frost
In th is world you can be oh so pleasant or oh so smart. For years
I was smart. I recommend pleasant. - Harvey

I, Ro e, being of ense and en ibility, leave the following things to the following people: Martin gets a chicken. Lillian get to go to first. Tess gets a beloved
skirt. Cordeiia gets procrastinating pants. Sara gets someone to read Shakespeare to Iier while he cries. Batia gets someone to read Chekbov to her while he
cries. Kri gets a hug and an afro. Brad gets the knowledge that hi arms are really incredibly handsome. Ariel gets Augustu (sigh!) and toga skills. Kinzie
gets maternal hug and kisses. Franci gets the Patriot Act repealed. Runelle gets a nice day every day. Mr. Stone gets worm-eatmg teddy bears. Mr . Dade
gets students who smoke pot on Friday . Katya gets beautiful books. Mr. Sutton gets Henry Clay Frick, that roue and mountebank. Mr. Vaughn gets "culture,"
out not Culture. Mrs. Ridenour get button and boys who act. To my baby cousin Henry B. , an affectionate smack UP.side the head, a Thanksgiving pagent,
and whipped butter. To the swim team , locker-room opera, relay energy zaQS, and extra underwear. To those who w1ll cherish it, the 40's-dust-laden North
Attic Playhouse. To all, my gratitude and good wishes; I am exploding with love for you and I am so lucky to have had you in my life.

JOHN

Ll

I appreciate the dilemma of geniuses. I experienced it myself.
- Ray
The human problem is that we are all going to die. - Mrs. Dade
If the Dodge viper plays its torque with Wagnerian bombast and
the Mercedes-Benz SL55 AMG is a Bach figure , then the new
twin-turbo V-12 SL600 is Beethoven's Ninth. Music appreciation
helps sort differences between the image and feel of the AMG
and SL600 (differences between the Benzes and the Viper are
as obvious as they sound) . - Motor Trend
Making money is a hobby that will compliment any other hobbies
you have, beautifully. -Scott Alexander
I never wanted to be famous. I only wanted to be great.
- Ray Charles

I, John Li , being constantly haras ed by Yearbook via both email and phone, must prematurely submit my will. The following will be allocated as thus. Monah
gets total domination of the violin ection without my interference. Nathan Dornier retains the nickname Carl in honor of the venerable Carl Broadbent and
gets a bunch of little girls to flirt with. Marquis gets a collection of ancient video games and sessions of shock therapy. The guys in the chorus get the task of
recruiting more ba ses and tenors for next year. Mr. Murphy and HerrW get their own tru t activity day. Herr W also get a stock portfolio so he doe n't feel
left out when a tudent begin jabbering about the NYSE. Mrs. Dade fortifies her wily French way with more honestly blunt humor. Ray gets a more powerful
computer so he can make harder worksheet for next year's phy ics students. To everyone else I know, there isn't enough space or time to write you something,
o you all get big hugs, a many hare ENGA tock as you want, and Hot Wok meals. Goodbye everyone! I love you all!
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JACK LIEBERSOHN

Jack the Hammer, Action Jackson
The linguist interrogation of justifying myths the metonymic,
material unpacking of dominion-keeping metaphors, and the
split-gathering activity of newly claimed political standpoints appear to hold political promise for the left. But, again , language
use is dangerous. Even with conscious and critical determination to resist the linguistic temptations of obfuscating mythification
counterproductive exclusionary framing , and premature narrative
closure, the inevitable tendencies of the linguistic process itself ar
counterproductive to any social order. But the greatest threat to
effective work for positive change will inhere in the degree to whic
identification of the opposition will allow us, through splitting and
projection, to remain voluntarily blind to our own daily dependency
on the order we would change. - Some history journal (thanks to
Mr.Sutton)
Function under stress, finish in form -The Misa School
Hide tide waits oh no man.- Jack Aubrey

UN/ HI
I, Jack Lieber ohn , of cyborg body and mind , say ha tala vista, baby: To Cordelia, Sarah Bial and the others, I leave GSA and Kathleen 's work
ethic; To Antoine, I leave my co ll ection of 'Warhammer' figurine ; To Nathanie l, I leave the Gargoyle's graphic , to Tiffany I leave calculu ,
and to the soccer team I leave the ability to recruit players; To Mr. Vaughn I leave Philosophy for Dummie , to Mr. Stone 1001 Way to Kill
an Insect and to Mr. Sutton my coll ection of online stock tip ; To all of the others, drool like vultures over the remain of my exten ive e state.

PAMELA

T.

MACHALA

Ela, Spam, Spamela, Pamiwah, P.Mac
Is it always 'or'/ls it never 'and' - Into the woods
We're pamplemousses and we're PISSED - Ravi
Julian, put your G-string on. NOW. - Mom
150°/o of fired people be locksmiths. -Julian
Ahhh ... the power of cheese! - dp
I only sleep with the best - Belle's nightgown
All my life, I've been an obese man trapped inside a fat man's
body! - Homer
I don't know what people expect when they meet me. They seem
to be afraid that I'm going to piss in the potted palm and slap
them on the a**. - Marian Branda
But it just may be a lunatic you're lookin' for. - Billy Joel
Hi, you like me just the way I am.- Bridget Jones
Mrs. Hogwallop done R-U-N-N-0-F-T.- OBWAT
One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. What he was doing in my pajamas I'll never know. - Groucho Marx
Just because we have chiseled abs and stunning features, it
doesn't mean that we too can't not die in a freak gasoline fight
accident. - Zoolander
It's very difficult to be funny when you got a whole bunch of ugly
people staring at you. - Flip Wilson
Without too much regard to the state of her mind and body, Pamela leaves: Breault - all movie in exi tence; Bet y - another year on Monclair Rd (I'll
vi it), lots of bizarre childhood memorie , and looking after Hugh :); Anna File - EVERYTHlNG. hehe; Ellie darling - a hot boy to develop your pictures, pantsing underclassmen, and heaps of love; Drew - a haircut; Alex - cheese bagel & Brad Butler; LeRoys & Li s' - twin power; Hugh - learning how to dip, hove in the rear, & unfailing ability to crack me up; Emily Sha - a free vi it to my busines in Switzerland & aying hi to Adrienne for
me; MS, LW, HS - Creative Discovery memories & my respect for mad athletic prowe s; Zuk: - Meadowbrook on Sunday ; Kangway - arne a Zuk,
plu my brother's regards to your ister; Stephen Buzard - the unoccupied piano :); Cameron - heehee. Daniel Jacob - good memories & my brother;
Cordelia, Shruti , Roveiza, Lucy, Krista, L. Reese, B. Wallig - You gals are cool; Henry B - brutherly luv; Girl ' soccer & XC - much love, good luck
and mad props; RM- Woody's & me becoming a oprano in my old age; CB , CD, RL, LM, BS , BV, SW - more thank than could fit in this box!
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PATRICIA MATHY

Trishie, Trisher, Pookie, Reeces
Everything is better the French way - Mrs. Dade
There's nothing sexier than a man in a pick-up truck using his turn
signal- Val
We've created a generation of morons! -Dad, referring to AIM
BURNING ! - Guy in Greece
You're so cute I want to put you in a blender and drink you up with
a straw! - Stevie
Look! It's 273!!! - ME
It is what a man thinks of himself that truly determines his fate
- Henry David Thoreau
We're all in the gutter but some of us are looking at the stars
-Oscar Wilde
"C'est drole, Ia vie. Quand on est gosse, le temps n'en finit pas
de se trai ner, et puis du jour au lendemain on a, comme ga,
cinquante ans. Et puis l'enfance, tout ce qu 'il en reste, ca tient
dans une petite bolte rouillee. " - Amelie
Each moment is an invaluable jewel - Buddhist proverb
The more you know the less you understand -Tao Te Ching

1, Patricia Mathy, being of se mi-enlightened mind and body inextricably linked to the number 273, do leave the followi ng: Ell ie gets JAIMIE, Osito, and a pocket- ized Lizzie McGuire ; Kris and Anna get the many joys of ICA ; Hugh gets Greece; The swim team gets tradition ,
underwear and one last "go to school!"; The junior swimmer girl get locker room NEKKIDs!; Emi ly Sha get a succesful back-rubbing busines and a knot-free back; Ca ey get more leepy 5:15 car rides to practice (thanks); Alyssa and Shruti get backstroke-ah love (passed on
from Hannah) and Shruti gets more entertainment from my personal life ... feel free to laug h, rea ll y:); Kris ta gets IM (how about 20X100's,
five each?), Liz get print free , and Amelia gets a onic speed kick ; Anne and Nicole get "lane 6," and Anne gets 'Stacey's Mom' on the
blocks , thanks for putting up with all our senior craziness!; Lillian gets a hug and Emi ly F. gets a smile; To all my teachers , thank you so
much for everything; It's been an interesting 5 years , I've learned so muc h ... thanks for all the life lessons. I' ll miss everyone! Take care.

ALISA MODICA

Misi, Aweesa, Modiqua, Modeeka
You ... b****** ...are going ... to HELL- Gina
You know I can't have cheese , you know it gives me a rash on
my... on my...Bob!- Alex and BS '01
Arisa-san, you are too top-heavy, don't stand near the window or
you may fall out! - Sensei
Umair, you 're mexican! - Katerina
Eaaaaah, Melanie!- Jackie
Chotto onegai ga arundesukeredomowayonekanaano - Me and
Val
... he WAS a liver! - Spam
That way there's no way I can crush your pretty toenails into a
thousand pieces - Weezer
Are they all gay? I wish I were a man.- Jackie
Liseworth , are you a butler or a maid?- Matt
If he ever left me I wouldn't even be sad , no, cause there's a
blessing in every lesson and I'm glad that I knew him at all. -India
Arie
They were gatting-be in the hicle-ve - Wendy and Nita

I , Ali a Modica , being of petty mind and curvaceous body, do hereby bequeath the folloring item to the e people: Corde lia-everything you're ever wanted and a cheek rna age; Shruti-the ho parts in all the play ; Tom-a long frivo lous disc ussio n at IH OP with me,
Dan , and Eli; Marika-your si ter's kanky clothe ; Paco-a Spanis h accent and some other naranjas; O ther Alisa-the right to my name;
Lauri-the ocial ad legacy; Te & Paige-a large booty- baking ; Sara S.-free dance lessons; Henry (P anchito)-a magic , truth-telling
mirror ; Cia s of 2005 couples-hotel rooms; Sen ei-go ip ession with lots of chocolate; R ay-a tig ht pi nk sh irt , oh wait; Sutton-a
half eaten sandwich; Suzanne-a exy, intelligent, meat eati ng man; B arbie-a carb -less sodium fa t free feast; Se nora-a truckload of muica latina ; Suzie K- one Ia t holiday brawl; Mr. B-more baka na kodomotach i ; Susan & Pam-an office worker as good as me and Nat.
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DARIA IGOREVNA NIKOLAEVA

Dasha

I think Eminem told my story best. - Ray
In order to succeed, your desire for success should be greater thar
you r fear of failure. - Bill Cosby
Alii need to make a comedy is a park, pol iceman , and a pretty girl
- Charlie Chaplin
All the voices that are spinnin' around me/ Trying to tell me what
to say/ Can I fly right behind you/ And you can show me the way.
- Norah Jones
How do I look .. . how does my soul look?- Emily B. after fitness clas~
... and my ear has really low gas-mileage ... - Hannah B.
I was on the dad with my phone. - Emily W.
I want to be a volunteer when I grow up. -Julia
I look at the world and I notice its turning/ While my guitar gently
weeps. - The Beatles
Imagine all the people living life in peace. You may say I'm a
dreamer, but I'm not the only one . I hope someday you'll join us,
and the world will be as one. - John Lennon

I, Dasha Nikolaeva, leave the following things to the following people. Emily, Paige, Jackie, Kinzie, and anyone else who is intere ted can have French
Club and about 2 gallons of Vichysoisse. Emily Sha, I leave you a pleasant afternoon at DCL, some very odd gossip, and a fulcrum. Tanya gets Russian
Karaoke. Tess can have cats and a dictionary, which would probably be much more helpful than me. Brad, I leave you lunch at Ba il' . Lucy, you can and
should have red hair because you wear it so well. Shruti, Roveiza, and Ayesha get a occer warm-up, and naturally, Roveiza gets her own rap song. Kirill
and Greg inherit the joys and wonders of Uni physics. Margot, Victoria, Becky, and Grace, although you will have no way of seeing this, I leave you the
good CD. Mr. Stone, you hould have the "Aizwell that ends well" because I am certain now that it would have won. Thank you for all of your years as
an Explora Vision sponsor. Everyone has been wonderful, and I will miss you all.

MEERA PATEL
Murra, Meeriqua
You know, Moe, my mom once said something that really stuck with
me. She said, "Homer, you're a big disappointment." And God bless
her soul, she was really onto something. - Homer Simpson
Quitters never win, and winners never quit telling you about it- Daria
Ask me if I have a banana in my ear. I can 't hear you , I have a
banana in my ear! - Priya
Patel , why you always giving me the hairy eye?- Chris Warren
I'm tired of all this nonsense about beauty being only skin-deep.
That's deep enough. What do you want, an adorable pancreas?
- Jean Kerr
I don't believe you're leaving me 'cause me and Charles Manson
like the same ice cream. -Tori Amos
In a tower of steel , nature forges a deal to make wonderful hell,
like me. - Bjork
The supreme happiness in life is the conviction that we are loved-loved
for ourselves, or rather, loved in spite of ourselves. - Victor Hugo

I, Meera Patel, being of iniquitous mind and idle body, do hereby bequeath my possession , other people' posses ions, and various intangible items to the
following people: Alex(xx) gets all of the necessary, forgotten memories required to form evidence of a decorous childhood (including Mrs. Lash's class
and sixth grade), Cou nty Market, small brownies, a "four-mile run ," some bardquore traque praqtice, and the conviction that with me gone, you will not
have any more friends. Ellie G. al o gets some hardquore traque praqtice, triple jump at State, another year with our piggy little friend, and Alex San one
:). The remaining Indians of Uni H igh get to become doctors, engineers, or Dairy Queen employees and Marika lyer get to live up to the expectations
established at this school by her virtuous sister. Though you are just worthless, inconsequential little beings in my grand scheme of life, I thank you all
and will possibly, miss you all. Bye. :)
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JACQUELINE DE SOUSA PATEGUANA

Jackie, JP, Xiributana, Jackita
Priya you speak two languages- English and lying - Ez-Mac
Max I got an idea ... one of us should kill each other and then the
other one should solve the crime - Dan Pleck
Oh yes Colonel Wolfe is my sugar-daddy- Mrs. Ridenour
Priya do you hear that? That's the sound of nobody caring - Triety
But maybe Stevie, you're just a bad actor! - Mr. Vaughn to Stevie
I don't know what the beef is between you two,
but you better grill it 'n eat it - Drumline
A Iuta continua- Samora Machel
It's important to me to be a positive role model. Parading around
in my bra and a pair of hot pants will NOT inspire confidence in
other girls. That would just make me one more person pushing them to feel like they have to be something they're not. I'm
not just another bimbo. I've got a brain and a heart. And I'm not
gonna let my body distract people from that fact.
- Christina Aguilera, Sept. 1999

I, Jackie Pateguana, being of bootylicious Mozambican booty and mind, leave the following items 2 the following peepz: Lauri F. large sums of money (you
decide just how much) 4 you to inve tin another gr8 pair of jeans and boots. Ellie G. , that book you lent me some time ago. Emily Sha, a senior with a
license and a car to drive you to the Hills. Atul, some acting skills. Marika, your big sister's "hand-me-down" Playboy ® thong. Roveiza, a JRO tournament
at Kenney Gym. Merf & Doug, a girl as athletic as me who can actually do sit-ups. Mr. Vaughn and Ms. Iinder, some R-E-S-P-E-C-T from your students.
Mr. Sutton and Sam S., ornething you both really want. Runnelle and Ms. Harris, a bigger library full of PiGGiES , books, and candy.

KATHERINE LEAH PEISKER

Kate, KP, Katy P.
Revocate animas maestumque timorem mittite; forsan et haec
olim meminisse juvabit. - Vergil, The Aeneid 1.202-203
Many are the plans in a man's heart, but it is the Lord's purpose
that prevails. - Proverbs 19:21
Let's have a revolution! I'll bring the milk and cookies!- Mr. B.
I could show the world how to smile/ I could be glad all of the while/ I
could turn the gray skies to blue/ If I had you- Frank Sinatra
Be thou my wisdom and thou my true word, be thou ever with
me and I with thee, Lord ... Be thou in me dwelling and I with thee
one. -Traditional

·-I
I

-

Yay! I'm done! But for all y' all still stuck here: Lydia gets DCL basement parties and people who can actually pronounce her last name. For Henry B. , a poke
in the hallway. To my darling Bethany, more Japanese movies than you could ever watch. Amelia, Anne, Krista, and the rest of the bus gang get a bus that
comes semi-on time! Jacob Olshansky can have years of orchestral secretarial delight. To Eric L. and Lucas I give a year without my constant complaints.
Kinzie and all my WILL pals, may you always find the perfect tchotchky. LIFE Group-you guys amaze me! Ariel and Brad get a filthy rich Latin Club. Katya
deserves a class that stays on topic, actually speaks Russian in class, and appreciates good food. Mr. Sutton-3'd hour and all my thanks. For Lisa, students
who truly understand how amazing you are, and extra hours in the day so you can work on all those awesome ideas you have. Ellen gets 7th hour parties, people""
who know how to leave phone mes age , and a mandatory naptime- I'll miss you so much! And may the rest of you all be blessed with a senior schedule as
ridiculously sparse as mine. See you later!
~

·-~

-

~)
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DAN PLECK

DP, Dirty, The [adjective] Jew, 52,
Hafkin, Paaah-leck!, Schmiegel

._._._I

Gold please. - AOK TAUNT # 5
And I'm sorry for calling you a Jew - Eric Gartman
If you will it, dude, it is no dream - Theodor Herzl, 'The State of Israel"
Last n~ht 1had the str'an:1est dream. I strargiEx:i ~to death. (auf deuts:;h)- Herr
Wootfll ~be ratv as hel.ifwe were as ratv as we all1tu.Jgltwe were... - Artles Block
Humilitv, always humility. -Audrey Blessman
Biatch you smoke crack? ~le do not pr:aise paganini for his Musicianship.
It is virtuOSIC. And Sarah chang is a virtuosic player, so you can s*** it ricket. plead
the fifth or drink it...rong IM- JUlian Machala, over my AIM account.
I fink ... there are many ~pies who live in United States. Do they love you?
I love you .. .Dan, do you love me?- Martin Seife~J: my German Host-brother
If the Human bqdy's obscene complain to the manUJacfurer, not me. - ~ f3ynt
From now on the only lady 1\m pimpin' is sweet lady propane. And I'm trickin
her out all over this town - Han!< Hin
Jefferson ... hmmm ...Isn't that the_quy with the kite? - Sergei Pourmal
I wouldn1 bring ~ up with my wife. Tfle mere mention of it makes her speechless. - Dan Momssey.
When I'm really rich 1 instead of toilet pager~ I want to have a drawer of live
kittens next to my to1let. And every_ time I w1pe mY. ass, I'll use a new kitten
and throw it out the window. And 1'11 make my seffs live off my s**t-kittens for
sustenance. That or just some dubs. - Max S.T. Schnuer
If there is no struggle there is no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom and Y.et depreciate agitation are men who want crops without plowing
the grouna. - Frederick Douglas.

w

oo

Bein g of dirty mi nd and a sickly, fragile body, I do hereby bequeath the following stuff to the following stuff-receivers: to Dan Jacobs,
envy, spite, malice, and free C h inese food; Cordelia Loot , nothing, you've got the cheek , you're good to go; Tom, sexual harassment
and contortion le so ns, probab ly combined in some way; Sergei, a CCCP alute and ... COP SOME REHAB YOU BLOOD-SHOT JUNKIE!;
Shruti, a big freaking hi and hello there; Mark, la agna, the township of Savoy, and ... PILLS! GO TO REHAB WITH SERGEI YOU CRAZY
M OT HE R ; Alex Ivanova, some sense; Sara Sligar, ditto; Atu l, do uble ditto; George Gu, I give you Dean ; Annie , nothing, I refu e to
take away yo ur in noce nce; a nd Brea ult , a h , B ro ... to you I give all the star in the sky, and posture, and some traight teeth, and a LIFE!

NATALIE PROCHASKA

Big Bird, Proha, Prochaska, Nat
Perception is reality...dahhhh!! Thafs deep, man! - Max, 4th day of Seminar
Two dallas! I got twooo dallas!!- Priya, subbie year trying to flirt with Noah
1\te seen 1als of WfS. Virgiia b3rre pates!...aD in WfS. Virgilia ttnJjl ... - Parrela to
1\tt Suttm 'Ah3n ~ W1ere tofrd WfS. Virgiia b3rre pates i1 C-U
Oh quit moaning about your aches and pains-/'ve got a brain tumor!
- Mom, when she wanted more ice cream than the rest of us
Tranquiliteeee!! - SSS, when we were like 6
Look at me. - Val
Wah tsiao ding yi, WAH TSIAO DING VI!!!! - Ekaterini, me In Craig second
·
summit junior year
Just wait Priya, when we drive by a VW dealership, 11m going to beat THE S***
out of you!! - C-Belle, when Priya slugbugged her to the limit
Oh, Prochaska... - the entire basketball team whenever I do ANYTHING
If you's a fat one, put your clothes back on
Before you start putting pot holes in my lawn - Missy Elliot, 11 Pass the Dutch 11
Can you imagine!!???- Trish, whenever she gets indignant
DUDE, whafs the BEEF???!??!!!! - Mr. Sutton
liiiiiiiiiiime!- Warren
What goes on green vegetables? (Eiaine) ... ketchup!...PEANUT BUTTER!!
- me, when playing Catch Phrase at the UHGB winter break partay session #1
I can1 wink! Watch!! - Molly
I, Natalie Prochaska, being of pas tic mind and tall POST body, l:>equeath the following tuff to the people ucceeding: To Molly I leave more po ting up and NBA move , 30-pt.
games, perfect baseline shots, gunp love, and anotherrad trip to Boot City; to SarAA I leave awesome Smeltzer-esque drive , the taU blonde post legacy and awesome rebounds;
to Hannah I leave a 100% FT percentage and mad dribbling ;kills; toAl I leave aU the huge sweaty post hugs she wants, someone to actually receive her peed-of-light passes, lots
of movies with spiders in them and practices with no pants; to Julie I leave running my brother' toy through YOUR OWN hair; Nuole I leave the intensJty to both OriveAND see
the court, water fights (I still got your back!!); to Dawn I leave successful drive on Molly, lots of baskets and LOSING CATCH PHRASE; to Tmy Scheiny I leave fun afternoon
Quad rides WITifOUTME for the next four years; to Geoffrey as many speeding-filled trip to College for Kids as he can stomach and no more movies like Underworld; to Robert
I1eave endless ubbie girls to hit on, actual skill at basketball, and Lolo to a.J.ways comfort you when you fail; toAl I leave a windexed bootay and a mall lip of paper with SOME
ONE'S picture on it CROSSED OUT; to Austin, fun times in Chern w/ you know who, plus aU the underclas men school photo identification he wants; to Anna F. I leave patienc
for a certain friend and the ability to VENT--all my love with ICA too ... may you have as much fun as I did ... hahahaha; to Scoobs I leave a HOUSE in this TOWN, more one-way
streets in Bloomington and watery Mahomet blizzards; to my dear coach Merf, uccessful easons with people who peak loudly; and to everyone el e, see ya, we're outta here
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KATERINA POLYCHRONOPOULOS

Katina, Katty, Ho, Ekaterini, Epoly
You b****** are going to hell!!- Gina
Do you like apples? I got her number, how do you like them apples?
- Will from Good Will Hunting
No juega conmigo pendeja! - Alisa esa
Do you think that's reasonable?
- Mrs. Jockusch assigning homework
Oh my Go-d , I'm wasting away, I burned 750 calories an hour this
weekend - Nicole
For real? - Dee Brown's response to my asking him for an autograph
Do you like my thong?? - Priya
Here's to goodbye, tomorrow's gonna come too soon - Eve 6
You 're like a port-a-potty, but more full of s*** - Mark White

....

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/-

TIANYU QI

Mao, Ql, Guts And Running
I always loved running ... it was something you could do by yourself, and under your own power. You could go in any direction, fast
or slow as you wanted , fighting the wind if you felt like it, seek1ng
out new sights just on the strength of your feet and the courage of
your lungs. - Jesse Owens
Most people run a race to see who is fastest. I run a race to see
who has the most guts.- Steve Prefontaine
The will to win means nothing if you haven 't the will to prepare.
- Juma lkan@a 1989 NYC 1\71arathon winner
CAN YOU KEEP IT DOWN PLEASE? IM TRYING TO TEACH A
CLASS . - Mr Butler
DUDE!!!- Mr. Sutton
Oh this is particularly brilliant. - Mr. Carruba
You know, Hobbes, some days even my lucky rocketship underants don 't help.- Calvin
ife moves pretty fast. You don't stoQ and look around once in a
while and you could miss it. - Ferris Bueller
All men dream, but not equally. - Lawrence of Arabia
What we do in life, echoes in eternity. Gladiator
I have met my hero, and he is me. - George Sheehan
Opportunities multiply as they are seized . - Sun Tzu
I say, if your knees aren 't green by the end of the day, you ought
to seriously re-examine your life- Calvin
First they ignor~ you , then they l?ugh at you , then they fight you ,
then you w1n. - Mahatma Ganah1

E

I, Tianyu Qi, being of sound mind and body, leave the following people tuff: Zuke gets a hot girlfriend and annual LotR marathons. Breault gets to become
Quentin Tarantino's ... apprentice. Jeremiah get to watch every episode of DB, DBZ, and DBZ: GT ... in a row. Drew gets a ranch in Montana, a fighter
plane, and some cow . He also get the knowledge that hi hair i raw. Kirill gets US nuclear secrets. Alex gets stain defender clothe . Ellie gets to live out
the Lizzie McGuire Movie. Kangway get a lifetime supply of Endorox, a soccer ball, and a hobby. Robbie gets his Orange Underarmour, and a ROBOT.
Cameron get to play for the Orlando Magic, and really nasty gas. Simms gets a date with Kangway's sister. The Cross Country team gets top 10 at State,
meat parties, a port a potty. My teachers and coache get my incerest "thanks." My family get a big hug. And I keep everything else cus I'm greedy like
that.
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KATHLEEN JOHANNA MILLER
REUTTER

Kath, Kat, Katherpillar, K-Leen

If I ventured in the slipstream/Between the viaducts of your dream/
Where immobile steel rims crack/And the ditch in the back roads
stop/Could you find me?- Van Morrison , Astral Weeks
Rules are alright/if there's someone left to play the game/All my
\L-~;Ji~~~~J friends are going/and things don 't seem the same.
- Paul Butterfield , Born in Chicago
For all the shut-down strangers and hot rod angels/Rumbling
through this promised land!Tonight we're gonna ride to the sea/
And wash these sins off our hands.
- Bruce Springsteen, Racing in the Street
Morning found us calmly unaware/Noon burn gold into our hair/At
night, we swim the laughing sea/When summer's gone/Where will
we be?- The Doors, "Summer 's Almost Gone"
She's got everything she needs, she's an artist and she don 't look
back.- Bob Dylan , "She Belongs to Me"

I, Kathleen Reutter, being of debatably sound mind and proprioceptively-challenged body will the following thing to the following people: Antoine get
velvety ears, green jellybeans, and his very own Darwin Award (minus the dying part or the other, uh , difficulties). Nathaniel gets an upside-down pinned
assassin bug and memories of Jack's unconventional driving habits. Brian finds the ever-elu ive Big Bertha and get all the video games he could ever want.
Brad receives more anatomical les ons Sarah and Kathleen-style and lots of soy sauce. Eleanor, aka Sha-nay-nay, gets twin boys and a guy with jutting hip
bones. Alejandra gets my earrings. Liz Reese remembers to come to art class and continue to draw beautiful thing . Kris Coomb gets a million thanks for
the best hugs in the world (except for maybe the ones from my boyfriend). Tiffany gets a dozen red ro e . Sarah Bial and Ariel receive our beloved GSA.
My teachers get ever-lasting thanks for five great years. Especial thanks to Bill Sutton, Dave Porreca, and Dave Stone for their va t wi dam and never-ending encouragement. I'll mi s all of you!

VALERIE ROSS

Val(lie), Bal/Velle, Pookie
If you're tired, pull over. If you're hungry, eat something.- Best in Show
That boy could steal your heart faster than a can of pickles.- Nels
(aka Pamela)
We can sit here all day and argue and make up words like chalant
and irregardless and kahrn .. . toonzen ... bagen ... but I've got a
case to crack. - The Hebrew Hammer
Chotto onegai ga arundesukeredomowayonekanaano.
-Weesa and me
Both kinds are important: "I" and "ai." - Sensei
Think Small , use the 8-item line, who I needs more than 8 items?
All you really need is I civility, honesty, courage, and 5 loaves of
wheatberry bread .- Peter Meinke
Remember how the Angel of Death ... 'Have some broccoli, have
some broccoli! - Jessie
Cynicism is only an unpleasant way of saying the truth. - Lillian Hellman
We locate an adjective for the weather I We say that we are having a
wonderful time I We express the wish that you were here I and hide the
wish that we were where you are - Billy Collins
Lookatme.- Patricia, Natalie , and me

I, Valerie L. Ross, being of both mind and body, am graduating. So: Ellie gets hyperventilative laughter and a ervice buddy. Anna File gets a high five,
a plane ticket, and a "new friend!" She and Sarah Leroy get tall dresse . Hugh gets a "What? Huh?" and new su ngla e . Sergei gets enthusiasm and a
" heesh Sergei." Molly and Hannah get 17 and a half .5 llama . Japanese 2 get a wift kick and an apology for being such a lazy empai. Ssligar get
lotsa chicken soup. She, Batia, Ms. Linder, and theUniquers get submission and love. Bet y gets peace, quiet, and happine . Colette gets applause.
Mickey gets to find another Ronalda. Cordelia gets anything he wants (though what could she be wanting, with tho e cheeks?). My i ter Jocelyn (Jossie,
BigUn, Slinnie) gets something in my will, too. My teachers get so much thank . (And Sen ei gets an okagesama de, itsumo tano himi deshita. ) Everyone
I forgot, I'm sorry. I'll miss you all. G ' bye. :)
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JOHN PATRICK SAPP

Sqpp, {dC] JP, John Patrick,jpsappl
BaRnOkKZEeNs, Happy Sappy, Sapple
DAAAAAAAAAAH!-Dc
OOOHAHOHOHOO!- Gerry
My dead mother could have made that - Coach Bill
ANKLES! ANKLES! ANKLES! ANKLES!- me
Yards?! I'm not European, I use feet! - Boyle
I once made a s*** that looked like Elvis - Coach Bill
To the windows ... to the wall! - Lil John and the Eastside Boys
[Biackknightl i C e snipes BenJesus with the laser rifle - Trybze
Mother Sear 1 , the mission has been compromised - Sergei
My coke stash has been discovered - Ray
Don't you know if you put pee in someone's eye , they'll go blind!
- Scott at the eye doctor
They think I'm a bear trying to steal their honey - dad beekeeping
That took me like 20 minutes to memorize!
- Priya remarking on a simple physics formula
NICE YA YA NICE- STAAAACK
I like the way you do that right THURR , right THURR- Chingy
The fish sandwich , one of the most popular items on the menu , is
served only on Fridays and usually causes lines down the block.
The freshly fried white fish is served on a bun with tartar sauce,
onion and vinegar. - The PaJ:>er article on Deralds
MAO! SAPP! MAO! SAPP! MAO! SAPP!- me and Mao
You know whats not cool Bobby? Hell - Hank Hill
That's hot! -Beesley after seeing my yearbook page
I, John Patrick Sapp bequeth the following tuff to deeze whods: first and foremo t to Scott, I leave a hot new subbie girl and locker number 50 in the
senior alcove and my locker helf if he wants it. To the Renner clan I leave free rides into town to school as well as ANKLES and a good old game of
pigskin. To Brett Clark, the last of the Mahometians, I al o leave free rides as well a an excellent soccer season. The rest of the soccer team gets a double
digit win season and hopefully Coach Bill. The ophomore SS get broken ankles all around as well as the di covery of the double meaning of their name.
Domier get all the ophomore girls and Sergei get orne mu cle mass o we don 't have to watch his heart beat. Also Sam Smyth and the other SS whods
will continue the legacy of the dC. Doggy Boner (a.k.a. Belmont) a! o gets a hot new ubbie girl while D anny Ito gets hands closed together with a bow.
Henry get my Ar enal soccer jersey. Everyone el e get diddly-squat.

MARK SAVIGNAC

Marco, Cangivas Kram, Marky Mark
Well my heart is where its always been/ My head is somewhere in
between.- U2
I realized that the purpose of writing is to inflate weak ideas, obscure poor reasoning, and inhibit crarity. -Calvin and Hobbes
Yes there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run, the res
still time to change the road you're on.- Led Zeppelin
Someday these childish dreams must end/
To become a man and grow up to dream again. - Bruce Springsteen
I want to live and breatne. I want to be part of the human race.
- Radiohead
Don 't sit upon the shorelines/ and say you 're satisfied/ Choose to
chance the rapids/ and dare to dance the tide.- Garth Brooks
And how many times can a man turn his head/
And pretend tftat he just doesn't see?- Bob Dylan
I've been waiting a lifetime/ For this moment to come/
I'm destined for anything at all.- Green Day
How thoughtlessly we dissipate our energies/ Perhaps we don't
fulfill each others fantasies/ And as we stand upon the ledge of our
lives/ With our respective similarities/
It's either sadness or euphoria. - Billy Joel
I just want to be me/ when I can , I w1ll/
Words defy the plan/ when i can , i will - Smashing Pumpkins
You realize the sun doesn 't go down/ It's just an inusion caused by
the world spinning 'round. - Flaming Lips
I, desire to be tow the following things UJ)On the following people, whether they want them or not. See what you can make of it. To Breault, a prestigious career with
Starfteet, and a movie night with Quentin Tarantino. To Klrill , your own private, tropical nation, where you w1ll have warm winters, be free to set your own economic
system, and never have to talk to stupid people again, plus running varsity your senior year. Jerry gets the perfect rockstar life, and of course he beats Zuke some.
Zuke get a love for Garth Brooks and a more o5noxiou brother. Sam Iinlay gets to be as tall as his ladies (not that it matters). BKV continues to live the good,
introspective life, with lots of Derald ' (the only life worth living, of cour e). Kovacs gets a life supply of GOOD MORNING! and my support in her administrative
decisions. Ellie gets more cool, le ugly guys for gym. Kangway gets a little less raci min his life and Drew's hot, long-lost sister. Drew lead the XC team and his
own fighter quadron. Cameron get every American Idol album ( orry), and Robbie gets everyone in orange UA. XC Doug get the track race I "missed." Derald's
Doug gets four more year of patronage. The guys XC team get a hard-earned trip to State and a perhaps a desparate gra<fuate who follows you around. Everyone
el e, have fun every day of your live . If you don 't, you're doing something wrong. Finally, pecia:J thariks to BS, BKV, Ray, DS, DP, EJ, RL, RM, W, and CB .
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STEVIE SCHEIN

Steviekins, S3, Roscoe, SSS
If you believe in yourself, and with a tiny pinch of magic, all your
dreams will come true - Zoe
You code name should be 7-11 . Because 7-11 never closes. Like
your mouth -Garrett Bell, my twin
I'll re you if you do re mi - Dr. Floyd
An orgy... with *jazz hands* - Sasha Steinberg
Broadway baby, learning how to sing and dance. Waiting for that
one big chance to be in a show - Follies
I know every step, I know every song. I know there's a place
where I belong - Hairspray
Oppurtunity is not a lengthy visitor- Into the Woods
Too much sanity may be madness. And maddest of all, to see life
as it is and not as it should be- Man of La Mancha
I reject the world's complacency - Ragtime
The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love and be loved in
return - Moulin Rouge
Everything works out in the end. If it hasn't worked out, it's not the
end.

@~ Stevie Schein, being of Broadway-oriented

~

mi nd and capricious body do hereby leave: To Anna, Interlochen and eye-rolling at stupid people; Atul-a British accent, a marriage -

MAX SCHNUER

-

Lockdown, The GZA
Anyone who ritualizes an important experience, sucks the life
out of it, and therefore , is surely damned- Lee Klein

~

I leave the entire school Gerry's artistic ability..

..

-

....__..,
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ANIRUDH SETH

Andy, iCe, ashamed, teh admiral, the class bully
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah- Max
ice's hair is like a woman . it looks good, it feels good, it smells
good , and its always on ice- Gerry
triple g?? that's like ... gunter gearst gelmsley! - Gerry
maaan .. .f*** the police- Andres
I r teh leetzOr haxOr... did i get it right ice?!?! -Andres
well ... you 're my daddy ice - Max
I don't use yards .. I'm not a metric kinda guy - Boyle
you walk up to people ... they're like do you know me/
you say 'I know you , you 're roquelle roney! - Gerry's freestyle
Andy, can I have a word with you?- Sue x 20, 491
Boyle has so much potential.
Instead of like a -5, he could be like a 1 -Justin
My pees hurt. Man , i love lifting. ·
Oh my god. Love is pain *cries* - Gerry
d*** ice ... you own me!- Gerry

i being of dirty mind and the little aim guy 's body leave these phat items: henry get absolutely nothing; i dont really like you; to belmont,
i leave a sack of gold and a knife; to boyle, i leave a hug , kis , and many more 40 yard goal ; to justin, i leave ai's genius, beckham's bend,
and a giggle · to al, i leave many happy tue days and the ability to be one with god; the ss gets to be as raw as the de; to molly i leave a new
best friend and a wave; alex gets a computer with aim and broadband; farid get the knowledge that he is the ultimate leetzOr haxOr; annie get a spanking and an abercrombie hirt; udara get lots of goal and buckets and also gets to be more talkative; robert gets hop and a lifelong supply of mountain
dew to generou ly hare with the world; andy get a world erie championship for the brewers; just kidding, henry finally gets an "i love you" and a phat
enior year; to everyone who wants omething and didnt get it from me, go to deralds and it will all be ok; thanks for the memories and fun times. one.

ELI OTTO SHENK

Amishman, the Canadian, Chuck,
Chucky-Mil
do you think the world will really end? Cause theres no place
else for it to go - SLC punk
We'd gone in search of the American Dream, it had been a lame
F*** around , a waste ot time- Fear and Loathing in Las vegas
The revolution will not be televised - Malcom X
I don't do drugs, I am drugs - Salvador Dali
We can~ stop here! This is bat country! - Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
We are the middle children of history, with no purpose or place.
We have no great war, or great depression. The great war is a
spiritual television to believe that we'd be millionaires and movie
gods and rock stars--but we won't. And we're learning that fact.
And we're very, very pissed-off - fight club
I AM THE FUTURE! I AM THE FUTURE of this "great nation"
that you , fathers, arrogantly saved the world for. - SLC Punk

I, Eli, of Canadian mind and Ami h body do hereby leave the following to every student (and faculty member) at Uni: 1) a big hug, and 2) a swift kick in
the a** . U e them a you ee fit.
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GERRY SHIH

G-money, G-$$, gcash, gcashmonef;1}2kl, checkmate, Randy Moss, triple G, gunter gurst gelm;ley,
The Producer, KZA, c luuuuuuuuuuuuuuuub.
Oh, that must beg$. I should have guessed from the broad vocabulary. - Dr. Carruba
Your writing is like a large elaborate box with nothing in it. We need
more substance! - Dr. Laughlin
Respect all, fear none, my pride is everything- Nas
Let's try and come up with something as beautiful, simple, and
ingenious as the Death Star Superlaser. -Andres
Oh my God, is he dead?- Jerry "The King" Lawler
My mouth and lungs! Guys, for moment I thought i was dead! -Max
Whatever you decide is worth doing, it is worth doing well- Dad
Congratulations on being my gift, God wrapped you up tight and
he preserved my wish- Ghostface
Sometimes i get kinda tired of being so fine. - Max

I, Gerry Shih, have a dirty mind and dirty body. Justin Park and David Boyle may bicker over my hydraulics and 24" rims, Gucci, Prada, Burberry, and Timbs,
ice, SUV's, kicks and throwbacks, Hen crista! and clips and gats. And my shortys and finances. Mark gets the journalistic license to "raw" and "grill". Breault
gets some movies and teeth. Sam Smyth gets sick glides and waves. Farid can have wild parties at my house on Thursdays. Austin, Robert, and Renners
get a meat patty. Henry gets the attention he wants. The Freshmen soccer boys get a Terran tank push. The rest of soccer gets an annoying jumpstart 1-2-3
RSKA. That androgynous-looking subbie boy gets a pick-up line. I inevitably leave all girls hopelessly libidinous memories of me but can only promise
there will be other guys. Lastly, with no regrets of my questionable legace, I hope to leave my teachers fond memories and sincere thanks.

MICHAEL SOCI E

Stack, (Sergeant) Steak, juicejuicejuice
Radians are for leftists; I'm a fascist, I use degrees. - Ray
You are a typical American; you buy a bulldozer to move a marigold. -Mrs. Dade
My favorite animal is steak. -Fran Lebowitz
Great spirits have always encountered opposition from mediocre
minds. - Albert Einstein
The analog of the structure of the poem is the interrelationship of
the theoretical bling-bling with the so-and-so. - Richard P. Feynman
For what is a man, what has he got? If not himself, then he has
naught/ To say the things he truly feels/ and not the words of one
who kneels/ The record shows I took the blows/ and did it my
way! - Frank Sinatra "My Way"

I·~I,spirits
Michael J. Socie, being of a smalltown mindset and a country-boys' body, leave this right burr to you right thurr: First and foremost, handshakes and good
to everybody who will have them. Now then, Farid gets anything he wants. George gets everything Farid doesn't want and loving memories of Dean.
Henry gets the Uni High Orchestra and Jazz Band and his name on a basketball record list so he dies content. Alexander P. Renner gets a hand touch complete
with the point upwards, a new bag, and a starring role on Playmakers Season 2. Andy gets another 6 inches to dominate underneath. Mike gets the knowledge
that he's the best basketball player in that family. Parky, Cameron, and Udara get to finally scream at someone. Austin gets some comdogs and excellent
basketball shoes. Finally, Ray holds it down for the faculty with a physics association of his own. Thanks to everyone who did something worthy of being
... thanked, now I'm through. Good day.
~
lo.,.
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RAVI SOLTER

Ivar, General Gandhi
How about no you freaky dutch bastard!?- Dr. Evil
I love you Ravi! -Terence Crofts a.k.a. Kaisar Soze
Excuse me while I get down with myself - Michael Socie
lsn•t she the chick who posed for playboy...
never heard of her - Billy D
Mmm ... yes ... very raw - Ray
MIA HAMM! YAY! -Andres
Uuuuh ... - Tianyu
Quick, close the door! Close the door! - Ms. Linder
Ladies, Gentlemen, and Mark. - Mr. Russel
Hello little buddies! - Mr. Stone
*Thursday Night!! - My .. Guy .. friends

I, Ivar, being of un peakably virtuous mind and emaciated body do leave the following things to the following persons. To Boyle I leave a speech therapist
and an apology. Austin and Renner get full control of the D-Unit. Belmont get to be on varsity. The SS gets to try and be as raw as the dC. Scott Sapp gets
humanlike features. Ray gets $40 in pizza money and the knowledge that he is indeed uncooked (raw). Mr. Vaughn gets an apology and a thank you for all
hi wonderful classe . Merf gets a giggle and a smile to lighten up her 8th period!! Mr. Butler gets a huge thank you for all the things I learned and enjoyed
in his classes. Everyone and anyone in the school get anapology for the food that they cant find in their locker.

TERESA SONKA

T, Tisa
A boyfriend? I want one of those-Hannah
Guess What?!?! - Caterina, Mukta, Me
Pinch Poke - Us
Obviously - Us
I know this great game. Its called eleven on eleven. - Lauren
Feak Wemales - Ravi
Ice Cream? Ice Cream?- Lou Bega
W2G - Sangita
Are you on any sort of drug? - the weird British guy on Poirot
Be a man - Mark and Terence
They act dumb and we act normal. So, in comparison , we act
smart - Caterina
Your face- Sangita
Oh , this makes sense. I'm the best, and I'm the man ; 1•m the best
man.- Michael Scheitlin
These things I have spoken to you , that in Me you may have
peace. In the world you have tribulation ; but be of good cheer, I
have overcome the world. -John 16:33
I have come that they may have life, and that they may have it
more abundantly. I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd
gives His life for the sheep. - John 10:10-11
I, Tere a Sonka, hereby leave the following to the following people. To Lauren; representing Uni at USC, Uni girl's soccer, and no more World Cup. To Lucy
and Roveiza; fun playing soccer. To Uni girl's soccer; open gyms, a regional win, and breaking .500. To the subbie girl's XC team; 4 years with the best xc
team around. To the girl xc team; trip to tate and tradition . To Leah and Sam; carrying on the Imlay name at Uni. To Bhaskar; being the only Vaidya at Uni.
To Alejandra; math classe at the U of I cau e your crazy smart. To Ellie; memories of stats and growing up. To Alex I. and Ellie; the obligation to pa down
our XC tradition . To the boy xc team; trips to state and no more endurox. To Kangway; two track and two XC trips to state, Laura becoming a pro runner,
endurox concoction , and umrner running. To Football Club; a field and girl football player . To LIFE; many members, books to read, and fun discussions.
To all my wonderful teacher and coaches, e pecially EJ, CB, WS, RL, DL, JY, BD, and DM; a big thanks for all your support, encouragement, and help
throughout the years.
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SASHA STEINBERG

Alex, Shasha, Xander
Be the change you wish to see in the world - Gandhi
I'll have the type-A personality with stalking on the side. - TML
How do you play the strumpet? - Jack
I could always shimmy it up my body! - Emily
To being an us for once/ Instead of a them - RENT
It depends who you 're sleeping with and how much fun you 're
having - Mr. Sutton
The more you give, the more you have to give- a saying
What's that noise? ... Rrrodents .. . It's a pity your sister couldn 't join
us ... mmmyesss, more wine!- Wishbone
Sasha, Suggest summoning Satan . - Katya
*jazz hands*!* - Stevie
I wuz jus playin wit u - Rose
Whaa?- Kate

Batia-A seance with Shakespearean pedophiles, sin; Shruti-Prostitute shoes, "sa ha and the shrutis" reunion tour; Martin-The lead role, a urinal, spoiled dog treatment; Kris - A long story, someone to stare at you intently in Mads; Ellie-"your body, your choice", the CRC, cool hair
for teachers; Anna-The CRC, mads, piano ; Kinzie-Hours of gossip, secrets, fannie may; Brad-Rus iannes , your hearing, a lifetime of musicals; Sara Sligar-My initials and birthday (wait, you already have tho e); C-delia-A better lead singer, a wacky hairdo, omething burning; Alyssa- Trips to county market, a talker; Paige and Kri ta-A happy face to put on, smile in the hallway; Zoe-someone to play dead,
Stevie's friends calling for you; Katya-Students who peak Ru ian, a teenage daughter; Ellen-Colored sign , stall vocab, eeyore; Li aTrip to bar , surpri e birthday partie ; Mr. Sutton-Green sideburns· Mr. Stone -A little twin; Mr . Ridenour -A lifetime upply of button .

MUKTA VAIDYA

Muk(s), Mook(s)1 Pinto 'n' cheese,
AmuKamukamuk, Tutut
Subtle, like the "b" in subtle. -Terence
Be a man. - Mark and Terence
Are you on some sort of qrug?-Some...IDJy with a British accent
S1 se puele- n>, EW, M~ CW, C\),. HI
Pinch Poke-T\:>, CG, Mv, HI
A boyfriend, I want one of those!- HI
Two heads are better than qne even if they're drunk! -Teresa
Oh obviously. - TS, Hr, CG~ MV, EW, CW
Guess what!- MV TS, CG
This proof is so cute!- Mrs. Jockusch
I think Eminem tells my story best. - Mr. Carruba
Don 't get so ... so ... so ... ruffled! -Elaine
Feel the rhythm, feel the rhyme , get on up its bobsled time-Cool Runnings! - Sanka, Cool Runnings
Harry it does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live - Albus
Dumbledore
As long as you derive inner help and comfort from anvthing, keep it:
- Mahatma Gandhi
I think we dream so we don 't have to be apart so lonq. If we're in each
other's dreams we're tonether all the time.- Calvin and Hobbes
"What ho!" I said, "What ho!~said Monty. "What ho! What ho!" "What
ho! What ho! What ho!" After that it seemed rather difficult to go on
with the conversation.- P.G. Wodenouse
Love: a temporary insanity, curable by marriage.- Ambrose Beirce
And I think to myself what a wonderful world. - Louis Armstrong
Feak wemales. -Rav1
I, Mukta Vaidya, being of sound mind and body, bequeath the following to the following: Atul gets a myriad of conver ations in variou Indian accents
and in Marathi , the ability to bhangra, control of the RMIB , and there ponsibility of looking after its member , e p. my wonderful brother; Rohan gets
several unsettling smiles, and blessings for his unflagging, tolerant temperament; Shivani gets a reminder that "happy feet are dancing feet," and a dia
that never stops shining; Shruti gets a congratulations on being the only Indian at this chool who enjoy di playing her roots : ); Lucy and Roveiza
get big bear hugs for being the sweetest two people I ever did ee, and Lucy get her mad juggling skills, and a hat trick; I'll really mi UHGS, have
fun and good luck! The rest and more I leave to my darling little brother Bha kar, who definitely de erve everything he gets; My family and teacher and Jenni get my thanks and admiration, and my kindred pirits hebe-bug and thank for making the pa t five year wonderful· It' been fun.
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DAVID NELS STOLARSKY

dstolars, Stolarsky, Sto, Stoman, Choad, giMlids
God! Pmac is so well rounded! - Cbelle
I need to get my BOOTY sleep! - ela the duck
R-0-T-K. R-O-T-KING. R-O-THE-KING. R-OF-THE-KING. - dpleck
Huh? Rule of the king? - Me
It is better to have loved a short man than never to have loved a tall.
- /usr/bin/games/fortune
No one knows you're a dog on the Internet.
- /usr/bin/games/fortune
Food, please. - 3
Javohl! hahaha ... You can't quote me on that one. They can't see
that I'm clinking Biersteins together.
- Ray$$money$$@tycobrahe.uni.uiuc.edu
I'M NEKKED!!! -Stack
We're off to see the wizard, the wonderful wizard of Oz!- dC[gay]
There are two kinds of fools-- those who never climb Mt. Fuji, and
those who climb it twice. -Japanese Proverb
When men speak ill of thee, live so as nobody may believe them. - Plato

TRIET DINH VUONG

Jeff, Trit, T3rt, Triety Bird, V Rice
I think we agree, the past is over. - G.W.Bush
Yea, but I live on the HARDCORE side of Timid Deer Lane.
- The Boondocks
Das bedeutet sechs! - Herr W
No, no, I'm a ho. - Nafisah
Ah yes, the rawness. - Ray
There's nothing so tragic as seeing a family pulled apart by something
as simple as a pack of wolves. - Jack Handey
Beauty is worse than wine, it intoxicates the holder and beholder.
-Aldous Huxley
And I'm no featherweight myself. *grin* - Stack
When I'm rich, instead of toilet paper, I want a drawer full of live
kittens. I'll just wipe my a** with one and throw it out the window.
-Max

I, Triet-diddly, am giving away tuff: Jpark get some Vespene Gas; Robbie Robinson gets Alex E; The SS thugs get a less offensive name;
Boy soccer get $30 to buy Zidane; Henry gets him elf, obviously; Danny Ito gets my love and eternal memories of the dance incident involving hi brother; Alex I. get orne baby mama drama; Mickey gets a lot of bing sao; Lauri gets all the cute Iii bugger at the RC , and also the
un-cute ones; Ca ey and Lauren get to embezzle all the $$ from German Club trea ury; Belmont gets a machete; Udara gets to be the cJa s
pimp; Robert get a hout out - holla; Mark White get orne ill flow; My teachers get a thank you; Everyone eJ e gets whatever they want.
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CATHERINE LIH-LIAN WAH

Cathy, c-dub, Wajia, cwah, Cathi, Wah 1, Cathlaine
They aren't just my pants, they're my best friend. - Emily W.
You mean his sideburns decided to rendezvous at his chin? - Elaine
'What is that thing??" "An onion." ".. .Oh."- Sarah K.
I go into a drug-induced trance, and it just comes to me.
- Ray on making hw questions
Things are never quite as scary when you've got a best friend.
- Calvin and Hobbes; BW for SC
In God we trust; all others must pay cash. - fortune cookie
Football. .. causeth fighting, brawling, contention, quarrel picking, murder,
homicide and great effusion of bloode, as daily experience teacheth.
- Philip Stubbes (c. 1555 - 161 0), Anatomy of Abuses
The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the
source of all true art and science.- Einstein
And when the night is cloudy, there is still a light that shines on me I shine on
'til tomorrow, let it be. - The Beatles
But in the end, it's only a passing thing, this shadow. Even darkness must
pass. A new day will come. And when the sun shines it will shine out the
clearer. - Sam Gamgee
It means no worries, for the rest of your days I It's our problem-free, philosophy I Hakuna Matata! - The Lion King
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I - I I took the one less traveled by, I And
that has made all the difference. - Robert Frost
L Catherine Wah, being of similar sleep-deprived mind and body to that of my sister, do bequeath the following things to these people: To Alejandra, ice cream runs, more
long walks around Kickapoo State Park, calc, a wonderful bball season, and a hug and thank you for cheering me up with candy com. Aria gets an injury-free xc season.
Emily Floess and Nicole get a hug. To Eleanor, a long run to the Atkins Tennis Center. Ellie gets a better secret buddy and an awesome enior season. The Rebel Gee e
get success and runjun. The bball team gets the cup game. Lucy gets to glare at me in history. Ray gets the Amalgamated Association of Future Physicists of the World and
physics B labs. Beesley gets good boys soccer write-up and the knowledge that it was a hooded jacket, not a sweat hirt. JPark gets to u e the word "equalizer." Shivani
gets to go to State in xc again. Suran andAran get to be the only Asian twins at Uni. Bhaskar gets Roving Reporter and to beat Mark at Halo. Someone gets locker#l23.
To all my teachers, esp. CB, J"R "C, EJ, RL, RM, DP, DS, BS, Lisa, Doug, and Merf, thank you. And to everyone el e, thanks for the memories. I'll miss you.

ELAINE YING-LIAN WAH

Iainey, Ewah, Wah2, Wajia, Shirt Collar, Cathlaine
Not all those that wander are lost. -The Fellowship of the Ring
That is so uncooked. - Ray
I say, if your knees aren't green by the end of the day,
you ought to seriously re-examine your life. - Calvin & Hobbes
Obviously! - Mukta
He said, 'That disgusted look on your face ..." that's a huge pumpkin!- G
Well, gurgle on you manual laborer you ... - Catherine
Pinch poke! - Caterina and Teresa
Let it be. - The Beatles
He's the butt with the leaf on it. - Hi
So meet at Folletts at 12:15 we shall. See you then I will. Fun with installing
windows I will be having. Fun with liquid nitrogen you have. Yoda I am not.
-Catherine
Gerry, you're going to get yourself lynched! - Ms. Jockusch
If I could reach up and hold a star for every time you made me smile, the
entire evening sky would be in the palm of my hand.
- Unknown (SC for BW)
Be a man.- Terence & Mark
... You can see only as far as your headlights,
but you can make the whole trip that way. - E. L. Doctorow
Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known. - Carl Sagan
I , Elaine Wah , being of simi lar sleep-deprived mind and body to that of my sister, do bequeath the following things to the e people: To Alejandra, I leave
calc memories, and rainbow bridges in the clouds. Hannah S. gets a hot guy. E leanor get more nice long runs . Leah get snicker doodles. Aria gets to run
at state next year. Al gets a doo-dad. Julie gets fast-breaks. Molly gets more cool bball moves. UHGB gets Monical's & cups. Lula and Colette get something, I dont know what. The Gargoyle people get the Pacemaker. Lucy gets the girls' soccer team , "your face ," and somebody else to it behind in her in
history. Robbie gets (tennis) balls and a nice turtle with a cold to take home with him. Domier gets shoes in his size. Kangway get to go to more Chinese
New Year banquets. Bhaskar gets more games of Halo in his basement. Daniel Ito gets more games of bingo. And of course to all my teachers , e pecially
DS, DP, RL, EJ, J"R"C, BS, CB , RM , Sally, Merf, Doug, and Lisa, I leave my undying thanks and appreciation. Everyone else, thanks for making this a
great five years. Have fun!
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ALYSSA EMILY WALSH

Em, Mo, Steak
As the light changed from red to green to yellow and back to red
again , I sat there thinking about life. Was it nothing more than a
bunch of honking and yelling? Sometimes it seemed that way.
- Jack Handey
En Ia cam a de Juan!- My sister, Rachel
We are such men! - Hannah B.
iBesame!- Hannah, Sarah , and me
The end is coming , and it is brought on by gravity. - Liz
So the graph shifts to the right- just like our country!
No, wait, I didn 't say that. - Ray
3reathing may be essential for life, but not for the 50-yard freestyle!
- Quote on the wall at Freer
Emily, I don 't th ink you 'll ever be 'okay'
but that's what I like about you . - Stevie
Tu veux mon putain? Je ne l'aime pas. - Ella
You can 't go through life with nothing but rules, because rules don 't
work. You have to think things through. - Linda
I, Emily Walsh, being of relatively un stable mind and sporty body, hereby leave the following tuff to these poor unfortunate people. Alejandra: Incomprehensible forei gn phra es, orne mu cle , and KITIIES! Brian: Someone to flip your hat up. Atul : Melvin. Ellie: jJAIME! Nicole: A sub-6:00 500
and una buena actitud. Anne, Nicole, and whoever el e is worthy: Lane 6. It will serve you well. Shruti and Amelia: A swimming announcer who can
, pronounce your name . Jeremy: Your mom and a pillow. Hahaha. Justin : The Equalizer. Dawn : Fun times as a striker. Kirill: The sheep's lovechild. Colette: Sheep, maybe? Hmrn, heep eem to be a theme here. Anyway, the basketball team: 6:00AM pillow fights and late-night trips to Wal-Mart. Swim
team: Shower-time bonding and "NAKED! !!" I want to leave sometime to Lula, Julie, Lucy, and Krista, because I like you guys. How about a hug. If I
forgot you , I'm sorry everyone I didn't mention can have a banana, and maybe even a heep or a llama. Well, I guess that's it. Have a good time at Uni- I
am finally out of here!

MA 1AYAN SHIFRA WEINBERG

May, Malayan, Squeaks
You must be the change you wish to see in the world. - Ghandi
Why1_¥>metimes I've oolieved as many as six impossible things before
breaKJast. - Lewis Carroll
Don't follow strange men into cemeteries just because they know your
dreams. - mommy
Every blade o_Lqrass has its angel that bends over it and whispers,
grow, grow. - Tile Talmud
The decades looked on and didn't notice her passing. They stared from
their fixed mounts across at each other and didn't see revolution striding
between them, on her Wf).Y to destiny. - Wicked
You have a sex drive? - Af J.
Lack and excess, these are the tickets: Who would have thought moderation would prove so essential? - The Passions of Alice by Stepllanie Grant
You are mv sunshine/My only sunshine/When I'm not with you/My skies
are grey/Ybu don't know dear/How much I love you/So please don't take
my sunshine away - on German desk after bad aay
You have too man.v questions, and there aren't that manY. answers.- Dan P
We say we Love trowers, yet we pluck them. We say we Love trees, yet
we cut them down. And people still wonder why some are afraid when told
they are loved. - anon
The golf player must have small white balls - Kimmy
Gooa girls don't tart- Ann M.
Is Ma'ayan throwi119 a oartv in her head or is she in never-never-land?- Stevie
If you want to be ti~py, E>e. - Leo Tolstoy
A man can read 'War and Peace" and walk away thinking it's a simple adventure story. And some can look at a chewing gum wrapper and unravel
the secrets of the universe - anon
I, Ma'ayan W., of cele tial mind and winged body, leave these treasures to the following rays of light in my life: Alison and Caitlin, more distractions and
people who can tell you apart and will list you seperately in their wills ; Amelia, emu in raincoats; AI J., my sex drive; Lillian, more people who understand your happiness ; Shruti ... Purka ... Pirky.. . Sbruti P! ; Molly, non-exi tent Sci. 0. and failed locker decorating parties; Hannah M. , memories of UMS
orchestra; Alyssa, Rock Butt! Butt Rock! ; Anne D. , a 22 and ten more fingers for van games ; Krista, more shower interrogations ; Tom, interesting ponderings for artistic inspirations ; EmySha, hiny thing ; Casey, a sistent coaches to provoke; Julie, hugs ... when you find me; Ayesha, fun with mix tapes ; Liz
R. , a birthday in the 80s; Nicole, 500s; Cordelia, your own stage; My girl posse, touching! ; Future Uni swimmers, green peppers and an extra set of joints;
and to all believer , their own set of wing .
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KIMBERLY RUTH WENTLING

Kimmy, Kimbo, Kwent
And maybe you don't go to hell for the things you do. Maybe you
go to hell for the things you don't do. - Chuck Palahniuk
The opposite of war isn't peace, it's creation. - Rent
Hate whitey, kill whitey, take another graham cracker. - Mr. S
Something foreign is always living itself through you. Your whole
life is the vehicle for something to come to earth .
- Chuck Palahniuk
You fell out of a gay tree , hitting every gay branch on the way
down ... then you fell on a gay guy .. .and did him.
- Karen from Will and Grace
You're going to die today, happy birthday, you 're the candle.
- some man in LJ who lit his dad on fire on his birthday
In America, if your addiction isn't always new and improved , you 're
a failure. - Chuck Palahniuk

-

~-

~

I, Kimmy Wentling, of semi-sound body and mi nd leave this shizzy for these people: Eleanor G.-ping pong ball , more cro country ab exerci e
(l ike the V), a man and more time fo r hw; Alex I. -ice cream, some friends after we leave, lot of fun , my adoration, and "you o funny '"s; Caitlin L. ,
Katie C., Tess G.-baseball ; Allison L.-l ights and fun ; Narcissus- a happy man and lot of pretty girls· Eleanor U.-Uni ; Tom-you're a coo l ogre; AI J.
and Alyssa-girl-girl fun ; Shruti-lots of "fun "; Al-know ing you're in Pri ya's dreams; Mr. S and slinder- lot of love and thanks for being super cool.

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------~

LISA MICELE
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The Class of 2004 dedicates this yearbook to Lisa
Micele, our Director of College Counseling. We
first got to know Lisa Micele our junior year. She
walked us through the entire process, pointing out
deadlines, helpful resources, and always being
available for inquiries in her office. However, it was
during our senior year that Lisa Micele really showed
her resourcefulness. She reviewed our resumes and
applications and worked with us as we rushed to meet
the deadlines. After we were accepted, she helped us
choose which college was right for us, where our
interests would direct us, taught us how to apply for
housing, told us about scholarships, and helped us
through countless other details of moving on to college.
Without her, the college application process would
have been virtually impossible. We owe you a debt
of gratitude for all your hard work. Thank you, Lisa.
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Best Dressed: Andres and Meera
Most likely to be in the Mafia: Greg and Alisa
Nicest Ass: David Stolarsky and Pamela
Most Likely to be Jailed: Andy and Priya
Best Hair: Max and Jackie
Nicest: Stephen and Rose
Biggest Flirt: Ravi and Priya
Most likely to be on Broadway: Sasha and Rose
Most Athletic: Tianyu and Teresa
Best Couple: Skye and Kathleen
Best Imaginary Couple: Chris and Meera
Dirtiest Mind: Dan Pleck and Hannah Imlay
Funniest: Dan Pleck and Alisa
Cheerleader Wannabe: Gerry and Priya
Best Smile: Ravi and Stevie/Rose
Next ruler of the world: David Grayson and Val
Shyest: Stephen and Dasha
Most Original: Max and Ma'ayan
Most Artistic: Triet and Elaine
Teacher's Pet: Ravi and Anita
Teacher's Enemy: Andy and Emily Climer
Best Dancer: Gerry andAlisa
Laziest: Max and Ali sa
Most Sensitive: Skye and Rose
Most Likely to Succeed: Gerry and Kate
Biggest Pimp: Michael Socie and Priya
Most Political: Umair and Kate
Spaciest: Skye and Katerina Polychronopoulos
Happiest: DrewiTerence and Rose
Most Changed: Eli and Belle
Most Opinionated: Jack and Emily Climer
Best Car: Drew and Hannah Burgess
Most addicted to AIM: Triet and Meera
Cutest: Triet and Hannah Imlay
Next World Cup player: Andres and Caterina Gratton
Biggest Show Off: Gerry and Priya
Classiest: Sasha and Caterina Gratton
Weirdest Ears: Ravi and Hannah Imlay
Loudest: Andres and Priya
Most likely to play in the NY Symphony: Greg and Pamela

Sarah Ackley runs a Star Trek themed vegan restaurant. Chris Beitel becomes the team doctor for
the US World Cup team. Andres Black plays for the Venezualan National Soccer Team. Stephen
Bruce becomes a famous mime. Hannah Burgess becomes the next big British track star. Emily
Buss becomes a member of the New York Ballet Company. Anita Chary has senioritis for the rest
of her life because she worked so hard in high school. Emily Climer writes a best-selling science
fiction/fantasy novel. Gregory Colombo wins ESPN's Dream Job contest after graduating from the
U of I. Drew Coverdill becomes a poker world champion. Terence Crofts runs a McDonalds and
has fries every day. Clarabelle De Vries becomes the fastest runner in Antarctica before becoming
a marine biologist. Caterina Gratton marries an Italian soccer player. David Grayson becomes a
famous physicist and wins a Nobel Prize for his brilliant discoveries. Michael Green writes a play
based off Seinfeld. Daniel Hedin becomes a model for new hairstyles. Hannah Imlay be.comes a
farmer to fit her accent and studies the microorganisms found on her farm. Umair Irfan stars on
Fear Factor and becomes the next richest man in America through eating various substances. Skye
Isard becomes a doctor so he can fix all his own ailments. Priya Iyer becomes a nun and works in
a library. Shang Jiang wins the college national championship for chess. Rose Kearns opens an
internationally famous hat shop. John Li obtains a collection of rare cars after making his millions
on Broadway. Jack Liebersohn becomes a famous mathematician in Germany. Pamela Machala
tours the world giving piano concertos. Patricia Mathy marries the second suitable French boy and
becomes a Rotary teacher. Alisa Modica starts a cultural revolution in Japan among teenage girls
as they adopt her shocking behavior. Dasha Nikolaeva becomes a professional basketball player
in Russia. Jackie Pateguana creates a revolutionary group entitled the Mozambique Crew. Me era
Patel marries and raises her kids with no knowledge of their sarcastic Indian heritage. Katherine
Peisker becomes a missionary in the Ukraine. Daniel Pleck becomes a weight lifter. Katerina
Polychronopoulos becomes a politician. Natalie Prochaska following a lengthy rehab, stars in
the WNBA and then marries Triet and has normal-sized babies. Tianyu Qi becomes a Communist
dictator. Kathleen Reutter becomes a Habitat volunteer which kicks off her career as the next
Mother Teresa. Valerie Ross graduates from Stanford in three years and against all her inclinations
becomes a high-powered east coast CEO (just like her cousins!). John Sapp becomes a world renowned photographer of insects and wildlife. Mark Savignac gains fifty pounds his freshman year
of college. Stevie Schein becomes a Broadway star who swims for the Olympic team in her free
time. Max Schnuer becomes a hobo. Andy Seth becomes the world champion Counterstrike player. Eli Otto Shenk becomes the first JET-member teacher to promote alternative American rock
to Japanese children. Gerry Shih becomes a journalist for Time Magazine. Michael Socie runs
his own farm. Ravi Solter tries but fails to gain fifty pounds his freshman year of college. Teresa
Sonka becomes a math teacher and spends her free time volunteering as a soccer coach. Sasha
Steinberg marries the CEO of Express Men and uses his acquired millions to buy out Broadway
and star in every successive show. David Stolarsky wins an Oscar for his documentary about life
on Mars. Mukta Vaidya publishes a book on her "logic" so the world can finally understand her.
Triet Vuong becomes a rice farmer. Catherine and Elaine Wah marry twin brothers on the Illini
tennis team and head the Waffia. Emily Walsh marries Orlando Bloom and cares for stray cats.
Ma'ayan Weinberg becomes an artist and volunteer in Sub-Saharan Africa and brings along a dog
bigger than her current one. Kimberly Wentling directs photo shoots of her women's baseball team.
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ORIENTATION...
We are the first class to take the Math I-II-III program. Andy gets
~d~lG..~~;nael Verner. Gerry almost gets killed by a combine on the Great
. Wysocki has a crush on Ravi. We buy an inflatable gargoyle at the senior
2003 pops it. Soap books. Hot Tub 6. Mrs. Morris plays Santana in subbie science.
Florida. Ms. Mason takes her place for part of the year and shows us the WTO
the first to use the 1-beam design for bridges. Swamp Bunnies. Stolarsky shatters
ay at lunch. Our first ·
watch The Magic School Bus in the third floor
74-4 to St. Matthew's. We have at
tornado w
West-Williams terrorizes sub e
ish as a
in OUR field 8th hour before it js taken
wat~"'~~ Eric Treworgy at Michael S ie s bam
x Rqvi, Andy x N
·e, Colombo x If
Socie _ ,_.&,.........
, Max x Helen
'[er, lisa 'lftiewqr. , Belle
x Socie, Kimmy
· H~n, Socie x Ally B
Gerryx Val,

:en

tnto
ght on Gerry's zipper" at the Winter Formal.
ummer
ht's Dream play. The dC begins right after the winter "surprise" party. Beef
.E. Department and the dC begins. Beef between the administration and the dC begins. Flowcharts of
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(t-b): The senior boys toast to a good trip at the
Moosejaw; Rose, Stevie, and Dasha help each
other skate; Stevie and Patricia take a break
from playing a video game at the Moosejaw.

Senior Trip Itinerary
Friday, Jan. 16, 2004

Sunday,Jan.18,2004

•Early arrival in the Dells due to the school
closing for emergency repairs
•Nuclear Risk
•Water-basketball at the water park

• Ice Skating
• Class lunch at the Moosejaw
• Laser Tag
• Fun at the water parks
• Movies
• Party Games
• Made it through the day without a
noise complaint

Saturday,Jan.17,2004
•Flake- Out Festival: snow sculptures, thrift
shop
•Water parks
•Movies
•Party games
•Relaxing in the hot tubs
•The basketball players come to join in the fun
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~onda~Jan.19,2004

• Pack up to head home
• Stop in Madison: explore campus
town, lunch in ethnic restaurants

(t-b): Mark pretends to smoke
a pretzel; Catherine smiles with
relief as she makes it on top of
a raft; Belle and Pamela pose
in front of the snow sculpture.

(l-r, t-b): The girls take one last group photo
at lunch in Madison; Dasha and Kathleen
climb out of their inner tube after a wild ride
down the slide; Chris, Stolarsky, Andres, and
Gerry take a nap in the lobby of the condo.
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Dear Hannah,
Good job! We're very proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad, Leah, Sam and Eli

Congratulations and Best
the Uni High
Class of 2004
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John!

You did it again.
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Whatever
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decide,
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will
be
with
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Dad,
Tracy,
Melissa
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Julie
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Wickens, Chris 40,41
Wiegel, Josie 22, 23, 25, 42, 55, 91, 92
Williams, Chumar 6, 14, 20, 21, 32, 36, 40, 41, 73, 74
Wiltzius, Amy 6, 10, 34, 71, 73, 74
Wiltzius, Tom 8, 85, 87
Wingo, Lauren 19, 22, 23, 25, 29, 30, 91, 94
Wiser, Jamie 14
Woodley, Karen 6, 10, 34, 40, 73
Wright, DeeDee 68, 69

y
Yabukami,Ryosuke 5,27,28,30,57,61,85,87
Yates-White, ~ark 4, 14, 21, 23, 28, 91, 93
Yi, Jenny 68
Yoo,Auan 3,6, 7,31,33,34,39,40,41, 73,74
Yoo,Suran 3,6,33,34,40,41, 73

z
Zabielski, Ellie 55
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Finally, the chool year ended and it was time to sit back and relax at the
annual Disorientation Picnic, that is if you didn't drive to the event. The
U of I parking police stormed the gathering requesting all cars parked on
the grass be moved, but later backed off after we released the wrath of
the Uni Administration. All of the traditional activities took place, with the
Subbies throwing water balloons at one another, while the Juniors and Seniors played it cool, as they signed yearbooks in the shade of the pavilion.
A group of boy played basketball which, at one point, included Mr. Murphy, who took a break from cooking the hamburgers, hot dogs and veggie
burgers that everyone greatly enjoyed. The picnic was a great way to
the hectic school year and start the long, lazy days of summer.

(l-r, t-b) Ryo shows us what he thinks of his only Disorientation Picnic; Anna

uses Emily's back to sign her yearbook; Dawn and Mark wait anxiously for
Mr. Murphy to grill some food; Stolarsky signs yearbooks for the last time; the
subbie boys flock to get Isaac and Mike's autographs in each others' yearbooks,
just in case they become famous; Maddy and Paige are happy the year is over.

The Last Day of the 2004 school
year was, as always, a bittersweet
mix of emotions. The year ended
unusually with a Senior Class trip
to Six Flags, in place of the traditional Senior Skip Day. With the
Seniors out of the building, the
Juniors got a chance to see what
it feels like to "rule the school," as
everyone tried to make it through
one more day of classes. At 3:50
p.m. the students rejoiced as the
final bell rang and they cleaned
out their lockers, while keeping in
mind they still had Finals for the
next three days. Yearbooks were
swapped and smiles and hugs
were exchanged by everyone. With
another year out of the way, Uni
students looked forward to a fun
summer and the prospects of next
year.
(l-r, t-b) Agatha and Casey enjoy an
embrace in the hall as they celebrate
becoming Seniors; Devin, Rohun and
Tao Tao give the end of the school year
"two thumbs up"; Lauri gets confused
and tries to stuff items into her locker
instead of taking things out; Kinzie
offers everyone hugs on the last day;
Matt and Ben are surprised as Julie
is able to name every person in the
Subbie class.
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After spending a fun-filled day
at Six Flags to end the school
year, the Seniors gathered for
the Senior Supper on May 27 in
Uni Gym. Throughout their five
years at U ni, the class became a
tight knit group, and it showed
as they enjoyed a final dinner
together. Once the recent graduates had filled their stomachs,
they wandered over to the school
to put up their handprints, which
for the first time were allowed to
spill over into the hallway. To
conclude the evening, the Senior
class, parents, and faculty reconvened in the Uni Gym "theater"
to watch the final David Stolarsky Film Festival. It was a night
to remember.
(l-r, t-b) Hannah prepares to take a
bite of her mashed potatoes, wondering if they are tainted; The dinner
glasses meet during a toast to the
Class of 2004; Sasha selects the next
color for his handprint; Pamela and
Val smile for the camera prior to their
dinner; a group of senior ladies gather for the final time as "The Wafia. "
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As '(ou

L\ke t

This year•s spring play 11 AS You
Like lt 11 by William Shakespeare
proved to be yet another success. One highlight of the play
was when Sasha Steinberg, as Orlando, wrestled Mark Yates-White,
the court .. fighter. .. The fight was
very realistic; arms were flying
and shirts were coming off. The
play featured many twists and
turns, with Rosalind, played by
Rose Kearns, dressing up as a
shepherd and in that guise taught
Orlando how to woo. In the end,
the many happy couples, Dan
and Anna, Hugh and Alisa, and
Sasha and Rose were all married
by the exiled king, played by Stephen Bruce, beneath the boughs
of the forest of Aden.

how

(l-r, t-b) Dan "the Devil"
sings a song for the crowd;
Eli, Dan, Max, and John hide
behind their masks; ay- did
you say Pirates?; Max shouts
some profanity; the boys dress
up as... sperm, believe it or
not; Max and Mark goof off.

This year's Big Show was wildly funny. Mr.
Butler and the hilarious cast performed skits
which they created, while also doing various
improvs. The show was so popular that it
sold out the final night. Tom Wiltzius said
that, 11 This year's show was excellent, 11 and
anyone who went to it would agree. Topics of
sketches included the devil singing about his
valentine , the ongoing battle between Osama
Bin Laden and the American armed forces,
and a Lord of the Rings parody. The show
was particularly captivating because of the
use of a projector and video screen to show
pre-recorded movies. The cast and audience
will remember this year's Big Show as one of
the best ever.
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(l-r, t-b) Max poses for us in
Venice; Sarah, Lucy, Katie,
and Nuole get ready for a
day of sight-seeing; Farid
uses his immense strength
to hold up the Leaning
Tower of Pisa; Emma
and the rest of the group
eat right in the center of
Florence; Daniel sports
his shades as he stands
on the Ponte de Vecchio;
Everyone gets together to
chomp down on some olives and fresh meats; David, Daniel, Al, and Justin
say good bye to Florence;
Nuole contemplates taking
a drink of water while enjoying the landscape.

In June a group of students led by Chris Butler and Ms. Patton took a trip to the beautiful country of Italy. They
traveled for almost two weeks throughout the countryside visiting various cities such as Venice, Florence, Pisa, and
Rome. The group enjoyed sightseeing in all of the cities. They took a canal tour through the city of Venice at night,
went to the top of the Duomo in Florence, saw the Leaning Tower in Pis a, visited the site of the gladiatorial fights in
Rome, and swam in the Mediterranean Sea. When the group wasn't busy sightseeing, they opted for a traditional
Italian meal - pizza. The trip was quite an experience and very different from other trips. The group met many new
people and made friends with other tour groups and even with some natives. The trip came to an end as the group
packed up their things and departed from the airport in Milan.
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(l-r, t-b) Matt and Sergei get
their prizedfifteen minutes of
fame on the set ofa Japanese
television show; Tomek, Barr,
and Dan take a short break
to enjoy some delicious looking Japanese food; Michelle
plays ground-golf with some
of her new friends; Zoe tries
on some traditional Japanese attire; Nick makes an
acquaintance; Annie shows
off her recently finished ink
painting, an activity that the
whole group took part in; the
group gets their picture taken
with some city officials from
Iwate; Domier shows determination as he tries his hand

For the fifteen students and two chaperones on the Japan Trip, this summer was amazing. After spending
two weeks traveling throughout Japan, the group had met new people, learned about Japanese culture, and took
part in several Japanese customs. The trip began in Iwate, a town in rural Japan, where students were exposed to
simple country living. They were all assigned to host families, but during the day, the whole group went sightseeing
together and sometimes did volunteer work. One of everyone's favorite activities was playing ground-golf with the
elderly, a game that combines putt-putt and croquet. After ten days in Iwate, the group began their trip to their next
destination: Tokyo. As soon as they arrived, they realized how different rural and urban living are in Japan. The stay
in Tokyo only lasted for the weekend, but the students enjoyed the hectic lifestyle they found there. When the trip
came to an end, everyone was sad to go, but they knew that they would never forget all of the wonderful experiences
they had.
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Spring Co
The annual Spring Concert was
highly successful this year. The
pieces that the orchestra chose
were more challenging than usual,
but the group performed very well.
The chorus also had an excellent
performance, which included songs
such as "Stormy Weather" and
several by Brahm. This concert
reflected Uni's excellent music
department and the great musical
talent at our school. With another
great concert behind them, the orchestra and chorus look forward to
next year's performance, which will
surely be worth attending.

(l-r, t-b) Drew and Michael prepare
their instruments before their performances; Pamela is completely worn
out after a hard day's work; The
chorus belts out a few tunes; Robbie becomes increasingly bashful as
spectators continue to congratulate
him for a job well done; Anita tries
to contain her nervousness for her last
Spring Concert.
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BRINGING THE HEAT

Uni Captures Schools
First Baseball Title

First-year coach Kyle Nelson had a plan for this baseball
season and a February meeting set
the tone. Coach Nelson told the
team he expected them to work in
the preseason and to expect victories. Even with this new attitude,
the season got off to a rocky start,
losing games against Heritage and
Central.
As the conference schedule
began, the lllineks confidence began
to grow. U ni went undefeated and
won the school's first conference
title in baseball. The team had
contributions from many players,
including strong performances from
Henry Pollock, Robert Ratcliffe, Al
and Andy Renner, and Andy Seth,
who debuted this year as a pitcher.
Al Renner led the team in
all statistical categories except for
(l-r, t-b) Al Renner winds up and delivers a pitch; Andy rounds third off a Robert walks, which Ben Sims was the
Ratcliffe single; Henry prepare's to crush the next pitch.
leader and tied Ratcliffe in RBis.
"It was a fun season, and I
had a great time with Coach Nelson," said Junior Andy Renner.

SCOREBOARD
Baseball

(l-r, t-b) Assistant Coach Eric Tucker, Henry Pollock, Matt Freeman, Robert Ratcliffe,
Ben Sims, Al Renner, Andy Seth, Ben LeRoy, Head Coach Kyle Nelson, Jake McGinty,
Brett Clark, Ryo Yabukami, Kimmy Wentling, Katie Carmody, David Martinsek, Andy
Renner.
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Girls' Soccer breaks re-

cords, noses, and ankles
At the beginning of the season, Coach Bill Dejarnette expected
50 goals and over 10 wins for the
Uni Girls' Soccer team. Although
it seemed hard to achieve, the team
pulled through and surpassed the
previous expectations.
Finishing with an overall
record of 11-7-1 and 85 goals, the
team had the best season in Girls'
Soccer history at Uni. Along with
an astounding record, the team
competed closely with top teams in
the area such as Urbana and Danville. Senior captain Caterina Gratton summarizes the team's success,
"This was a season to remember."
The team was rewarded
for their hard work by winning the
conference title, as well as placing
many individuals in top statistical
categories in the area. This was the
first year that Girls' Soccer was part
of the ECIC, and the team hopes to
keep up a reputation as conference
champions in the future.

r,..

SCOREBOARD

(l-r, t-b) Teresa cuts around a Mahomet-Seymour player; Molly speeds by an opponent; Coach Bill Dejarnette gives a motivational speech to the team.
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Varsity Girls' Soccer
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(l-r, t-b) Assistant Coach Noel Dejarnette, Elaine Wah, Dasha Nikolaeva, Emily
Walsh, Sarah LeRoy, Pamela Machala, Dawn Spelke, Annie Fehrenbacher, Emily
Climer, Catherine Wah, Caterina Gratton (Captain), Teresa Sonka (Captain), Emily
Sha, Hannah Imlay, Lauren Wingo, Head Coach Bill Dejarnette, Hannah Kinney,
Betsy Dorner, Monah Habibullah, Mukta Vaidya, Molly Smith .
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DRIBBLING To THE GOAL
JV Girls' Soccer improved

throughout the season
The whistle blew, signalling the end of the game and JV
was tied with Charleston 0-0. Earlier in the season they had lost to
the very same team 3-0, but now,
only a few weeks later, they had
become evenly matched. A shoot
out followed , with Uni narrowly
losing 3-1 in penalty kicks.
Despite coming up short
in these games versus Charleston
and other schools, the JV improved tremendously throughout
the year. The offense started
coming together and things really
turned around in the Decatur St.
Teresa game with U ni winning 20. Junior Ayesha Saied says, "The
season was great, really great. We
played as a team and helped each
other get better."
Although three-year JV
coach
Jenni
Falk will not be re(1-r, t-b) Tess fakes out the defenders; Lucy dribbles while showing off her skills;
turning, the team she has helped
Emma does a run-though and heads for the goal.
develop will continue to grow
next season. With ten graduating
seniors, they have a huge holes to
fill on the varsity team.

rr

SCOREBOARD
JV Girls'
Soccer
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(l-r, t-b) Emily Sha, Bethany Hutchens, Annie Fehrenbacher, Amelia Breault, Tess Garvey, JV Coach lenni Falk, Elanor Unsworth, Emma Marshak (Captain), Lucy Schiller
(Captain), Ayesha Saied, Shruti Purkayastha, Roveiza l rfan (Captain), Hannah Imlay,
Amanda Grill, Krista Olson, Tiffany Cox. (Not Pictured: Monah Haibullah)
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GRUBBER

Uni establishes strong
foundation to build on
Track is a sport of ups and
downs. This season saw both as the
team achieved many breakthroughs
and fought through several setbacks. Captains Tianyu Qi, Skye
Isard, and Drew Hauffe led the
team to a strong season this year.
Sadly though, Uni failed to advance
any runners to the State meet.
One of the team's many
bright spots was the 4x800 meter
relay, consisting of sophmores Sam
Smyth, Cameron Cropek, Kangway Chuang, and senior Tianyu
Qi. One of the favored events to
go to State, their season was capped
off by a 3rd place finish at the annual NewsGazette meet, competing
against area AA teams such as Central and Centennial.
Hauffe, Isard, and junior
Andrew Zukoski were also forces
to be reckoned with in the 3200.
Although frequently impared by injury, the team managed
to pull off a season that turned a few
heads and will make waves in the
running world next season.

(l-r, t-b) Nick leaps out of the blocks; Robbie launches another PR in the shot put;
The Subbie Track Team: Ethan Stone, Aaron Kelter, Jacob Olshansky, Austin Rundus,
TJ Bozada; Tianyu displays proper form as he passes the baton to Kangway.

(l-r, t-b) Jeremiah Methven, Tianyu Qi (Captain), Drew Hauffe, Chris Breault, Robbie Robinson, Nathan Domier, Jimmy Huggett, Max Beshers, Andrew Zukoski, Nick
Gooier, Michael Green, Kirill Lagoutchev, Eric Barr, AbderRahman Sobh, JohnMark
Lau, Kangway Chuang, Skye Isard, David Grayson.
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AHEAD

OF THE CURVE

(l-r, t-b) Ellie rounds the curve as she sprints the relay; The Subbie Track Team:
Marika Iyer, Shivani Khanna, Angela l in, Samantha Nguyen, Linda Song; Priya
gets ready to run and face the competition; Alex displays her follow through without
leaving the circle.

Girls' Track rounds up
another great season
The Girls' Track team
always has high expectations for
themselves , and with their hard
work and dedication, they usually
pull through. This season was no
exception, with good finishes and
a team that enjoyed competing
together.
As the season progressed,
the team improved at every meet,
preparing themselves for their
biggest meet of all, Sectionals.
However, the most important meet
of the season would also prove to
be the toughest. With the 4x800m
team, made up of Clarabelle DeVries, Priya Iyer, Ellie Goldwasser,
and Alex Ivanova, missing State
by one place, the pressure was on
DeVries to win a spot in the 800m.
She did just that and went on to
represent Uni at State.
In Charleston, De Vries
placed ninth in her heat and did not
advance, but solidified her place in
Uni Track history with three consecutive trips to the State Meet.

(l-r, t-b) Alejandra Collopy, Aria Collopy, Priya Iyer, Ellie Goldwasser, Alex l vanova,
Clarabelle DeVries, Emily Floess, Hannah Snyder, Nicole Helregel, Leah Imlay.
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2004 Junior/Senior Prom, Champaign Country Club

(l-r, t-b) Kinzie and Bradley are always available for pictures; Ellie and
Sasha strike a pose; St. Joseph product Michael Socie is looking rather
stylish in his tuxedo.
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rom was a perfect
end to another year
at Uni. As people
arrived 1n their
finery, they were greeted by
some of their favorite teachers, all of whom were very
happy to take pictures of their
students in their marvelous
outfits. Upon entering the
Grand Hall at
the Champaign
Country Club,
everyone was
welcomed by
Italian themed
decor, music,
and chocolate
covered strawberries. Both
the men and the women
looked wonderful in their
evening best. The outfits
ranged from a normal tuxedo
to an old-fashioned sailor's
suit, and numerous stunning
gowns in every color of the
rainbow. Even the most casual girls ditched their sneakers
for a hair style that must have

taken an hour to create and
shoes that you could barely
walk in. It was all worth it,
and as the dance came to a
close, everyone was sad to
leave, but looking forward
to the post-Prom festivities.
Everyone reconvened at
Western Bowl for some Cosmic Bowling, more snacks,
laughter, and
games. Greg
Colombo and
Henry Pollock generously offered
up their houses for moviewatching and socializing
after everyone left the bowling alley. After several more
hours with their friends,
those that were still awake
made their way to Andrew
Zukoski's house for an early
breakfast. It was the perfect
ending to a perfect night out
with friends.

(l-r, t-b) The Senior guys pose for
a group shot before prom; Mukta
takes time out of her dance to
smile for the camera; Sensei looks
thrilled to be dancing with Hugh;
Henry and Casey make the cutest couple at Prom; Andres and
Mickey stop and smile on their
way to the dance floor; Patricia
and Dan are having a great time at
Prom; Mia shows off her elegant
dress; a group of senior girls form
to taunt their dates from across the
room; Abe challenges Jack to fight
for his lady.
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On May 29th, the Senior Class of
2004 entered the Tyron Festival
Theater at the Krannert Center
for their last day as Uni students.
The graduation ceremony included speeches from the 'Uni'-luminator Marilyn Bant, Kathleen
Reutter, Mark Savignac, Rosemary Laughlin and Ms. Patton.
Author Jack Wills was presented
with this year's Max Beberman
Distinguished Alumni Award.
Finally, the diplomas were
passed out, the audience enjoyed
the senior dedication video, Sue
Kovacs mispronounced names,
and the graduates left the theater
to the music of the Beatles.
(l-r, t-b) Mrs. Upah-Bant addresses the
new Uni alumni; The seniors are so excited to finally graduate; Tianyu happily
accepts his diploma from Ms. Patton;
John Li gives Mr. B a hug; the senior
singers recant their final song at Uni;
Mr. Wills gives his new fellow alumni
some words of advice on their big day.
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